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Editorial

INITIATIVES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF MIZO

The Post-Graduate Department of Mizo, opened in 1997
under the NEHU (Mizoram Campus) with a lump-sum grant of
sixteen lakhs from the Govt of Mizoram occupies seventh position
in order of establishment under Mizoram University. From its
inception the Department has been under perennial constraints in
terms of academic infrastructure. The number of teaching posts still
stands below that of sister departments within the School. However,
the present permanent building complex of the Department has
sufficient space for opening of supplementary programmes and
development of studies in the language and culture of Mizoram.

There are indications that the Ministry of Human Resources
Development is open to Studies in the diverse ethnic cultures of the
country. It is therefore prime time for embarking upon an expansive
programme of studies in the life and culture of the people of this
state, the home of Mizoram University. The full proposal for the
starting of Mizo Cultural Studies, as approved by the Academic
Council of MZU was submitted to the Ministry of Human Rresource
Development for its approval along with 13th Plan proposals.

Being the only Department for Post-Graduate Studies in
Mizo, even the syllabi for programmes like, Master Degree, Master
of Philosophy and Doctor of Philosophy has to be framed by
distinguished scholars of the University as and when need arises.
The intake capacity for the first batch of Master Degree in Mizo
was just 18 and after five years it has been increased to 50 seats for
every Semester. Research scholars (M.Phil & Ph.D) are admitted
according to the availability of seats since regular guides permissible
as per Ordinance of the University can only be just two or three.
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As for the reading materials and publication of books,
including preparation of related reference books for learners, the
Board of Studies and Experts of the Department made every effort
to cater to the need of the students and researchers. Activities like
Career guidance & counselling, parents-teachers meet, special
lecture, village field trip, visit of monuments and ancient Mizo places
of interest have never been neglected by the department.

Several programmes like, Meet the Author, Poets’ Meet,
Seminar, Workshop, Special Lecture, Consultation, Meet the Native
Scholar, Story Telling Session, Theatre Festival, Essayist’s Ensemble,
Symposium and Book Fair etc. had been organised as and when
fund is made available. Recent activities showed that the Department
has organised a good number Special Birth Centenary Seminars for
several writers who have attained hundred years, viz. Lalzuithanga,
Zairema, C. Rokhuma, R. Zuala and preparation is on for the
International Seminar in 2018 to commemorate the Birth Centenary
of  L. Biakliana, the first Mizo Novelist who wrote his first novel in
the year 1936. In 2012 there was a big celebration of the Centenary
of Mizo Drama organised by the Mizo Department.  The Platinum
Jubilee of Mizo Novel was also celebrated where papers presented
in that Seminar was published by the Department.

This very ‘Refereed Quarterly Journal of Language and
Literature’, published from 2012 has been approved by the UGC on
22nd June 2017. This has become the only official organ for the
dissemination of Mizo language and literature in the country.  Right
from the start (1997), teachers and students of Mizo Department
continue to publish at least two-three books every year and the present
head of the Department alone had published more than 50 books on
Mizo language and literature. This may be considered as a proof of
the zeal and commitment of teachers and students of Mizo
Department. Greater Deeds Remain for us all.

Chief Editor
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 * Associate Professor,  Govt. Hrangbana College

Folk Theatre and Drama of Mizo

Darchuailova Renthlei *

Notwithstanding a living debate over the definition of folk
literature and folk society, I take the opportunity to quote a sensational
definition given by Encyclopedia-- which says,

Folk literature is the oral lore of culture with no written
language and has at some time been produced by nearly all
known people. […] Folk society, an ideal type or concept of
society that is completely cohesive-morally, religiously,
politically, and socially-because of the small numbers and
isolated state of the people, because of the relatively
unmediated personal quality of social interaction, and
because of the entire world of experience is permeated with
religious meaning, the understanding and expression of
which are shared by all members (Britannica Encyclopedia
Vol 4, p861-863)

Of the origin of folk literature, as of the origin of human
language, there is no way of knowing. Nor can any evolution in folk
literature or any overall development be spoken of explicitly. Each
group of people, no matter how small or large, has handled its folk
literature in its own way. Depending as it does upon the transmission
from person to person and being subject to the skill or the lack of
skill of those who pass it on and to the many influences, physical or
social, that consciously or unconsciously affect a tradition, what
may be observed is a history of continual change. An item of folk
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literature sometimes shows relative stability and sometimes undergoes
drastic transformation. But it must be remembered that the folk
listening to or participating in its oral literature have completely
different standards from those of their interpreters. Nevertheless,
during all the centuries in which the world has learned to use writing,
there has existed, side by side with the growing written record, a
large and important activity carried on by those actually unlettered,
and those not much accustomed to reading and writing.

It is said that all societies bring into being illustrious artists,
natural endowments who create their own literature. The
Encyclopedia says,

All societies have produced some men and women of great
natural endowments— shamans, priests, rulers, and
warriors—and from these has come the greatest stimulus
everywhere toward producing and listening to myths, tales,
and songs. To these the common man has listened to
such effect that sometimes he himself has become a bard,
author or actor; and kings and councilors, still without
benefit of writing, have sat enthralled as he entertained them
at their banquets (http://www.britanica.com/EBchecked/
topic/40020/myth).

In Mizo context, besides village chief and his advisers,
Thangchhuah pa has sat rapt as he entertained those dexterous
endowments at their feasts while performing thangchhuah activities.

A different kind of oral tradition is preserved by the ritual
specialists: priests, shamans, and others who perform religious
ceremonies and healing rites; in ancient Mizo society, there were
two kinds of priests viz Sadawt and Bawlpu; Sadawt performed
religious ceremonies and Bawlpu did the healing rites. Frequently
these rituals must be remembered word for word and are not believed
to be effective unless they are correctly and fluently performed.
The ideal of such priestly transmitters of oral tradition is complete
faithfulness to that which has been passed down to them.

As of Mizo, not least important of the many reasons for the
existence and perpetuation of folk literature is the need for release
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from the sickness, the boredom that comes on long working season,
war or raid; and also in celebration of their victory over enemies or
wild animals. Some Mizo’s folk theatre and drama are primarily
didactic and try to convey the information people need to carry on
their lives properly. Among some peoples the relation of man and
the higher powers is of special concern and gives rise to myths that
try to clarify this relationship. Cooperative labour or marching is
helped by rhythmic songs, and many aspects of social life give rise
to various kinds of dance. Folk literature is but a part of what is
generally known as folklore: customs and beliefs, ritualistic behaviour,
dances, folk music, and other nonliterary manifestations. These are
often considered a part of the larger study of ethnology, but they are
also the business of the folklorist.

Belonging only remotely to oral literature is folk drama.
Dances, many of them elaborate, with masks portraying animal or
human characters, and sometimes containing speeches or songs,
are to be found in many parts of the preliterate world. Though the
action and the dramatic imitation is always the most prominent part
of such performances, these may be part of a ritual and involve
speaking or chanting of sacred texts learned and passed on by word
of mouth. Many of folk literature have long traditions, although they
are frequently updated to retain their relevance for modern audiences.

For instance, Cheraw and other dances too in Mizo context,
it seems, has often been updated to hang on their relevance for
modern audiences. Nevertheless, so far as I know, Mizo folk theatre
and drama retains it originality. The Mizo’s widespread folk theatres
and dramas such as Thangchhuah (In lama Thangchhuah):
Chawnfang, Dawino chhui, Sedawi chhun, Zankhuang/Sekhuang,
Mitthi Rawp Lam, Khuangchawi, Zaudawh, Chawngchen; and Ram
lama Thangchhuah: Salu aih/Lam; Sakeilu Lam, Thihthiap Ven; Rallu
Lam; Kawngpui siam, Fano dawi; Daibawl, Zunthiang, Khalpui,
Khawhring \ai, Arhnuaichhiah; Chapchar Kut, Mim Kut, Pawl Kut;
Chai, Tlanglam, Khuallam, Cheraw, Chheih lam, Chawnglaizawn;
etc. have behind them a long and perhaps complicated history.
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All are the results of indefinitely long past, of growth, of
religious cults and practices, and of the glorification of heroes. But
whatever the historical, psychological, healing rites or religious
motivations, the theatrical activities are a part of folk literature and,
though traditional, have been subject to continual changes at the
hands of the tale-tellers, singers of stories, or priestly conductors of
cults. Eventually singers or storytellers of philosophical tendencies
have systematized their mythologies and have created with fine
imagination the figures or image of believes. The stories of heroes
have played an important role in all these theatres and drama.

In many particulars of form and substance there will be
found great variations in the ways folk literature is manifested. The
interests of people in one culture may differ profoundly from those
of people in another. One group may enjoy singing folk songs, another
listening to romantic folktales, and a neighbouring group may even
be concerned only with legends and traditions. These differences
may well depend upon the varieties of religious concepts held by the
group or its natural environment, whether islands or jungle or
cultivated farm lands, or its stability or mobility; and hence, my
presentation focus barely on Mizo folk Theatre and Drama.

Mizo cultural heritage is enriched by folk literature such as,
stories, legend, myths, tales and theatrical activities of which were
very much a part of their olden social lives. Much such folk literature
survives the ordeal of time and was passing on from generation to
generation. Much of the lives, habits, belief and customs of the Mizo
are deeply implanted and prominently paraded in their folk theatres.
While other genres of Mizo folk literature have been reduced to
writing and used to entertain in many occasions, nonetheless, theatre
and drama are found only in books and exhibited in rare occasions.
The reason behind this, Vanlalchami says,

 With the rise of novel as literary form in Europe during 18th
century, its immense popularity on account of its easy
readability without the need of stage performance, the world
of theatre and drama had not been given attention for long
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periods of time... Today drama exists either as a part of the
syllabus in college and Universities or as an art form which
caters only to those few who have keen interest in it either
as an art form or as a part of entertainment. The didactic
function of drama which serves as a critique or as a satire;
the humaneness behind its performance and its ability to
transport its audiences beyond the reality that it depicts
while at the same time imbue within it certain elements of
truth have often been neglected (Journal of MIELS, Vol-I,
No. 1, 2014 p.1).

One of the reasons, most obviously, as to why those Mizo’s
theatrical activities revive less is belief. Folk theatre and drama,
notwithstanding its didactic functions, were manifestation of pagan
faith. After conversion to Christianity (since 1909), Mizo society
became Christian society, and the pagan convictions were thrown
to the wind; and this swept on one side Mizo folk theatre and drama;
and consequently lost its popularity. Nevertheless, there are certain
educational and edifying functions that show benevolent and bountiful
humanitarian integrity, morality, ethics and probity.

Some writers might have differentiated the term between
theatre and drama, and it may be so; however, in this paper it has
been dealt with as phrases for its interlink or connection; whenever
theatrical is being discussed, its dramatic activities are discussed as
well. It is palpable that a single argumentation could not cover all the
folk theatres and dramas precisely; therefore, three Mizo folk
theatres and dramas viz Ral-lu lam, Sakei-lu lam, and Mitthi-rawp
lam which action and dramatic imitation is always the most prominent
part of such performances of which are part of a ritual and involve
speaking or chanting of sacred texts learned and passed on by word
of mouth have been discussed in this paper. Although some dramatic
imitations are highlighted, this paper austerely narrativizes those three
Mizo folk dramatic rituals, more than ever Mitthi-rawp lam to show
its dramatic structure and actions.

   A. Rallu Lam (celebration of enemy’s head ):

An eminent Mizo Historian K. Zawla says,
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“Ancient Mizo’s live was always disturbed by wars and raids…
they often used to burn down their houses… All lives were in danger.
As for this, warrior who had killed enemy (ies) was glorified; one
who danced with enemy’s head was puffed up with the title Pasaltha,
Knighthood in English” (Mizo Pi Pute leh An Thlahte Chanchin 81).

Anyone who killed enemy was qualified to dance in Ral-lu
Lam; and was entitled to wear Chhawn.   Ral-lu Lam was the most
esteemed amongst Mizo rites. If the warriors were coming home
with success, they chanted Bawh hla   at the outskirt of their village;
for instance,

(i).   Arsi e, thlapa chawl law, ralvawn zal lang ka duh in e;
       Hawihkawm e, Thanglung thawn e, ka do e,
        rimnampa ka tlun e.

(ii). Zu din e, zanah khan e, valin ka hrang nan ti chiau ve;

      Lei do ve, khen that lo ve, nan hmin e,
      vai ram a pha lem hlah e.
The chanting of Bawh hla is followed by massive firing of

guns which in Mizo terminology is Tlang tlir or Silai lawn so that
their success is made known to the villagers. Hearing the Bawh hla
and Tlang tlir, the entire village filled with joy and enthusiasm. All
the Khawnbawl Upa  came to the chief’s house; and all other men
folk were gathering in Zawlbuk  and remain awake all night; women
folk, including the chief’s wife were also busy preparing Arkeziak
to adore prowess of Pasaltha. Chief and his Khawnbawl upa were
chalking out the programme of Ral-lu Lam; and the chief proclaimed
holiday on the appointed day, usually the following day the successful
warriors returned home. No one was allowed to go out of village.
The chief’s proclamation rather order was made known throughout
the village by Tlangau  (a herald or village crier).

1. Setting/theatre of Rallu Lam:

Mostly the stage for Ral-lu Lam is Lal Mual, an open space
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where the audience might sit either in four or three sides; it may in
some way be Arena-stage  like or amphitheatre  like. The open
stage proved suitable not only for Elizabethan plays but also for a
wide repertoire, especially for Mizo Folk drama. Ancient Mizo’s
village was arranged in four tiers- the chief’s house was located at
the centre and most level place which is called Lal Mual (Chief’s
Play Field) and in the opposite side placed Zawlbuk. The chief’s
house was surrounded by Khawnbawl Upa and Ramhual; next live
commoners; and in the most outer place positioned Pasaltha; but
also arranged according to the convenience of the side selected for
the village. This Lal Mual is the most suitable place for the entire
village to assemble. For the whole community has to witness this
auspicious occasion, the biggest echelon place has to be set so as to
accommodate such enormous audience. In the middle of Lal Mual
was prepared \hangte  on which the slain foes’ heads had been
piled up; and in close proximity laid lampei containing a small amount
of chaw\hing (non-fresh cooked rice)  A long fermented rice beer-
pot was plunked at the centre; and sucked by the Pasal\ha turn by
turn through dawnkawn (a siphon) or a bamboo tube or other pipe
as an allowance; and in one place of the centre was erected thingserh
and was nearby laid down chempui (a dao) as well. One who chops
the thingserh vowed jeopardizing one’s life. K.Zawla also said that
thingserh was erected in front of the ral-lu ai-tu  house. All the
villagers including the chief himself were eager to know as how
many of man-folk chopped the thingserh, and used to spy upon.

The audience take their seats according to their expediency
in the four sides of the open space to enjoy the event. Out of three
elements of theatre viz the theatrical hierarchy, the affect of theatre
structure, and the role of audience, the theatrical hierarchy and the
role of audience are in effect in Mizo Folk theatre and drama.

2. Musical instruments:

Ral-lu Lam had been serenaded with emotional music and
musical songs; and that music and songs had dictated the actions of
all characters. Such a musical instruments comprise Darkhuang
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(biggest kinds of gong), three sets of Darbu (one set of Darbu
comprises three different size of gongs), three sets of Tumphit (one
set of tumphit consists of three different size of pipes, Pandean’s
pipes with different notes or sounds), Darbenthek (cymbal, especially
brass cymbal) and Khuang (drum) were played in this Rallu Lam.
While R.Chaldailova ropes in Khuang  and B.Lalthangliana includes
darbenthek among the musical instruments being played in Rallu
Lam; whereas other writers like K.Zawla, C.Lianthanga, etc. do
not incorporate Khuang and darbenthek. It seems that incorporation
of Khuang and Darbenthek is novelty introduced by modern day
instructors; it is rationalized for modern audiences, and mostly tumphit
has never been played but instead played Khuang and Darbenthek.

3. Characters/Dancers:

There are certain prerequisites to take part in Rallu Lam.
The qualified persons may be summed up as follow:

Warriors who took enemy’s head were qualified to dance
in this Rallu Lam; and for it is not possible for all the hunters to kill
enemy but one who hatchets the already killed were accepted as
killer of enemy, and thereby qualified for Rallu Lam.

A team of maidens with special decorative garment followed
the Mihrang (heroes) as the entertainers rather the reinforcement
of the mihrang muallam, mostly the queen’s favourite and the slayers’
relatives.

One or two khawnbawl upa  sitting near the thingserh  offer
rice beer to those who chop up thingserh  as an allowance. A Putar/
Valupa keeps the audience informed about the events. The role
played by the putar/valupa may in some ways be similar to the chorus
in Greek tragedy play.

Audience- watched from outside the dancing ground.

4. Diction:

Most of the speeches heard at the Rallu Lam  were chanting
of Bawh hla, poems chanting victory over their foes, particularly
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the one they slain. Several Bawh hla  were vocalized during Rallu
Lam; for example-

Arsi e, thlapa chawl aw, ralvawn zal lang ka duhin e;

Hawihkawm e, thanglung thawn e, ka do rimnampa ka tlun e.

Zanin e, thainu khan e, zei mang nan mang si hlah maw e?

Thingsir e, par hnuaiah khan, Thanglung nau bang ka \ahtir e.

Kei chu e, mi that ing khaw, mualah thle hlang ka duhin e,

Lu chung e, thlang-vapual e, luai sam ka lu-ah e.

Kei chu e, ka sen tetan e, chhawnfual ka liahrui ah nak e,
Tlang rawn e, sial phaw tun e, thang chem ka pun mi roh
ngai e.

These are exemplary stanzas; there is a lot more which
were intoned at the times of Rallu Lam and tlang tlir. Perhaps one of
the most interesting imagery which would surely be attractive for
folklorist may be found in Malchaw pek  speeches or rites.

5. Attires:

Mihrang/heroes who are to dance in Rallu Lam had to
apparel themselves with the best cloth as kawrtawnghak  or
arpuinawihlawh (to cover the wearer as if a hen covers its chick by
its wings), equipped with fungki,  wore ipte (satchel/bag) containing
paitung  and, tawngkawla,  operational with kawlhnam (sword), worn
on head chhawndawl and arkeziak  which he received the previous
day on returning home from hunting, wore tuirual  in the hair, and
zawngchal  in the head. Siala ral ai (one who sacrificed a domesticated
gayal/mithun and perform a ceremony over a foe killed in war) wore
on head Vapual chang (a long feather in the tail of hornbill species),
operational with gun loaded without bullet but with saltpeter. The
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maidens wore arkeziak  in their heads and tuirual  in their hairs,
carried one tuirual  each in their hands.

6. Steps/order of acting:

Since there is no archetypal plot so to say in folk theatre
and drama as a well-wrought plot in written drama, the activities or
order of the event is said as steps or order of acting. The order of
action (acting) may be summed up as follows:

1) Malchaw pek (to offer blessing food):

The leader of the dancing team performs the ritual
solemnization of offering blessing food; usually the eldest (pasaltha)
who had sacrificed domestic mithun and perform a ceremony over
a foe killed in fighting/war led the dancing team. The leader takes
out boiled egg which he had already laid in the ipte (satchel/bag) and
eats half of it, and the other half kneads with thumb and finger
sprinkles on the chawthing (stale rice cooked) put on lampei ( a
potsherd, a piece of broken pot or crockery); and then recites-

Hei, ka vei lam ngeiin malchaw ka pe a che;

Lamthlang i rap ang a,
Keiin lamchhak ka rap zel ang;

I meithal chawi kha zawp sela,

Keia meithal chawi i thin leh lungah tla rawh se.

Pialralah ka bawihah i awm kumkhua dawn a ni
(Chaldailova173).

C.Laitanga, a retired Jt. Director, Art & Culture too made reference
to the conviction referred to in the last of the quoted rite; he says,

One who brought home the head of foe must compulsorily
sacrifice a domestic animal and perform a ceremony over a
foe killed in fighting. This is done with a view to getting the
spirit of the slain into the power or service of the slayer after
death, and also to protecting him from evil consequences
during this life (Sarlamkai and Solakia 1).

After solemnization of rituals, the leader again chanted Bawh
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hla  such as-

Phaian e, sumpi thawk e, a duh tlang tin a thlaihawk e;

Kei pawh e, thawk ve ing khaw, mi hrai hringhniang
ka thlaihawk e.

Zu din e, zanah khan e,valin ka hrang nan ti chiau ve;

Leido ve, khen that lo ve, nan hmin e, vairam pha lem hlah e.

which chanting of Bawh hla  was followed by three times firing  of
gun by the same who performed the ritual.

2) Tuning of band parties:

At first, beating of Darkhuang  and then Darbu  and Tumphit
bands singing in harmony such as-

Ral hawlna in dal e,       (You hinder vision to killing foe)

Ral sial hawlna in dal e. (You impede delirium to killing
enemy and wild-gayal)

3) Kalrem ropui (start dancing):

As soon as hearing the tune of the band party, the dancing
team starts action. At first, the dancers, enthusiastically but softly
dance round the \hangte  on which are piled up the heads of the
enemies.

4) The moment the first round is over, the band parties play their
tunes like-

Darbu: Siakzapau \huam ang kan do,
Thlangpui thlunglu kan lam e.

Ral hawlna in dal e,

Ral sial hawlna in dal e.
Siakzapau \huam ang kan do,

Thlangpui thlunglu kan lam e.

Tumphît:  Ral in sial hawlna maw e, hawlna maw e?
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   Ral chal in sial hawlna maw e, hawlna maw e.

Ral in sial hawlna maw, phît, hawlna maw, phît;
Ral chal in sial hawlna maw, phît,hawlna maw,phît.

5) While playing above mentioned tunes, the dancing team move
their right legs to the left; and  then left to the right, moving round
and round. Sometimes the dancing team move near the audiences;
sometimes near the \hangte  where their enemies heads had been
put all together. At some interval times, Pasal\ha  drink rice beer
already prepared for the occasion. They dance the whole day.

6) Themes:

The main theme of the Rallu Lam  is the glorification of
heroes who fought for their village chief, his chiefdom and subjects
jeopardizing their life; in other words who fought for their fellow
human being making their life vulnerable. The songs of the band
parties, Bawh hla  and, ritual recited on Malchaw pek (offer blessing
food) echoes the atmosphere around their lives. Each and everyone
who lives in the village was endangered and haunted with war or
attack by ambushing or stealthily.

As already mentioned earlier, the last line of the ritual in
malchaw pek  undoubtedly shows the pagan imagery or persuasion.
The line- ‘Pialralah ka bawihah i awm kumkhua dawn a ni’ shows
the clear picture of Pialral  in which the slain runs after the slayer
and serves him as slave. In the primordial Mizo’s belief, there were
two types of world after death, Mitthi khua  and Pialral. The first
one, Mitthi khua  is the world of commoners; and the latter, Pialral
is the world of Thangchhuahpa and his wife.

The imagery seen through the activities of this Rallu Lam
is concrete and vivid; it depicts the world and lives after death; we
can visualize Pasaltha  and their families living happily in Pialral, and
the slain in bondage, serving and living at the will of the slayers.

B. Sakeilu Lam  (Celebration of Tiger’s head):

Tiger was sacrosanct animal in the ancient Mizo society;
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they never kill it under normal situation; however, there sometimes
happened unavoidable circumstances that necessitate killing it; and
when this happen, they used to say \ekkhampheiin a deng (thunder
lightning kills it); and it had never been called by its name Sakei/tiger
but instead pronounced it as sapui (great wild animal) and sakawl
(ferocious wild-animal). It was presumed that the tiger can overhear
their conversation and knew that it (he) is being talked about; it
knew the accounts of each and every one; and if a maid/wife
committed adultery, she must at least confess it to the infant, otherwise
she would be eaten/bitten by the tiger.

Sakei-lu lam is one of the activities of Sakeilu aih (see
definition of Ral-lu ai  at Eend note No 15); “aih” is the past participle
of “ai” which means to sacrifice a domestic animal and perform a
ceremony over a foe or wild animal killed followed by public feast.

This is done with a view to getting the spirit of the slain into
the power or service of the slayer after death, and also to protecting
him from evil consequences during this life. Whatever the rationale
of killing tiger, sacrificial ceremony is obligatory which is very
expensive and burdensome: it insists each heads of domesticated
animal such as- Sial (mithun/gayal which biological name is Bibos
frontalis), Vawk (pig), Kel (goat), Ui (dog), Ar (fowl) and a lot of
zu (rice beer); besides, when the aitu (who celebrated and did
perform ceremony) die, it is mandatory to perform Thihthiap  ven
which is also as steep and bothersome as Sakei lu aih. For its exacting
demand, Sakei-lu Aih  was usually done by the village chief.

Sakei-lu aitu should perform a ritual of Ar-hnuaichhiah  on
the previous night which ceremony is solemnized by the (priest)
Puithiam (Sadawt).Before killing Arhnuaichhiah, sadâwt recites an
incantation such as-

Kei kawng chunga ka kal leh

Nang kawng hnuaiah i kal ang,

Chhimhlei ang ka hnuaichhiah che;
Thangvan ang ka chungnung e.
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Khuavangin min hual ang a,

Ka kal leh mi hual zel ang a   and so on.

Setting of Sakei-lu Lam:

The stage set for Sakei-lu lam  is an open stage by and large
at Lal mual (the chief’s ground); the tiger in the centre is erected in
a standing position as alive if the solemnization took place just after
the killing day or if it is done after some days lapse, the flayed whole
stuffed treated as live tiger keep in standing position.

Characters/dramatic personae and costume:

The drama may be divided into Acts and Scene; this
presentation will cover two scenes only. The action of the two
Scenes, dramatic personae and their costumes also subsequently
changed. Consequently, -

a) the characters and their dresses in Scene one are as follow:

i) Sakei-lu aitu (the knight disguised as woman) wore kawrchei  and
hmar-âm (a skirt) adorned with indigenous embroidery lenbuangthuam
and kawkpuizikzial  (resembles the curled up fronts of the tree-
fern), wore saiha-bengbeh (ear-ring made of Elephant’s tusk), smoke
tuibur (woman’s pipe) but filled with dust, carried Paikawng (an
open-work basket), spun hmuithlur (a hand cotton spindle for twisting
threads together), carried porcupine under the arm for she(he) was
forbidden to laugh and would pretend to snort at porcupine whenever
she has hysterics.

ii) Four or six of Khawnbawl upa (councillors) disguised as women
wearing the same with the sakeilu aitu /host as well.

iii) Fiamthu-thawhtu (Buffoon) who would entertain the audience.

iv) Darkhuang zawntu (carried between them a big gong)

v) Darbu tumtute (Band parties who play sets of small gongs)

vi) Khuangpu (Drummer) gird cloth round the waist, put on turban
round the head

vii) Seki tumtute (strikers of gayals’ horn) gird cloth round the waist,
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put on turban round the head

viii) Putar (Old-man) whose role is chorus-like to keep the audience
informed about the events.

ix) Audiences- the entire villagers are the audiences sitting in four
corners of the open stage.

x) Tigers (supposedly) watching from the forest.

b) The characters and their dresses in Scene two are as follow:

i) Thangchhuahpa  among the councillors who acts as vanguard
hold spear, put on around the head thangchhuah diar tial (checquered
turban) and plop in the hair vakul chang (the long tail-feather of
bhimraj, Dissemurus paradiseus).

ii) The chief or Sakeilu aitu  dressed up in full apparel which comprises
gun, sword, put on around the head thangchhuah diar tial (a stripped
turban) and tucked in the hair vakul chang (the long tail-feather of
bhimraj), apparel himself with the thangchhuahpuan as
kawrtawnghak, equipped with fungki, ipte (satchel/bag) containing
boiled egg and white marble.

iii) Some khawnbawl upa (mantris) and Pasaltha (knights) equipped
with guns and other operational apparatus.

iv) Nuihzasiamtu (Buffoon) who would entertain the audiences

v) Darkhuang zawntu (carriers between them a big gong)

vi) Darbu tumtute (Band parties who play sets of small gongs)

vii) Drummer girds cloth round the waist, puts on turban round the
head

viii) Seki tumtute (strikers of gayals’ horn) tightened cloth round the
waist, put on turban round the head

ix) Putar (Old-man) whose role is chorus-like to keep the audience
informed about the events.

x) Audiences- the entire villagers are the audiences sitting in four
corners of the open stage.

xi) Tigers other than the slain which are assumed to watch from the
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jungle.

3. Order of acting:

The four sides of the open stage are full of audience. When
the action starts in Scene one, a Darkhuang (big gong) is loudly
beaten; sets of darbu (sets of gongs) play their tune which runs as-

Chhimbu leh peng peng intu, intu,

A lu lam kawng, lu lam kawng.

At this point, a team of maiden (pasal\ha/knights disguised
as women) with their full dresses mentioned above followed by
Nuihzasiamtu  (Buffoon), Darkhuang zawntu (carriers between them
a big gong), Darbu tumtu (band parties of gongs) Khuangpu
(Drummer), Seki tumtu (strikers of gayal’s horn) producing a
rhythmic sound (haw-haw-haw) and run in a body towards the tiger
kept in standing position at the centre of the stage. The Nuihzasiamtu
(Buffoon) acts so as to make audiences laugh as well as Sakeilu
aitu  (host of the occasion) who must not laugh. Sakeilu aitu  spins
his spindle and let it touch the tiger’s head thrice, sometimes blow
out smoke (dust) profusely from the tuibur (woman’s pipe); and
utters contemptuous words such as-

Tu maw ka lam\huamah riak?

Phawthira leh Hrangchala,
Phaipheng bulah kamkei kan sah sawk sawk,

Kan sah sawk sawk.

After intoning such sardonic or scornful words, the
accomplices run round the tiger and shout loudly (haw- haw- hulh
hulh). During this time, the Sakeilu aitu, by her  spindle spinning
knocks the head of the tiger a number of times, and blows out smoke
(dust) from the tuibur. The action in the first Scene shows feminism
over the ferocious tiger. It is satirical or irony expressing the superiority
of the tiger; the superior tiger was killed by the inferior man.
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Supposedly the tigers watching from the forest despise the slain
tiger pretending that it dare not to challenge even women and deserve
to be killed. All the performers retreat to the chief’ house (Lal in)
(RV).

In Scene two, costumes and weapons are changed; the
partakers are led to the Lalmual (open stage) by the same leader in
Scene one, Thangchhuahpa  among the chief’s advisers who acts
as vanguard holds spear, put on around the head thangchhuah diar
tial (a striped turban) and stuck in the hair vakul chang (the long tail-
feather of bhimraj) followed by the chief or Sakeilu aitu  dressed up
with full operational which comprises gun, sword, put on around the
head thangchhuah diar tial (a striped turban) and stuck in the hair
vakul chang (the long tail-feather of bhimraj), apparel himself with
the thangchhuahpuan  as kawrtawnghak, equipped with fungki, ipte
(satchel/bag) containing boiled egg and white marble, some
khawnbawl upa (councillor, advisers to chief) and Pasaltha (knights)
equipped with guns and other operational apparatus, Nuihzasiamtu
(Buffoon) who would entertain the audiences, Darkhuang zawntu
(carriers between them a big gong), Darbu tumtute (Band parties
who play sets of gongs), khuangpu (Drummer) gird cloth round the
waist, put on turban round the head, Seki tumtute (strikers of gayals’
horn) tightened cloth round the waist, put on turban round the head.

Sakeilu aitu  (host of the ritual/ceremony) and all his team
members producing rhythmic sounds run round the tiger kept at the
centre of the stage. After a considerable rounds, the host, by his left
leg tramples the head of the tiger under his foot, and utters a victory
chant over the tiger thus-

Nang kawlkei/kamkei lunglianpa,

Tunah chuan ka lakah i tlawm ta;

Lentlang liama Thihthiappa maw i chhuan?
Chu pawh ka veng thei.

Nang ruama I awm leh kei tlangah,
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Nakpeka I awm leh kei leiremah;

Kei kawng tluangah ka kal ang a,

Nang kawng thlangah.

He takes out boiled egg and white marble kept in the satchel
and shouts to the slain tiger inviting it to have competition in eating,
Khai le, artui i ineisiak ang. He put white marble in the mouth of the
tiger and he himself ate the boiled egg; and then mocks the tiger,

Nang aiin sailungvar ka ei chak zawk,
Min tluk lo, i tlawm ta, i tlawm ta.

And then chops the tiger’s head by his sword a number of
times, a massive gun firing followed. It is reputed that seeing this
knightly performance, other tigers who are watching from the forest
would feel frightened and stiffening their tails run away.

After all necessary recital were completed, the body of the
tiger was thrown in the forest by some khawnbawl upa (councillors);
and then closed the Sakeilu lam (drama).

4.  The themes:

The main theme of Sakeilu lam  is celebration of victory
over tiger by man and glorification of heroes who fought bravely,
making their life vulnerable and killed tiger for the safety of their
fellow human being. The rituals recited over tiger echoes the aptitudes
of the killer; and their lives were haunted with dangers, the fear of
the tiger. This is done with a view to getting the spirit of the tiger into
the power or service of the slayer after death, and also to protecting
him from evil consequences during this life. Even though the sacrificial
ceremony demands a very expensive and effort, the sakeilu aitu
(host) proclaimed that he can afford to guard thihthiap  which is
supposed to be the king of all animals, possessing power to send any
creature to persecute or disfigure and mar the dead body of sakeilu
lamtu (the host), and says, “Thihthiappa maw i hmachhuan?...ka
veng thei”; as already mentioned,Thihthiap ven  is also as steep and
bothersome as Sakei lu aih.
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As already mentioned earlier, Sakeilu lam is done with a
view to getting the spirit of the tiger into the power or service of the
slayer after death, and also to protecting him from evil corrollaries
during this life.  Here we can definitely trace the pagan imagery.
We can visualize the comprehensible picture of Mitthi khua  in which
the eliminated serves the eliminator as slave.

In the ancient Mizo’s belief, there were two types of world
after death, Mitthi khua  and Pialral. The first one, Mitthi khua  is
the world of commoners; and the latter, Pialral  is the world of
Thangchhuahpa  and his wife. There were many steps to attain
thangchhuah, in short the title is given to a man who has distinguished
himself by giving a certain number of public feasts. One who is
possible to do Sakeilu lam sacrificial ceremony is as prosperous as
thangchhuahpa. The imagery seen through the Sakeilu lam is concrete
and vivid; it portrays the world and lives after death; we can visualize
Pasaltha  and their families live contentedly in Pialral, and the slain
are in bondage to serve and live at the will of their master.

5. Dramatic mechanism:

As already pointed out, the stage of sakeilu lam  is an open
stage; it may in some way Arena-stage like or amphitheatre like.
The observable dramatic device made use of in this sakeilu lam is
disguise. The purpose of disguise varied from play to play, novel to
novel, poem to poem, etc. Shakespeare dexterously and with precision
uses disguise in ‘As You Like It’ for the safety of women; to
comprehend the true nature of man over their love; and robbed man’s
wardrobe in some ways at the witty hands of the ladies. In Liandovate
Unau, Lalthangfala Sailo uses the mask of Lersia as a vagabond to
learn the real attitudes of his subjects over the chief himself and the
weaker sections of the society; In Chunchawi Loh, Lalhriata makes
use of façade to conceal sins and to cover up the authentic identity
of Marovi, and so on.

The main purpose of disguise mechanism in Sakeilu lam  is
to make other tigers believe that the slaughterer of their friend is
woman which is the weaker force of the society; and there are
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more vigorous man’s folk which is incomparable with woman’s
potency. Therefore, by comprehending the true strength of the
society, tiger would not disturb anymore; and the spirit of the slain
tiger would eventually comply with the order of the slayer and woman
folk as well.

Another quite apparent dramatic device employed in sakeilu
lam  is irony. There are many kinds of irony which the writer may
apply to achieve his objectives. The most prevalent irony machinery
found in sakeilu lam  is - irony of situation and verbal irony. The
pasal\ha (knight masqueraded as woman makes situational irony. In
a genuine sense, according to the Mizo folk persuasion, tiger was
sacrosanct animal; they never kill it under normal situation; however,
if under unavoidable circumstances kill it, they used to say
tekkhampheiin a deng; and it had never been called by its name
Sakei/tiger but instead pronounced it as sapui (great wild animal)
and sakawl (ferocious wild-animal). It was also alleged that the tiger
can overhear their conversation and knew the autterance of each
and every one; and if a wife committed adultery, she must at least
confess it to a babe or else she would be eaten/bitten by the tiger.
While such are their concept, tiger is being ridiculed not only by man
folk, but also even by women as inferior to them. The verbal irony
are uttered by the sakeilu lamtu/host such with words as- I am
stronger, faster, live in better place, and the tiger would be serving
for the man, and so on and so forth.

C. Mitthi Rawp lam (In lamaThangchhuah):

As had already said, Thangchhuah  is the title given to a
man who has distinguished himself by fulfilling specified prerequisites.
There are two kinds of thangchhuah-

i)  In lama thangchhuah and,

ii)  Ram lama thangchhuah.

To be entitled Ram lama thangchhuah, one has to distinguish
himself by killing such wild animals as, Sai (Elephant), Tumpang/
Sele (Bison or Gaur), Sazuk (Rusa,Sambar deer), Sanghal (Wild
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Boar), Savawm (Bear), if  bear is not found, Zamphu (Binturong/
bear-cat) is accepted, and for thang chuang (extra), Muvanlai
(Crested Serpent Eagle), Rulngan (king Cobra), vahluk (giant flying
Squirrel). At the time when elephant and tumpang/sele  were hardly
found in Mizoram killing these two may be exempted (Hrang\hiauva
46). To be Ram lama thangchhuah, a man has to offer certain number
of  public feasts equal to the number of wild animal killed by means
of, in Mizo term salu ai, sacrifice a domestic animal and perform a
ceremony over wild animal killed, and to receive In lama thangchhuah
one has to distinguish himself by sacrificing  domestic animals and
perform ceremonies of giving benevolent community feasts. To obtain
the coveted in lama thangchhuah, one has to distinguish himself by
performing sacrificial ceremonies such as-

(i) Chawnfang,         (ii) Dawino chhui,     (iii) Sedawi chhun, (iv)
Zankhuang/Sekhuang, (v) Mitthi rawp lam, (vi) Khuangchawi,    (vii)
Zaudawh.

Both the two kinds of thangchhuah-in lam and  ram lama
thangchhuah  have connection with sakhua (belief or religion); it
refers to persuasion that get hold of this is free to enter into final
abode and live there luxuriously. He is allowed to wear thangchhuah
puan, a cloth worn as a mark of distinction by one who has the
coveted title of thangchhuah. The possession of this title is regarded
as a passport to Pialral and regarded as prestigious during life time
as well. The wife of such a man share his title, and too possess a
passport to Pialral.

There are seven steps of In lama thangchhuah; and the
selected folk drama, Mitthi rawp lam  which have behind it a long
and perhaps complicated history, is the fifth step to earn the title. It
is the result of indefinitely long past of growth, of religious cults and
practices, and of the glorification of chawngpa (hero).

1.  Acts and Scenes:

If scrutinized as modern drama, the play can be divided into
five Acts and each act may be sub-divided into scenes; such acts
are as follow:
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1) Act One: Sathing zar- cutting of fire-wood for the forthcoming
sacrificial feast. This Act may be divided into a number of Scenes.
This sathing zar  is to be done usually three months ahead of
Mitthirawp lam so as to dry enough for cooking purposes.

2) Act Two: Sum den- Grinding rice for beer- This is also to become
in advance so that the beer is fermented adequately to serve in the
Mitthirawp lam (sacrificial feast day).

3) Act Three: In chhe siam and Mitthi lim siam ni: Renovation of
house and making of effigy/image. This is mostly done in two or
three days ahead of the appointed day.

4) Act Four: Sathing zar lak and thingfar zan: Collection of fire-
wood already prepared in advance; and at night maidens and young
men entertained themselves in the Chawngpa  in (host’s house).This
is done just before the Mitthirawp lam day.  In this thingfar zan, they
use to sing lamenting-

Che,e e e,

Rihtlang liam lo la,

I fen\hi leh tian dar lo nghak la,
Rih tlang liam lo la,

  and so on.

5) Act five: Mitthirawp lam ni: The main sacrificial and feasting
day; the greatest day.

While the entire drama is segmented into certain numbers
of acts and scenes, the fifth Act alone will be discussed in this paper.

2 Animals to be sacrificed for public feast:

i)   Sechal pakhat (a full grown mithun/gayal);

ii)  Vawkpa pahnih ( two full grown pigs);

iii)  Kelpa pakhat (a full grown goat).

Before killing those animals Sadawt (priest) has to solemnize
or sanctify them for the Mitthirawp lam; mostly by incantation of
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blessing rites such as-

Hual ang aw, hual ang aw,
( call all names of chawngpa)

Fanu chawiin hual ang aw,

Fapa chawiin hual ang,….

Buhba chawiin… buhza thlovin hual ang aw,
Tum vuaiin… hai tarin hual ang aw,…

Nipui..thlapui dam chen hual ang aw,…

Ka mualhawih lo chhang ang che,..

Ka sahrial…chhurpui lo chhang ang che,
E.. ka chham thelh.. ka lawh thelh… lo chhang ang che.

Setting or stage:

There are two or three stages for performing Mitthirawp
lam. The main activities are done in the house and court-yard of
Chawngpa  or mitthirawp lamtu (the host of sacrifice). In the evening
of the main ceremonial day, the mitthirawp (effigies) were fixed on
hlangpui (a big stretcher-like) and carried between them by makpa
or tu leh fa (son-in-law and grandchildren) up to the Lalmual or any
convenient ground in which the main action of mitthirawp lam  was
done. Therefore, the stage for mitthirawp lam  are the house of the
host, main road and Lalmual.

Characters:

Since mitthirawp lam  requires a massive participation, the
characters are multitude; nevertheless, there are prominent
personalities that can be figured out as follow:

Mitthirawp lamtu  accompanied by thangchhuahpa (as many
as who already possessed thangchhuah  title.

Darkhuang zawngtu (carriers of a gong).

Darbu tumtu (band party of sets of gongs).

Khuangpute (drummers)
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Seki tumtute (strikers of gayal's horn).

20 to 30 weepers.

Crowd

Equipments:

i) Hlangpui (a big stretcher),

ii) Mitthi lim (effigies/images) as many numbers as their
families and near relatives dead,

iii) Darkhuang (big gong),

iv) Darbu (sets of gong),

v) Khuang (drum),

vi) Seki (horns of gayal),

 vi) Zu bel (pots of beer)

6.  Attires:

Full dresses of thangchhuahpa  such as-  thangchhuah puan
tial, diar tial, vakul chang and normal indigenous dresses.

7.  Order of mitthirawp lam:

As already mentioned, Mitthirawp lam  is a long process, so
order here simply means action of procession, of lifting up and down
the hlangpui/stretcher in which effigies were tied up.

i) The procession starts from the host’s house;

ii ) Mitthirawp lamtu/host of the day with his wife and the priest who
solemnized the  ceremony led the pageant;

iii) Thangchhuahpa  with full dresses follow;

iv) Hlangpui carried between them by sons-in-law and grandchildren;

v) weepers around 20 – 30.

vi) Band parties and crowd.
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8. Themes:

The main theme of the overall progression is the glorification
of chawngpa/host for his generosity and magnificent act towards
his fellow human being. The dirge intoned by the weepers and song
sung on the occasion signifies grief over the death of the family and
near relatives. It also highlights their belief. See the songs sung at
this juncture-

Rihtlang liam lo la, Rih tlang liam lo la,

I fen\hi leh tian dar lo nghak la,

Buangpui a zar a tliak, a zik a thim reng e;
Mi lai bungdawn a tliak, laikhum thim reng e.

Bualtui lo kam ka zua thla lo fam,

Keini tan hrinna a awm love

We can visualize the spirits of the deceased persons passing
through the Rihdil  and going on and on to reach its final bode at
mitthi khua/the next world. It also underscores their view of death.
Death does not discriminate rich or poor, man or woman. The second
dirge mentioned above mourns the death of the master of the house.
Death is projected as unchallengeable and superior to or stronger
than man. In short, Mitthirawp lam  highlights the belief of the earlier
Mizo society; the need for release from the bondage of death; release
from sorrowful death.

To conclude, the theatrical and dramatic simulation of Mizo
folk dramas(rituals) are primarily didactic and try to convey the
information people need to carry on their lives properly. Undoubtedly,
in many particulars of form and substance there will be found great
variations in the ways folk literature is manifested; the interests of
people in one culture may differ profoundly from those of people in
another; and Mizo folk dramas may differ intensely from those of
other North-East dramatic rituals.
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The dramatic process of Ral-lu lam  tries to transport its
audiences to the world of gallantry in which heroes are living
comfortably having satisfactory attendants or slaves. Above and
beyond the fulfillment of belief and conviction, the heroes are adorned
during their corporal life and occupy extraordinary seats in the
society; in other words acquire the power which most of the proficient
personalities seek in this earthly life.

The dramatic replication of Sakei-lu lam is also edifying in
that it tries to convey in sequence the need of preserving a sacrosanct
Sakei/Tiger. A steep and bothersome mandatory is imposed to carry
on the inviolability of tiger; and not only expose the superstitiousness
but highlights the high moral value, the attitude of the populace towards
such wild animals.

The theatrical simulation of Mitthi-rawp lam  is furthermore
didactic; it is intense moreover the accomplishment to get hold of
thangchhuah title, an identification to enter pialral, in the process of
fulfilling prerequisites; blessed men are bound to share their wealth
to the entire society in some ways. It is evocative; and tries to evoke
the generosity of a person for the high spirits of others.

End Notes:

1. Thangchhuah is the title given to a man who has distinguished
himself by killing a certain number of different animals in the case,
or by giving a certain number of public feasts. The wife of such a
man shares hi title, and they and their children are allowed to wear
thangchhuah puan, a cloth worn as a mark of distinction by one
who has the coveted title of thangchhuah. The possession of this
title is regarded as a passport to Pialral or Paradise, Lorrain J.H.
Dictionary of Lushai Language, 1940, p.447.

2. ibid  p. 375

3. Chhâwn is a tuft of goat’s hair dyed red generally worn suspended
round the neck as an ornament, but on special occasions worn as a
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head-plume by men who have taken heads in raid. —- p.75.

4. Bawh hla is one genre of Mizo folk poetry chanted over killing
enemy; Hlado is also one genre of Mizo folk poetry chanted over
killing wild animals.

5. Khawlbawl upa is a councillor, elder, or adviser to a chief.

6. Zawlbuk is a large house in a Lushai (Mizo) village where all
the unmarried young men of the community sleep at night. It is a
social institution where etiquettes are learnt; it is famous for its
disciplinary activities.

7. Arkeziak or Arkezem is a tassel or plume of red, blue and
white yarn made by the maidens of the village in honour of the
prowess of Pasaltha in raiding or war and were used to decorate
their hair with when they returned home, and in Rallu Lam occasion.

8. Pasal\ha is a famous or notable, distinguished and extraordinary
warrior or hunter

9. |hangte is a platform raised above the ground from which to
watch over a kill in order to get a shot at some wild animal, to pile
up slain enemies’ head, or from which to watch crops, etc.
Sometimes such a platform is built in a tree.

10. Lampei is a potsherd, a piece of broken pot or crockery

11. Chawthing  is stale or cold cooked rice

12. Thingserh  is a sacred tree planted/erected at the centre of
Rallu Lamna mual (stage or ground) to identify  hero’s jeopardy
one’s life for the sake of their king, his kingdom and his subjects.

13. Ral-lu ai   means to sacrifice a domestic animal and perform a
ceremony over a foe killed in fighting/war. This is done with a view
to getting the spirit of the slain into the power or service of the
slayer after death, and also to protecting him from evil consequences
during this life.

14. Kawr-tawng-hak means to wear a cloth in such a manner as
to make it served as a coat; to wear a cloth as coat, ibid p.240

15. Fungki is a gun-powder horn made of the horn of wild mithun/
gayal.

16. Paitung is a special gun-powder horn made of saza’s horn.
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17. Tuirual is a cluster of small spindle full of cotton like a bunch
of flower

18. Tawngkawla is a tool with tassel to clean gun after firing and
to clear a block in the gun and repair it.

19. Zawngchal in one sense is a big monkey; but in this context is
the name of a cord resembling chenille made of dyed goat’s hair,
worn round the head in the form of a turban.

20. Mitthi khua is Hades; the abode of departed spirit, dead man’s
village; it is also called Van-vawm-khua.

21. Kawr chei is a white coat ornamented with broad coloured
bands on the arm, back, and front, worn by women in special
occasions.
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Impact of Internet Use on the Family Life of Higher Secondary
Students of Mizoram

Lynda Zohmingliani *

Abstract

The internet has become a watchword among the youth in
Mizoram ever since smart phone invaded the homes of the
Mizo people. The age group of higher secondary students
ranges between 16 to 20, the age where they are most
susceptible to peer pressure. This has a special significance
because to have a smart phone and to know how to access the
internet and do a number of activities with it seems to be one
of the ways in which to blend with the crowd. This study was
carried out in order to find out how this has affected the family
life of higher secondary school students. It was found that the
internet has had an adverse effect on the family life of a few
of the young adults who regularly use the internet.

Key words: digital India, higher secondary school students,
family, social networking, studies, education

Introduction:

India is becoming a major player in digital life, even the
government is leaning towards a more digital life. But it is a known
fact that as far as universal digital literacy is concerned, Mizoram is

 * Assistant Professor, Dept. of Education, MZU.
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still much behind. Of course, a number of digital resources are at
hand. One example of this is the smart mobile phone which is widely
prevalent among the Mizo youth. Although there is no research yet
to back it up, it might not be too far off to state that almost every
household owns a mobile phone which has internet connection.
Therefore, Mizoram might be quite ready as far as digital India
program is concerned. There is very little literature to read as far
as the impact of internet on the Mizo culture is concerned, but it
cannot be denied that like the two sides of a coin, there has to be
something bad to accompany it if there is something good. It is
believed without a doubt that the preoccupation of teenagers with
the internet must surely have an impact on this beautiful family life.

Rationale of the study:

The main tool of a digital life is the internet. Since the day it
reached Mizoram, the youth have been the ones to make maximum
use of it. However, it is not clear how this usage of the internet has
impacted their family life. Since digital India is very much going to
be a part of education, it would be interesting to find out if this will
positively or negatively affect family life.  This study was undertaken
to find out whether our youth make good use of the internet or not.
Since higher secondary stage is the level which is dominated by
youth who have just been allowed the use of mobile phone and
internet, this stage was chosen.

Objectives of the study:

i) To find out the frequency of students’ internet usage.

ii) To find out the amount of time spent by students on the
internet.

iii) To identify the main reason(s) why students use internet.

iv) To study the effect of internet usage on the family life of
students

v) To suggest measures for improvement.
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Delimitation:

Although it would have been ideal to study all the higher
secondary schools within Aizawl city, the research was
concentrated on Aizawl South –II due to lack of time.

Methodology:

The present research is mainly descriptive in nature.

Population and sample:

The population comprised of 1079 students in 8 higher
secondary schools within Aizawl during the academic year 2014-
2015. The sample consisted of 100 students who were selected
by means of simple random sampling. Table-I clearly shows the
distribution of samples.

Table-I : List of higher secondary schools showing Sample of the
study

Tools for data collection:

Primary data was collected by means of questionnaire
developed by the investigator. This questionnaire was divided into
three sections. The first section was regarding the personal profile
of the student; the second section was concerned with the profile

Sl.No Name of Higher Secondary School Sample
1 Oikos Higher Secondary School 15
2 Boston Higher Secondary School 10
3 Brighter Higher Secondary School 15
4 Calvin Higher Secondary School 5
5 Highlander Higher Secondary School 5
6 Mamawii Higher Secondary School 10
7 St. Pauls Higher Secondary School 35
8 St. Edmunds Higher Secondary School 5

100Total
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of internet usage and the third section dealt with the impact of
internet on the students’ academic development.

Procedure of data collection:

After due care was taken to obtain their consent, the
questionnaire was distributed in the schools and collected after
students had responded.

Data analysis:

Data was mainly analysed by using descriptive statistics
like percentages and content analysis.

Data analysis and interpretation:

i) To find out the frequency of students’ internet usage: School lasts
for five days in a week. The majority of the day is spent in schools.
Therefore, students literally have just two days free in a week and
the morning and evening time before and after school. This leaves
them with little time for fiddling with the internet. Taking these free
times in consideration, the investigator tried to find out the frequency
of students’ internet usage. The results are reflected in Table-II.

Table-II: Frequency of Students’ internet usage

                Source: field study

As shown by Table-II, 52% of the sample higher secondary
students within Aizawl south II area accessed the internet ‘many
times a day’, which means they are almost all the time online. Among
the sample students, 9% use the internet on an average of two
times a week on the weekends. 19% spent their time on the internet
in the morning and evening, the two best times for studying. This
shows that students indeed spend a lot of time on the internet.

Sl.No Frequency Number of Students Percentage
1 Twice a week 9 9
2 Once a day 20 20
3 Twice a day 19 19
4 Many times a day 52 52

100 100Total
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ii) To find out the amount of time spent by students on the
internet: Amount of time here indicates the length of time a student
spends on the internet once he is logged on. Table-III indicates the
duration students spend on the internet in a day.

Table-III: Amount of time spent by students on the internet (in hours)

Source: Field study

As found in Table-III, 49% of the sample students spent
more than three hours on the internet in a day. This shows they will
hardly have time for their studies. Not only this, they have no time
to contribute to household chores. This will not only weaken them
in their subject but will also isolate them from their family.

iii) To identify the main reason(s) why students use internet:
There are a number of sites on the internet. Some are purely for
social networking, some for important information and others for
entertainment. The amount of time sample students spent on the
internet has been found out. It was thought to be interesting to find
out their reasons for using the internet. The results have been
reflected in Table-IV.

Table-IV: Reasons why students use internet

Source: Field study

Frequency of internet use Number of Students Percentage
Less than 3 hours 51 51%
More than 3 hours 49 49%
Total 100 100%

Sl.No Particulars Number of Students Percentage
1 Entertainment 36 36%
2 Communication 29 29%
3 Information 26 26%
4 Time killing 8 8%
5 All of the above 1 1%

100 100%
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As indicated by Table-IV, only 26% of the sample students used
the internet to seek information. The rest of them spent it on
entertainment, communication and to kill time. A small 1% spent it
for all the reasons that were expressed in the questionnaire. This
shows that maximum number of the students spent time on the
internet for reasons quite unhealthy for their academic growth.

iv) The effect of internet usage on the family life of students:
Since nearly half of the students had been found to use more than
3 hours on the internet on a daily basis, it would be natural to
assume that this must surely impact their family life in a negative
way. Therefore the level of effect the internet has on their family life
was asked. The results are clearly shown in Table-V.

Table V: Effect of internet usage on the family life of students

       As indicated by Table-V, a surprisingly low percentage, 4%
only of the sample students admitted that their internet use did not
affect their family life in any way. In fact, 60% of the respondents
showed that their internet usage had only a low impact on their
family life. This was a surprise because the sample students showed
that more than 50% of them used the internet for more than 3
hours daily. How this did not affect their family life is a big question.
However, since the respondents responded in such a way, the
investigator could only conclude that it did not disturb their family
life at that stage. However, it could not be guaranteed that their
heavy internet use would not affect their family life in the future.

Sl.No. Level of internet effect on the family life Number of Students Percentage
1 Very high (31-40) 4 4%
2 High (21-30) 32 32%
3 Low (11-20) 60 60%
4 Very low (0-10) 4 4%

100 100%TOTAL
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v) To suggest measures for improvement:

Whether digital India will be fully realized in the next coming years
or not, it is evident that students at this stage are familiar with the
use of internet. With or without digital India Program, the usage of
internet is growing and it is expected to grow. But as shown by the
present study, only a very small percentage of students use it for
their academic improvement. Most students use them for social
networking sites and entertainment. Therefore it is imperative that
students learn not to abuse the internet and use it for educational
purposes before it becomes truly universally accessible. The
following points may be suggested in order to improve students’
usage of internet:

a) Education: Before digital India really takes hold of the
students and teachers, it is important to give education regarding
the prudent use of the internet. Both students and teachers need to
be educated regarding the maximum use of the internet for their
academic development. Care should be taken that both students
and teachers are aware of the dangers of internet usage. Parents
should not be left out but rather they should be involved regarding
the amount of time their children use the internet.

b) Diligent patrolling of various sites: There should be a strict
order regarding the various sites available on the internet. In fact, it
might be wise for the government to put a controlling measure on
the visitation rights of certain sites that would not be beneficial for
the progress of individuals. It is likely that more will abuse than use
the internet for positive purposes if this is not done so.

c) Provision of age specific learning material: If education is
going to be an active member in digital India, it may be advised to
have more internet programs focused on students of different ages.
Learning materials may be arranged in a language they can
understand using teaching aides they can identify with. This will not
only enhance learning as is the vision of the digital India program
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but will also motivate students to make more positive uses of the
internet. The ultimate beneficiary will be students who are going to
be the future pillars of the society.

Conclusion:

Even before the coming of the internet, India has been using
technology for teaching and learning on a large scale. In fact, quite
early, in 1975, satellite technology was already introduced in
education. This shows that technology can be a friend and not a
foe to education. The internet is here to stay, whether we accept it
or not. Therefore, it is wiser to learn to make good use of it rather
than fight it because of its many negative points. The many positive
characteristics of the internet should be more widely circulated than
the negative points. As far as family life and the use of the internet
is concerned, although the family life may not have been perceived
to be affected much at this stage as shown by the sample students,
it should not be forgotten that the questionnaire was administered
to the internet users and not their family members. The study might
yield very different results if directed at the family members.
However, if proper education is given to students at every stage of
education, there is a hope that the Mizo youth will be able to make
good use of the internet without letting it adversely affect family
life. On this note, let us eagerly wait for a truly digital India where
even the isolated north east will no longer be isolated, where language
problems will lose their meaning and more of us will be able to get
access to quality education.
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The Bible and Study of Literature

Laltluangliana Khiangte*

There should not be any doubt at all when the Guinness
Book of World Record’s Number One Most Read Book has
been the BIBLE for a long time. It is a fact that approximately four
billion copies have been printed and circulated so far and the Bible
remains at the top as the most read book in the nook and corners
of the whole world. To explain briefly, the Bible is the account of
God’s action in the world and his purpose for all creation. The
writing and compilation of the Bible was accomplished over sixteen
centuries and is quite an amazing collection of sixty six books
containing the messages of God.

As we all are aware, Literature is the art of written work
and can, in some circumstances, refer exclusively to published
sources and its related documents. The two major classifications
of literature are poetry and prose (which can be further sub-divided
into fiction and non-fiction). Literature may consist of texts based
on factual information (journalistic or non-fiction), as well as on
original imagination, such as creative writings like poetry, drama,
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prose & essays. A genre consists of artistic works which fall within
a certain central theme, and examples of genre include romance,
mystery, crime, fantasy, erotica, and adventure, among others.
Literature is also observed in terms of gender, race and nationality,
which include Black writing in America, African writing in English,
Indian writing, Tribal writing, Women’s writing, Mizo writing in
English and so on.

The main purpose of literature, at least according to me, is to
sincerely express human behaviour in all its forms whether it be
love, hate, betrayal, loneliness, patriotism so on and so forth.
Literature is people’s comments on society, emotion and so many
different topics that determine our everyday lives. We are either
inspired or dismayed after reading a novel or a play. Pure literature
has more pleasing effect on people than any other form of written
words viz.business, engineering, technology etc. It can cause
controversy or create a universal love for the issue if executed
correctly. To enjoy with fullest pleasure will be the ultimate end of
good, pure literature.

The Bible teaches us the best way of living, the noblest way
of suffering, the most dignified way of winning, the excellent way of
praising, the most comfortable way of dying, whereas pure literature
mainly tries to lead all its readers to enjoy and to give momentary
pleasure. To see life as it is and to lead readers to see themselves
in the story may be the main aim of some writers. It serves as a
mirror for readers to see the reality of life and to recognise fact
from the creative composition of literary genius.

The Bible thoroughly known is literature in itself, the rarest
and richest in all aspects of thought, and imagination which exists.
Readers of the Paradise Lost and Paradise Regained by John Milton,
Doctor Faustus by Christopher Marlowe, The Pilgrim’s Progress
by John Bunyan, The Waste-land by T.S. Eliot may never overlook
the biblical connection and reference of the writer concern. Serious
readers of different national literatures must, no doubt, accept the
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magnificent illuminations of the Bible in a variety of ways.

Simple facts about The Bible :  A non-christian friend or those
people who do not yet come across the story of Bible may ask
several questions like how many books are there in the Bible?
The Bible contains 66 books, divided into the Old Testaments (39
books) and the New Testaments (27books). Then, what does
“testament” mean? Testament means “covenant” or “contract may
be the shortest explanation.

So the following lines are not designed to discuss doctrine
or provide in-depth teaching of Christianity. It is merely something
like a resource centre for factual information on the Bible, however
so important to know for all readers. Let us go on asking, who
wrote the Bible?  The Bible was written under the inspiration of
the Holy Spirit by over 40 different authors from all walks of life:
shepherds, farmers, tent-makers, physicians, fishermen, priests,
philosophers and kings. Despite these differences in occupation
and the span of years it took to write it, the Bible is an extremely
cohesive and unified book. Most of the writers were uneducated
in today’s standard of higher education but inspired by the Holy
Spirit and that is why the authority of Bible is unchallenged for all
believers.

A litterateur may go on asking which single author
contributed the most books to the Old Testament? The answer
would be Moses, who wrote the first five books of the Bible,
referred to as the Pentateuch; the foundation of the Bible. Then,
the single author who contributed the most books to the New
Testament is the Apostle Paul, who wrote 14 books (over half) of
the New Testament. As writers, the contribution of Moses and
Paul, after critical analysis of all their works find a comfortable
place even till today.

The Bible was written over a period of some 1,500 years,
from around 1450 B.C. (the time of Moses) to about 100 A.D.
(following the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ). Many
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scholars agree that Job is the oldest book in the Bible, written by
an unknown Israelite about 1500 B.C. Others hold that the
Pentateuch (the first 5 books) are the oldest books in the Bible,
written between 1446 and 1406 B.C.

The book of Job takes its name from the man, the history and
interpretation of whose afflictions form the theme of it, has been
pronounced ‘one of the grandest things ever written with pen: grand
in its sincerity, in its simplicity,in its epic melody and repose of
reconcilement. The book may be regarded as a sublime drama of
God’s providence and man’s suffering. It is based on a narrative
of unparalleled calamities. But it consists for the most part of
dialogue, poetic and passionate, vehement in denunciation, keen in
satire, sublime in its higher thoughts. The several characters are
true to their individual differences throughout. The problem of the
book is complex but the primary object seems to be to show that
God can win and man can give disinterested devotion.

Moving on to more information about some facts, the youngest
book in the Old Testament, was Malachi, written about 400 B.C.
Then, if we look at the oldest book of the New Testament,  James,
written as early as A.D. 45 must be considered as the first book in
the New Testament.

However, the youngest book in the New Testament must be
the book of Revelation which was written about 95 A.D. The word
Revelation is the Latin equivalent of the Greek word ‘Apocalypse’,
by which this book is designated in the original; and so applied, it
means an unveiling, specially of the future, and that as regards the
fortunes of the Church in her relation to the powers of the world.
The book to which the name is given is therefore prophetic, but it
is prophetic in a more or less darkly symbolic form, a form hence
called apocalyptic.

This epithet  ‘apocalyptic’ is applied to a large body of
literature, originally Jewish, eventually Christian, after a model which
dates from the days of Ezekiel and Daniel of the Bible, or more
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properly from the second century B.C. This book is now the
present text prescribed for the Sunday School of Mizoram
Presbyterian Church that has been studied every Sunday during
2017 in Mizo language.

The original language has been defined as that of one who
thought in Hebrew but wrote in Greek, and who does give a certain
impressiveness and solemnity to his words. The first commentary
of the Revelation (Thupuan Hrilhfiahna) in Mizo language was
written by Rev. Liangkhaia in 1941, which was followed by a few
other commentaries till this year. With so many apocalyptic signs
and symbols, metaphors and similes, the study of the book of
Revelation could be quite interesting even from the literary point of
view.

Another interesting question must be what languages were
the Bible written in?  The Bible was written in three languages :
Hebrew, Aramaic, and Koine Greek. Also, when was the Bible
canonized? The entire New Testament as we know it today, was
canonized before the year 375 A.D. The Old Testament had
previously been canonized long before the advent of Christ.

We now need to know what does “canon” mean? :
“Canon” is derived front the Greek word “Kanon,” signifying a
measuring rod. Thus, to have the Bible “canonized” meant that it
had been measured by the standard or test of divine inspiration
and authority. It became the collection of books or writings accepted
by the apostles and leadership of the early Christian church as a
basis for Christian belief. It is the standard by which all Christians
throughout the ages live and worship.

It would be good to note some more information about the
Bible as : The first translation of the Bible was made into English in
the year 1382 A.D.by John Wycliffe. It was printed in 1454 A.D.
by Johannes Gutenberg who invented the “type mold” for the printing
press. It was the first book ever printed. The Holy Bible has been
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translated into 2,650 languages (UBS Website-March 2015 &
Collector’s Guide 2016-2017 BSI Aizawl Auxiliary), with
countless more partial translations, and audio translations (for
unwritten languages). This is an enormous amount of translations.
In comparison, Shakespeare, considered by many to be the master
writer of the English language, has only been translated into about
80 languages (inclusive of a single play or poem). Therefore,  The
Bible is still the best-selling book in the world with four billion
copies (approx) sold already in the market.

When we look at the scenario in India, under the British and
Foreign Bible Society, the first auxiliary was started at Calcutta
with effect from 21st February 1811. The pioneer Missionary from
England, William Carey had started the most notable work of
translation the Bible into Bengali at the turn of the eighteen century.
Carey was a prolific translator and an able linguist; by the time of
his death he had translated the Bible or portions of it into 34 different
Asian languages and dialects, including Chinese, Hindi and Gujarati,
& 200,000 individual copies of Biblical works had rolled off the
presses of the Serampore Mission Press. Rev. Dr. William Carey
also wrote a number of pioneering Indian language grammars, and
he was appointed professor of Sanskrit, Marathi and Bengali at
the East India Company’s Fort William College, Calcutta.

In 1800 Carey produced a translation of the Gospel of
Matthew into Bengali in an edition of 500 copies. In 1801 the
translation of the entire New Testament was printed in an edition
of 2,000 copies. The translation of the Old Testament was ready
in 1809. Since then, the Old & New Testaments had been reprinted
so many times.

 The Codex Vaticanus, which dates from the first half of the
fourth Century happened to be the oldest almost-complete
manuscript of the Bible now in existence. It is located in the library
of the Vatican in Rome. There are older fragments of the Bible that
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are still preserved however, the oldest being a tiny scrap of the
Gospel of John found in Egypt, dating back to the beginning of the
second century. (It is currently in the Rayland’s Library in
Manchester, England).

All good books may be useful and informative. Above all
such books, the Bible has a wonderful and inexhaustible influence
to writers of different books. This book, the Bible makes no bar of
any kind and it goes equally to the cottage of the peasant, and the
palace of the king. It is woven into literature, and it colours the talk
of the street. There are no songs comparable to the songs of Zion;
no orations equal to those of the prophets before Christ; and no
politics like those which the scriptures teach.

‘There is no book like the Bible for excellent wisdom and
use’ according to an English jurist of the 17th century Sir Matthew
Hale (1609-76). This may not be approved by many. However, I
may continue to say that the Bible is the main source of all Christian
truth, the lasting approved rule for the Christian life, the most reliable
book that unfolds to us the realities of eternity. There never was
found, in any age of the civilization of this world, either religion or
law that did so highly exalted in the public as the Bible.

One English critic and social reformer John Ruskin (1819-
1900)  once observed, ‘To tell my early knowledge of the Bible, I
owe the best part of my taste in literature, and the most precious,
and on the whole, the one essential part of my education. There is
no book on which we can rest in a dying moment except the Bible.
Yes, it is a book that one is willing to put under his / her pillows
when he / she lies dying.  Because the highest earthly enjoyments
are but a shadow of joy we find in reading God’s word.

A French writer, historian and philosopher Voltaire spoke
of the Bible as a short lived book. Voltaire (21 Nov.1694 – 30
May 1778) was a prolific writer, producing works in almost every
literary form, including plays, poetry, novels, essays, and historical
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and scientific works. He wrote more than 20,000 letters and more
than 2,000 books and pamphlets.

Voltaire said that within a hundred years it would pass
from common use. That statement may be quite funny for those
who knew the number of the Bibles that had been printed by the
Societies so far. Not many people read Voltaire today, but his
house, it is said, had been packed with Bibles as a depot of a
Bible society.

According to one Bengali prominent scholar-writer,
Rabindranath Tagore, an awardee of the prestigious Nobel Prize
for literature, who has been the grandest literary figure of India till
today, ‘The highest education is that which does not merely give us
information but makes our life in harmony with all existence’. His
‘Where the mind is without fear’ will never be thrown out of grand
literary pieces of India.

When he says, ‘Love does not claim possession, but gives
freedom’ he must have remembered St. Paul’s sermon on love,
saying –Love is patient, love is kind……it keeps no record of
wrongs…Love never fails….the greatest …is love. (I Corinthians
13 : 1-13) Tagore also said that ‘while God waits for His Temple
to be built of love, men bring stones….Love gives beauty to
everything it touches. At the same time, ‘a thorough knowledge of
the Bible is worth more than a college education’ opined the former
President of USA Mr. Theodore Roosevelt.

The Bible is such a good literature, not just a dogma. It is
God’s revelation to human being, for his / her guide, his / her light.
Apart from all theories about it, Thomas Carlyle has considered
the book of Job as ‘one of the grandest things ever written with
pen’ as stated before in this paper. Let us reflect once again, Naked
I came from my mother’s womb, and naked I will depart. The
Lord gave and the Lord has taken away; may the name of the
Lord be praised (Job 1: 21). ‘Can a mortal be more righteous than
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God? Can a man be more pure than his Maker?’ (Job 4:17)

Besides the book of Job, there are so many other books
where we could see beautiful and meaningful songs and poems viz.
Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Isaiah, Jeremaiah, Lamentations
etc. This shows that the Poetry books from the Bible had
tremendous influence in the composition of poems by various poets
of all nations in a variety of ways. If we look at the literatures of the
Greeks, Romans, Egyptians, English, French, Italians, Germans
and others, the influence of the Bible may be seen tremendously.

Coming to the genre of drama, if we look at the first and
foremost plays of English literature, miracles and mystery plays of
ancient world had been dramatized from the lives and works of
saints, apostles and parables from Jesus Christ.

The origin of English Novel has been connected with the
allegorical story in the form of the Pilgrim’s Progress  written by
John Bunyan.  While in prison for the ‘crime’ of preaching the
Gospel, he wrote one of Christian history’s greatest books, Pilgrim’s
Progress  that has been translated into many languages of the world
so far and the translation work will go on for sure.

Throughout the 1600’s, as the Puritans and the Pilgrims
fled the religious persecution of England to cross the Atlantic and
start a new free nation in America, they took with them their precious
Geneva Bible, and rejected the King’s Bible. America was founded
upon the Geneva Bible, not the King James Bible.

In doing so, the American Literature has been so much
influenced by the Geneva Bible. However, the King James Bible
happened to be the most popular version for a long time and lovers
of language and literature heavily referred to it. Today various
editions of the Bible have been distributed and one’s own selection
must be the main criterion of judgement.

In fact, the Bible has been the source of almost all the
literary genre, viz. poetry, prose, drama, novel, biography and
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others. Of course, it is better to consider that literary criticism or a
kind of critical assessment of everything may not be the direct
offspring of the Bible.
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Introduction: Language is an integral part of human life. There
are many languages spoken in different countries of the world but
English has acquired a prominent place in meeting the
communicative needs of the people. It is now more than ever that
English has become a language of opportunity and advancement.
F.G. French’s statement seems quite apt: “No language ancient or
modern can be compared with English in the number of
geographical distributions of the homes, factories and offices in
which the language is spoken or read.” These days, every country
is mutually dependent on other countries in political, social,
economic and cultural matters. Here, again, English serves as an
important link language.

Importance of English: The importance of English language in
the present day cannot be ignored or denied. As an international
language it has made the world a global-village and gives a global
language for communication, with a quarter of the world’s
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population knowing English. “English is necessary for mobility, social
and economic purposes, for job opportunities; English is the
language that opens the doors of a global market.” A person with
no knowledge of English may almost be considered handicapped
in the growing streams of knowledge in today’s world.

And in a multi-lingual country like India that has 18 officially
recognized languages and many more regional languages, the need
for English as a link language and for its market value is largely felt.
India never had a common language and English was and still is the
associate, additional and link language. In fact the importance of
English in the socio-political, economic and linguistics contexts has
been taken largely into account and the learning and teaching of it
now occupy a great deal of significance throughout the country.

Even in a remote place like Mizoram that is geographically
and linguistically isolated, the teaching and learning of English has a
very prominent place in the present scenario, although until the
advent of the English missionaries, the Mizos do not even have a
written form of the language, and only with the coming of the
missionaries, formal education was introduced in 1897.

Present Scenario of English Language Learning in
Mizoram: Even though English is not our mother tongue, the
teaching and learning of it as a second language is compulsory
even in a remote area like Mizoram from the elementary stage
onwards. Today, although Mizo is the mother tongue, English is
the official language of the State and is being taught as a compulsory
Second language from Class-I in government-run schools and is
the medium of instruction from Class-VIII onwards. Private-run
schools are all English Medium schools, as such; English is initiated
as the medium of instruction. Because of the widespread popularity
of English Medium schools, many Mizo Medium schools have now
been converted into English medium schools. But the conversion
of these schools more often than not, simply results in the changing
of the textbooks without much change in the medium or methods
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of teaching. Hindi has little or no place in the Mizo society. The
common language is the mother tongue and English.

But as these two languages (English and Mizo) are different
from one another with regards to their phonological system, lexicon
and syntax, the Mizo learners often face lots of problems in gaining
competence and proficiency in English. It is natural that there will
be a lot of L1 interference while learning English. Transference and
interference play a major role in the process of gaining competence
and proficiency in English by Mizo learners because of the differences
in the two languages.

The teachers of English in the College and Higher Secondary
schools often remark that the English proficiency and communicative
competence is not up to the mark, although about 9 to 10 periods
per week are allotted at the school level and around 5 periods per
week in a class at the college level. The students are in many cases
unable to write simple sentences correctly or perform even
elementary communicative task skills like writing an application for
leave or a job, etc., and their sentences are grammatically incorrect.

It may be presumed that with such a stronghold and prominence
in the society and its official use, learners would be confident and
fluent in their use of English; but sadly that is not the case. Learners
do face many difficulties in learning and exercising English as a
Second language. It has been found that at the High School, Higher
Secondary and College level, teachers often observe and found
that the English proficiency and performance of their students are
not up to the expected standard. Even at the College level, with
twelve (12) years or more of studying English, it is shocking to find
that the communicative ability of the learners is still very weak and
that learners find it difficult to express their ideas, thoughts and
feelings in speaking and writing. With the exception of few students
who are quite adept in English with great grammatical accuracy
and creative thoughts, majority of the learners have problems in
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learning and using English. Apart from its being the official language
and medium of instruction in schools, colleges and universities,
English, however, does not have widespread use in the State and
exposure to the use of English is limited for learners. The need for
spoken English is perhaps secondary within the state of Mizoram.

Problems:

(i) Lack of Exposure and Practice: As mentioned earlier,
Mizoram is in a remote area that is geographically and linguistically
isolated from the rest of the country. Geographically Mizoram is a
Protected/ Restricted Area and an Inner Line Permit (ILP) has to
be obtained to enter the State. The document is an effort by the
government to regulate movement to certain areas located near
the international border of India. This is a security measure. In
Mizoram it is issued by the Government of Mizoram. It is required
for entering the Indian State of Mizoram through check gates across
the inter-state borders. As such, the people have very little contact
with people who are linguistically different so as to communicate
with them in English language.

Moreover, it is perhaps, the most secluded and exclusive State
in India linguistically. Fortunately or unfortunately, we have a
homogeneous unilingual society where we can all communicate with
one another by using one language (Mizo) throughout Mizoram.
As a result, we need not speak English or Hindi in order to
communicate with each other and because of this, exposure to the
use of English is very limited for the learners. At the same time,
lack of practice can be one of the main causes of the weakness of
the learners in the learning and using of English. Students in Mizoram
hardly speak English even inside the language classroom or the
school premises. Even at the college level, students are unable to
express themselves proficiently in English.

Perhaps the only direct exposure to English language that
learners have is through the television as most homes have a cable
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connection even outside the precinct of the state capital. But with
such an overwhelming popularity of the cable network, there are
many local cable operators who give out different local channels.
These local channels give out a lot of translated materials, that
learner, instead of watching the English version of the material would
rather watch in the regional language. This also creates great
hindrance in honing their listening and speaking skills of English. To
solve this problem, teachers are highly responsible for creating
favourable situations in the classrooms for their students to listen,
speak, read and write English without hesitation

(ii) Wrong Attitude : In Mizoram, most students have too
much respect for English language which creates a learning problem
for them. Some teachers also make fun of their students’ mistakes.
Even among the students the same thing happens which hinder the
learners from learning the language. Moreover, in our society, some
people have the wrong attitude towards persons who uses English
as they think that such usages are inappropriate and unnecessary
within the State as everyone can communicate in the same language.
Beside these, the students or the users of the English language are
much aware and self-conscious of making mistakes, posing a
hindrance in the use and learning of the language. The British colonial
hangover can still be seen in the society where there is respect and
fear in the use of English.

The importance given to English in Mizoram is justified by the
fact that there is a great amount of growth in the establishment of
private-run English Medium schools, with most parents sending
their children to such institutions resulting in the low-rate enrolment
in government schools. Even teachers of regional medium schools
would mostly send their children to an English medium school. This
leads to the conversion of many Mizo medium schools into English
medium schools. The government also seems to approve such
conversion to some extent. However, such conversion of schools
seems culturally and philosophically improper. Moreover, the
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teachers at such converted schools are still the same and they still
seem to adopt the translation method, which seems to result in just
the changing of the syllabus. Though the importance of English is
highly regarded, people in Mizoram still have a certain notion and
conception towards those who use it in the society as they felt it
unnecessary. Change is required with respect to the attitude of the
people towards English where it is looked upon with awe and
reverence; and where not only learners but also teachers are afraid
of making mistakes and afraid of being laughed and mocked at.

(iii) Cultural Differences : Learners’ culture can be a barrier
to second or foreign language learning. Cultural differences may
cause confusion and cultural misunderstandings. Learners may have
problems communicating with target native speakers because of
cultural differences. Learning a second language means learning to
speak and comprehend it. But learners can not reach a high level
of proficiency unless they are to use the target language
appropriately in the context of the target language. To reach a
pragmatic and socio linguistic competence, learners should be able
to make correct assumptions of what interlocutors are saying. When
the L1 and L2 cultures share similar features the assumptions made
contribute to the learning. However, when both cultures differ in
so many aspects learning is at risk.

(iv) Inappropriate Method of Teaching: In most of the schools
in Mizoram, the students are taught English through the translation
method which is not at all effective for improving the students’
proficiency in the language. Most of the teachers are ignorant of
the objectives of language teaching and are mainly concerned in
completing the syllabus and to make them memorise the answers
and get good results in the examinations, which ultimately will lead
to the good reputation of the school, drawing more students.
Development of the students as a language learner is not tested in
terms of their skills and proficiency in the language, but on their
ability or capability of memorization.
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Almost all the teachers just teach the prescribed books,
imparting knowledge of the content of the textbooks and not the
skills of language used in the textbooks. The teachers teach English
as they would teach any other subject. Most teachers are simply
busy preparing notes or preparing students for the examination
which again is graded not on their proficiency or competence but
on how well they reproduce the given notes. At the same time,
learners in a language classroom are not given the opportunity to
use the language. The teacher talks, explaining the texts, learners
are just passive listeners who hardly contribute anything in the
classroom teaching. Almost always, the teacher would read out
the lessons and translate it, creating almost no situation for the
learners to even listen to the target language.

 (v) Lack of Appropriate English Teachers : The teachers
themselves, especially in a regional medium school are not adept in
the language and have little or no ELT background which poses
great hindrance in the teaching and learning of English. Though
teachers at the Elementary stage should be well qualified
academically, it is often teachers with the lower qualification that
are employed to teach young learners. Besides, there are no or
very few permanent English teachers at the Elementary stage.
Teachers just seem to go around in routines in teaching English.
This can create a lot of confusion and hindrances for both the
teachers and learners of the language.

In Mizoram the Government doesn’t recruit teachers for the
post of English at the Elementary level, so any teacher may teach
English; teachers often take it in turns to teach the subject as deemed
proper and often on the basis of availability or perhaps if a particular
teacher had taught English for a certain period of time, he or she
may request to teach other subjects; and very often if teachers are
reluctant to teach English, the responsibility often falls on the
Headmaster.
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Conclusion : Mizoram boasts a high literacy rate of
88.49% ranking next only to Kerela in India within a short span of
years of the introduction of formal education in the State; however,
such a commendable achievement in literacy alone does not account
for a satisfactory provision for quality education especially in the
field of English language learning.

The importance of formulating a feasible curriculum for English
as a Second Language has not yet been fully recognised by policy
makers, educational administrators, teachers, parents, etc., in the
teaching-learning process especially at the Elementary stage where
it is looked upon as a content subject; although great measures
have been recently taken by the English Language Teaching Institute
(ELTI), District Centre for English (DCE) of EFLU based at the
State Council of Educational Research and Training (SCERT),
Mizoram Institute of Spoken English (MISE) of SCERT and by
the MBSE of Mizoram.
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Theme and Motif of Lalthangfala Sailo’s
Hmangaih Vangkhua Play
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1. Introduction:

Hmangaih Vangkhua  is one of five small plays from the
book called Ramloh Lentu, which was published in 2008 written
by Lalthangfala Sailo. It is a love story that reflects the Mizo culture,
the pasal\ha (warrior) who were highly admired in the society.In
Hmangaih Vangkhua the writer has inculcated the past Mizo society
and culture i.e, how the youths, boys and girls courted, their daily
lives, how they protect themselves from wild animals; strategy, It
also highlight how the village warriors known as pasal\ha (warrior)
was given a high position in the society.

2. The main highlight of the story:

In a village called Lungdar, inside the bachelors’ dormitory
Zawlbuk, the bachelors and elders were discussing their hunting
strategy since they were moving out just the next day. The bachelors
had also decided to meet their loved ones as well as court the one
that they were in love. Neihthangi who was known for her looks
and beauty was courted by many bachelors, among those bachelors
Thangphunga who was pasal\ha (warrior) was also present and
was Neihthangi’s childhood friend. Lalnawla, from a wealthy family

* Research Scholar, Mizo Dept. MZU
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in the village wanted to marry Neihthangi but she was in love with
Thangphunga. Lalnawla was envious of Thangphunga and he was
proud of his wealth and would speak to others in a dominant manner.
While they were all busy in the preparation of the hunting expedition,
Lalnawla’s parents wanted to hold a Khuangchawi ceremony and
Lalnawla invited Neihthangi but she was not willing to join them.
Out of anger Lalnawla decided to destroy her. The hunting
expedition was a success, Thangphunga shot a big tumpang. The
hunters returned on the same day of Lalnawla parents’ khuangchawi.
Neihthangi did not go to the  Khuangchawi ceremony to avoid
Lalnawla. Lalnawla was furious with Neihthangi. So he planed to
destroy her. Lalnawla designed a plan with the help of his friend
Lalthula, Suak\huama and his followers, who were from another
village. They abducted Neihthangi while she was going to the farm
and asked a ransom for her release, which were 3 threads of \hihna
and 19 threads of \hival, which will not be affordable for
Neihthangi’s family. Lalnawla planned that he would give those
ransoms so in return he would get Neihthangi. But unfortunately, it
did not happen as they had planned because Neihthangi’s younger
brother Zahlira saw the abduction and informed his parents; the
bachelors and elders went out in search of Neihthangi. Thang-
phunga and his friends were the first group to find the kidnappers
and saved Neihthangi from the abductors.

2.1. Theme and Motif definition:

A Glossary of Literary Terms defines motif as, “A motif is
an element-a type of incident, device, or formula- which occurs
frequently in literature” (M.H. Abrams 105). “Theme is sometimes
used interchangeably with motif, but the term is more usefully applied
to a thesis or doctrine which an imaginative work is designed to
incorporate and make persuasive to the reader” (106).
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Dictionary of Literary Terms & Literary Theory defines theme as,
“Properly speaking, the theme of a work is not its subject but
rather its central idea, which may be stated directly or indirectly”
(Cuddon 913). And Motif as, “One of the dominant ideas in a
work of literature; a part of the main theme.It may consist of a
character, a recurrent image or a verbal pattern” (522).

2.2 Theme of the play:

             The story of the play revolves round the love affair between
young lovers. The main theme of the play is ‘true love wins’, where
the character Thangphunga’s love for Neihthangi is shown, where
asLalnawla, a wealthy son tries to separate the two but true love
wins over the proud nature of Lalnawla. At the end of the play we
see how faithfully Thangphunga secured his beloved against
Lalnawla who somehow received punishment due to his greed for
love. The theme of the play, ‘true love wins’ is revealed through
the characters.

HmangaihVangkhua displays the earlier life of the Mizos,
how their pasal\ha (warriors) were admired by the villagers, how
the young men used to court women and their techniques of warfare,
the life between the poor and rich; love affair between man and
woman is shown in the lives of the Lungdar villagers. In this play
we see how materialism tried to defeat true love.

In Act I scene I, before they were going to the hunting
expedition the next day. In the house of Neihthangi, Thangphunga,
Lalnawla and other bachelors visit and court Neihthangi that night.
When others talked about the coming hunting expedition,Lalnawla,
a proud man, boastful of his wealth, boasting how he did not even
need to hunt animals because he had enough livestock at home; he
says, “…Its not necessary to hunt animals. We have many cattle!...”
(HmangaihVangkhua I.I).
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Earlier in the Mizo society when a woman had a visitor (inleng) she
had to be kind in words and behavior.While Neihthangi was giving
live ember for the tobacco pipe of Thangphunga, Lalnawla also
requested for the same. Since Neihthangi was so in love with
Thangphunga and gave all her attention, she could not hear
Lalnawla’s request which made Lalnawla furious. “…We are not
doing better than the people who eat out of our hands”
(HmangaihVangkhua I.II). As Neihthangi was busy conversing with
Thangphunga which made Lalnawla challenge Thangphunga for a
fight, but Thangphunga being a brave pasal\ha (warrior) refused to
fight and calmly said that for they should live peacefully with one
another and do no harm among themselves.Where as Lalnawla
condemned their hunting ventures and mock everything they were
saying and talked in a manner showing how he despised
Thangphunga for his poor status, “You will never be the same
level with me. You such a poor wretch, you are proud to go to
venturing…” (HmangaihVangkhua I.II). Neihthangi’s father
Chalthanga feared that there would be a fight at his house therefore
he requested their visitors (inleng) to leave for the night.

When Thangphunga had left for hunting, Lalnawla invited
Neihthangi to come to the khuangchawi and sathingzar, but
Neihthangi rejected the offer, as she wanted to be faithful for
Thangphunga. Lalnawla became furious at the rejection and shouted
at Neihthangi, stating how he thought of her low status and had no
respect in her father’s house and how she has no right to be steadfast
and proud, “Even in your father’s house I didn’t respect you…
you low born woman have no right to be proud…”
(HmangaihVangkhua I.III). It is believable that Lalnawla thinks
that materialism could win everything. So he boasted about his
wealth instead of his behaviour to convinceNeihthangi.

Thangphunga was uneasy and worried about his girlfriend
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because he saw her in his dream. He was in a hurry to complete
their hunting and return home soon, but he also wanted  too to be
successful in their hunting to prove that he was a real
Pasal\ha(warrior).Thanphunga was fortunate as he had killed a big
tumpang and his friends had also killed sele which made the
expedition a success.

Lalnawla tried his best to possess Neihthangi physically
too and made the khuangchawi as a bait. He invited to come at
their celebration but she rejected again which made Lalnawla filled
with anger, once more stating her low status, “…Neihthangi always
put me to shame many times…they cannot assert themselves against
me. She will know it” (HmangaihVangkhuaIII.I). In love everything
is pure and truthful, the faithfulness between Neihthangi and
Thangphunga stood firm regardless of what other people said.

The status of pasal\ha(warrior) was high and respected in
the earlier Mizo society. In Act III scene II, Thangphunga and his
friend had visited Neihthangi, Thangphunga’s friend had asked for
marriage to Neihthangi. Her mother happily agreed to the request
as she knew that they both had been in love and were friends since
childhood, if Neihthangi was willing to accept then they would get
married, at the same time stated very humbly of their low and poor
status “All those are as you wish…Our daughter is not good enough
to live in pasal\ha’s (warrior) home…” (HmangaihVangkhua III.II).
While they were discussing, Lalnawla and his friend Lalthula entered
and heard about the conversation. Therefore, he was upset again
and left. He made up his mind that Thangphunga should not have
Neihthangi if he himself could not, “…he says ‘If I didn’t marry
Neihthangi something bad will happen to her’…”
(HmangaihVangkhua III.II).

At last, Lalnawla made a plan to kidnap Neihthangi with
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the help of Suak\hauma who was his close relative, and made a
ransom deal i.e, 3 threads of \hihna and 10 threads of \hival  for
her release. Since Neihthangi’s parents would not possess such
things he would pay them and marry Neihthangi in return. But his
plan failed because the moment when Neihthangi was captured,
Hlirtea, Neithangi’s younger brother followed her and saw them.
He immediately told his parents. On hearing the news Thangphunga
immediately went with his friends to the place where they had kept
her in the den and later followed by the village elders and young
men including Lalnawla and Lalthula. At last, Neihthangi was saved.
The wrong doers were brought before the chief for judgement,
through the study of Lalnawla’s character and actions in the play, it
can be seen that Lalnawla’s love to Neihthangi is not a true love,
because he only love for making his status higher if he could get
Neihthangi the most beutiful woman in the village. Otherwise, he
put Neihthangi in a difficult situation, he didn’t mind to hurt her
feelings and did not care about what other would think. He thought
only about himself, he enviedThangphunga a brave pasal\ha
(warrior) who was greater than him. But materialism could not
defeat true love in the play, true love always wins in the end.

2.3 Motif in the play:

In HmangaihVangkhua the writer, Lalthangfala Sailo has
included many aspects of the earlier Mizo life style, culture etc,
how the pasal\ha (warriors) were admired by the villagers. In this
play we find that greed for love with regard to the character like
Lalnawla in the play, shows his boastful behavior of his wealth. His
proud nature due to wealth can be considered as one of the motifs.

In this play the writer characterizes Thangphunga as being
very manly; he is well mannered, brave and gentlemanly. He can
be called the best pasal\ha (warrior) of the village who was united
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with the most beautiful woman in the village i.e, Neihthangi. Whereas
Lalnawla, who is also in pursuit of Neihthangi is the son of a wealthy
man in the village.But even his wealth could not earn the respect of
the villagers due to his nature. When he visited Neihthangi with his
friend Lalthula he had requested her to lit up his pipe but Neihthangi
ignored him and was busy conversing with Thangphunga. Lalnawla
said, “Tonight our presence become meaningless. We are not doing
better than the people who eat out of our hands”
(HmangaihVangkhua I.II). Lalnawla told Vankhuma abruptly,
“…Even if Thangphunga was born again three times, he will not
equal me. With his father, all his family will not equal me”
(HmangaihVangkhua I.I).

Lalnawla used his wealth to despise Thangphunga. In order
to show true love LalthangfalaSailo has presented these two
characters Lalnawla and Thangphunga who have different natures,
also in terms of wealth, lifestyle, etc there is a huge difference
between the characters. Thangphunga shows his love for Neihthangi
through words and behavior whereas Lalnawla tries to persuade
Neihthangi by his wealth.

Lalnawla commented about venturing team, “…Those who
go to hunting will never eat much meat like me…”
(HmangaihVangkhua I.III). This clearly reveals his proud nature
and how he sees himself, when Lalnawla invited Neihthangi to the
Chawngchen Neihthangi refused the offer which made Lalnawla
furious saying, “Even in your father’s house I have no respect for
you. You are proud because you think you’re beautiful. You, a
poor daughter have no right to be proud. You will know it”
(Hmangaih Vangkhua I.III). The writer has shown Lalnawla as a
fool in his pursuit of Neihthangi. When the others ventured into the
forest,Lalnawla courted Neihthangi but he could not persuade her.
When the venturing team had returned to the village and
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Thangphunga had killed tumpang, Neihthangi immediately left
Lalnawla who was courting her in their home. She says, “Wow!
I’m really eager to see it! I’m going to meet…”
(HmangaihVangkhua II.III), which made Lalnawla angry. Lalthula
comforted Lalnawla saying, “…If you can not make her your
woman, we will find a chance to see her alone, so you will rape her
(HmangaihVangkhua II.III). WhileThangphunga’s success was
being celebrated,Lalnawla sent a boy to call Neihthangi at their
Chawngchen but Lalhuaia replied for her saying, “We have salu
lam at Thangphunga’s place, she doesn’t have a time to come”
(HmangaihVangkhua II.V). At this  situation the village elders felt
that Lalnawla had no respect for others, the way in which he
behaves; the writer clearly shows us that the character of Lalnawla
is never meant to be the hero of the play but a tool of disruption for
others and his proud nature is one of the motifs.

When Lalnawla was in Neihthangi’s home,Thangphunga’s
friend Liannghawra was telling Neithangi’s mother Thanzingi that
they would send a delegate (palai) for the wedding proposal which
became another reason that made Lalnawla furious as he outwardly
spoke whatever was in his mind. Lalnawla angrily said, “Your way
of talking disdains me...Your way of talking makes others see their
noses big” (HmangaihVangkhuaIII.II).Lalnawla was feeling uneasy
and nervous, immediately left Neihthangi’s home. Lalnawla replied
from outside the house and threatens them, “We are not displeased.
You have looked down upon me with contempt. You will not laugh.
Laugh while you can. Neihthangi’s luck will not last. Everything
will not come as you wish.You have no authority”
(HmangaihVangkhua III.II).

To destroy the relationship between Thangphunga and
Neihthangi, Lalnawla later hired three men from Belmual village;
Suak\huama, Thanghlira and Liandenga to abduct her. But
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Lalnawla’s plan did not succeed, her young brother witnessed the
event while he was following her and also the boy overheard the
men that they will settle at the den which helped in capturing the
wrong doers. At the end of the play,Lalnawla and Suak\huama
received a severe punishment and the other two paid gayal and
salam for their release,Thangphung can marry Neihthangi in the
end of the story.

3. Conclusion:

There is always hardship and rivalry between all lover’s but true
love always wins in the end like Thangphunga and Neihthangi’s
love. Lalnawla who is a wealthy son may be good for a life partner
but he was a proud man, who knew exactly what he had and uses
his wealth to look down upon the poor. Lalnawla wanted Neihthangi
for his wife but Neihthangi, knowing what was right and wrong,
without regret rejected him. Even when Neihthangi and Thangphunga
were in love they had to face a lot of hardship, but their love always
remain the same due to faithfulness and patience even when others
talk and mock at them, it leads them to a happy live in the end
eventually.

Through the motifs- ‘pride and wealth’, the writer could
show us the love between the two characters, to complete the
theme, the motifs- pride and wealth as a tool has made the play
interesting. Between Thangphunga and Neihthangi relationship,
Lalnawla stands against them and he is an antagonist of the play.
He thinks that his wealth would win everything including Neihthangi’s
heart but materialism is nothing compared to love, his pride and
wealth show the judgement between true love and materialism.

Glossary

Khuangchawi : The name of a public feast given by chiefs and
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other well-to-do Lushais.

|hi-hna : An amber bead, an amber necklace.

|hi val : Precious bead or a wild gayal of that value.

Salam : A fine which when paid is divided among the
chief and elders of a village for their trouble in
settling a case; generally five rupees or a pig of
that value. This is killed and eaten by the chief
and elders.

Sele : The wild gayal or mithan also known as gaur.

Salu lam : A dance and feast held to celebrate success in
the chase and toai the head of the animal killed.

Ai : To sacrifice a domestic animal and perform a
ceremony over or for (a wild creature killed in
hunting or a foe killed in fighting). This is done with
a view to getting the spirit of the slain into the power
of the slayer after death and also to protecting him
from evil consequences during this life.

Chawngchen : A chawng feast and festival. Chawng means the
name of a sacrifice and three days feast and dancing
given by a single individual or a family. The first of
a series of sacrifices and feasts to ensure entrance
to the Lushai Paradise.

Sathingzar : To place fire-wood along the side of village path
to dry in preparation for use at a forthcoming
sacrificial feast.

Tumpang : The name of one of the two main species of sele
or wild fatal, of which kawlfung is the other. Some
regard the phaisa as identical with the tumpang.
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Indopui Literature

F. Lalzuithanga *

Indopui Literature:
Mizoram Rambuai behchhana thu leh hla chhuak hrang

hrangte a ‘genre’ anga  hlawm khata sawi nan  ‘Rambuai Literature’
tih \awngkam kan nei tawh a. Chutiang bawkin, Indopui Pakhatna
(1914-1918) leh Indopui Pahnihna (1939-1945)-in a hrin chhuah
Mizo thu leh hla peng hrang hrangte hi hlawm khata sawi nan,
hnampui hovin ‘War Literature’ an tih ang bawkin, ‘Indopui
Literature’ tia sawi ve mai hi kan thu leh hla \hang chho leh leh
hmasawn zel tur ngaihtuahin, nakin zel atan thil \ha leh remchang
tak a ni ve a.

Khawvel Indopui Pakhatna leh Pahnihna chhuak khan
kawng hrangin Mizote pawh min hrutin min nuai a, kawng tam
takah kan nunphung, culture, vantlang nun leh ngaihhlut zawng
thlengin min sawi danglam ve a. Chung Indopuiin kawng hrang
hranga Mizote nuna hnuhma a neihte (Socio-Political-Cultural-
Religious impact) chu kawng hrang hrangin zir leh thlirna tlang hrang
hrang a\anga thlir theih a ni a.

* Research Scholar, Mizo Dept. MZU
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Chutiang bawkin, kha Indopui chhuak behchhana thu leh
hla peng hrang hranga chhuak te, Indopui hlimthla kan hmuhna thu
leh hla hrang hrangte hi awmze neia zir chian fe tham, Zirbingtute
tan pawha zirbingna kalpuia PhD hmuhna tham hial Mizo thu leh
hla chhungah hian a awm ve reng a ni. Chuvangin, Indopui Literature
kan tih chuan, Indopui behchhan thu leh hla hrang hrang kan neihte-
thawnthu te, hla te, lemchan leh thuziak tluang pangngai thlengin a
huam vek a, chung Indopui thu leh hla zir chian a, thlitfim leh zirbingna
lam thleng pawhin a huam thei vek a ni.

A pawimawh ber erawh chu, Mizo thu leh hla zirna mualah,
Literature  peng (genre) thar anga hetianga Indopui behchhan bik
thu leh hla kan neihte kan hlawmkhawma kan dahkhawm a, chumi
lam hawi sawina \awngkam bik kan nei ve tur hi a ni.

Indopui Pakhatna leh Pahnihnain Mizo thu leh hlaah bung
thar  chhuah a, thu leh hla tam tak a piantir a, chuvangin Indopui
Literature piantirtu chu  hlawm hnih lian tak takah \hen theih a ni a,
hetiangin:

1. Indopui Pakhatnain a hrin chhuah Thu leh Hla kan hmuh theihte:

i) Hla - Entirnan, German Ral Run Zai
ii) Thutluang - Entirnan, Zofa Sipai Hmasate Chanchin

2. Indopui Pahnihnain a hrin chhuah Thu leh Hla kan hmuh theihte:

i) Hla - Entirnan, Japan Run Zai, Labour Zai
ii) Thawnthu - Entirnan, Chhuahtlang,
iii) Essay - Entirnan, Mizo Tlangval Rual leh Japan

 Ral
iv) Lemchan - Entirnan, Zawlpala Thlan Tlang
v) Thutluang - Entirnan, Khawvel Indopui Pahnihna
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Indopui Pakhatna Hrin Chhuah Thu leh Hlate:

Indopui Pakhatna kha a rei ta deuh va, Mizote phut luih
titih Hnathawk Sipai (Lushai Labour Corps) tura Mizo tlangval
rual mi 2100 zet Feren (France) ram an kal pawh; a kum za-na
kan thleng tawh a. A hmain, Ruang La Pawl (8th Army Bearer
Corps)-ah mi 30 zet kum 1914 khan khawvel hmun hrang hrangah
an lo kal kual tawh bawk a. Indopui vanga Feren rama Mizo
tlangval kan kal te, chumi hmaa mi tlem te; Ruang La Pawl an kal
bak chu indona khan kan ram a rawn thleng lo va, mi nawlpui tan
chuan han tel ve leh hriat reng tur thil pawh a vang deuh a ni ang e,
thu leh hla pawh a chhuah tlem deuh.

Chuvangin, Indopui pakhatnain a hrin chhuah thu leh hla
ropui ber vawiin thlenga kan la neih chu German Ral Run Zai kha
a ni mai awm e.

German ral run zai hi a tir lamah chuan ‘Puma Zai’ thluka

phuah a ni a. A hnua an phuah chhoh zel te pawh ‘Puma Zai Siper’

vek a ni a tihtheih awm e. ‘Ral run zai’ ni mah se, ‘Feren’ rama kal

Mizo tlangval rual khawtlang lunglen leh di  ngaia an lunglenna thute

leh in lama awmte pawhin an bialpate an ngaih thu, hlaa an

puanchhuahna a nih avangin ‘War Poetry’ ni mah se, a tam ber hi

chuan a thupuiah lunglenna leh hmangaihna lam a hawi thung.

‘France Ram Kal Hla’ tih mai awm a nih laiin ‘German Run Zai’ tih

a ni tlat thung. R.L. Thanmawia chuan hetiang hian German Run
Zai lo chhuah dan chu a sawi:

German Run Zai hi kum 1917 vela chhuak a

ni…Mizo tlangval Feren ram kalte chuan an

kalkawnga an thil tawnte chu hlain an chham

chhuak a. In lama an kalsan tak an bialnu te, an
khawtlang leh Zawlbuk buantualte chu an ngai em

em a, hlain an phuah bawk a. In lama nula
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lunglenghote pawhin pasal\ha rammuho chu

mangphan mai duh tawk lovin an ngaihzia chu hlain

an lo au chhuahpui bawk  a. Chung hlate chu

German  Run Zai tih a ni ta a ni. German Run Zai
hi \henkhat chuan Domangi Zai an ti bawk  (Mizo
Hla Hlui, 519).

German Ral Run Zaite hi Feren Ram kalin a hrin chhuah,

thu leh hla ropui ber leh nung reng tur chu a ni a. Heng zaite hian a

hun lai khawvel chanchin min hrilh a; vantlang nun leh mihring

ngaihtuahna chhungril an tarlan avang hian a hlu a; zirchian leh

belhchian tham, vawn \hat leh hriatreng tawh tur hla a ni.

“Hmanah Abawr ral lian a tawn daitu,

Tunah Zerman tutlawmah ngur Lalzaupa;

Sappui darfengin a thlang leh ta”

“German ral tawntu chu keimahni,

Chhim a nghing e hmar tlang kawl rawn a deng e;

Fam turin an ngen e val zawng zawng”

“Lusei val kan than a bang dawn lo,

An \iau ngei dawn hmartlang khua perpui val saw;

|ek khamphei kan hlan e val rualin”

“Lam ang kan lo let e, hr^ng rual zawng,

Tanchhawn min lo hlan ru, Zerman tutlawm val;

Chhuihthang kan than khua a zau em e.”

 Indopui Pakhatnain a hrin chhuah Thu leh Hla hi a \hahnem
lutuk lo deuh va. German Ral Run Zai  bakah hian thawnthu lamah
pawh sawi tur ting erawh chuan Zikpuii pa C.C. Coy No 27-ah te,
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Lalhmingliana Saiawi Lungrang Laiawrha thawnthu tir lamahte sawi
lan zeuh a ni ve ve a. A hranpaa Indopui Pakhatna behchhana
thawnthu piang tak erawh sawi mai tur a awm lo niin a lang.

Thlutluang ziak kan tih lamah chuan he Indopui Pakhatna
chungchang bik lehkhabu chhuak chhiar nahawm deuhte chu
C.Lalnunchanga Zoram Mi Hrangte an Vanglai  tih te, Thangsailova
ziah Zofa Sipai Hmasate Chanchin (Chin Ex-Soldier History)  te,
JF Laldailova German Ram Run te kha a ni deuh mai a.

Mizo leh Vai Chanchinbu leh Kristian Tlangau lamah a hun
laia Indopui Pakhatna chanchin hrim hrim ziak erawh hmuh tur a
awm nual thung a. Sawi tak ang khan a hranpa tak chuan thu leh
hla  huangah Indopui Pakhatna bik hi chuan peng leh zar a chhuah
lutuk lo deuh a. Mahse, kan thlirna tlang a zirin sawi tur leh zir chian
tur, hai chhuah tur thil  erawh a awm nual mai.

Indopui Pahnihna Hrin Chhuah Thu leh Hlate:
Khawvel Indopui Pahnihna khan kawng hrang hrangin

Mizote nunah pawh nghawng a lo ngah ve mai a. British hnuaia
kan awm lai la niin, a hun lai Zoram khawvel chu a chiah hneh
takzet a ni. Chuvangin, Indopui Pahnihnain kan thu leh hla lam
thlenga nghawng a neih dan hi Literary Circle leh Academic huang
a\anga zir zau tham a lo ni ve reng mai a. A chhan chu heng Indopui
Pahnihna behchhan thu leh hlate hi, kan thu leh hla tihausatu pakhat
a lo ve reng a ni.

Indopui Pahnihna behchhana ziah Thu leh Hlate hi Literature
peng (genre)  hrang hrangah hmuh tur a awm a. Indopui Pakhatna
ang bawkin hla lamah Japan Run Zai  kan hmu a; German Run Zai
ang em chuan chhuak tam lo mah se, Indopui Pahnihna hi chuan hla
bakah thu leh hla peng dang dangah zar a chhuah ta fur thung a ni.

“Thlang kawrvai ngam loh Japan ral lian,

Chhuihthangval rual hr^ng samzial chu keimahni,

Kan ngam loh ral awm lo, i tawn zel ang”
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“Lungphang suh Parte, i tan a \ha,

Japan ral lian tui ang kan tawn nem chuanin,

Tangka par tlanin i leng dun ang”

“Japan ral tawn daitu hr^ng rual hian,

Zawlkhawpui perpui lamzawl kan mawi e Siali,

Do hneh hawl kim kan ni e, keimahni”

  Thawnthu (Fiction) huang  bikah phei chuan Indopui
behchhana thawnthu piang hi a \hahnem fu a ni.

 Mizo thawnthu ziaktute zingah James Dokhum kha Indopui
Pahnihna behchhana thawnthu ziak tam ber niin a lang. A thawnthu
ngaihnawm  ber ber zinga mi- Thlahleinga Zan te, Irrawady Lui
Kamah te, Good Bye Lushai Brigade tih leh Kimoto Syonora te hi
Indopui Pahnihnaa innghat thawnthu a ni a.

Ani bakah Mizote zinga Indopui pahnihna behchhana
thawnthu ziak kan hriat lar zual deuhte chu- Capt. C. Khuma
Mymyo Sanapui tih te; Khawlkungi ziah Chantawka khaw rel,
Khawchhak Thli Leh Khawthlang Thli tih thawnthu sei-tawi te;
Thlaler Nula Lalruali ziah Ka Hmangaih Tlat Che tih te; Capt. LZ
Sailo ziah Awi Ka Rei, Lucknow tih te; Zikpuii pa CC Coy No 27
te, Lalsiama siam Tlangthangi leh Lianhnuna thawnthu te; L.
Zokhuma  Chhuahtlang  thawnthu te; L. Zuithanga thawnthu tawi
zingah Min Hriatreng Nan tih leh Thuruk (Tumahin an hriat loh tur)
te bakah tun hnaia chhuak, Darrokima Jemini 13 te kha Indopui
Pahnihna behchhan thawnthu ngaihnawm taka  a ni a.

Heng bak pawh hi thur chhuah tur leh sawi tur, Thawnthu
huang bikah pawh  a la awm nual awm e.

Lemchan lamah pawh Khawlkungi ziah Zawlpala Than
Tlang  kha Indopui Pahnihna behchhan lemchan kan neih han lam
chhuah mai tur hnaivai chu a ni a.  Essay lamah “Nghilh Loh Darfeng
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Valrual” tih Dr.Laltluangliana Khiangte ziah te; “Mizo Tlangval Rual
leh Japan Ral” tih Rev.Zokima ziahte leh mi dang ziah, thur chhuah
tur a awm nual a. Thlutluang ziak dang dangah phei chuan Indopui
chungchang, a chanchin hrim hrim te, Lushai Scouts chanchin leh
an chetvelna chanchin ngaihnawm tak takte hi thur chhuah tur
\hahnem tak a awm a; kan zawna kan hai peih a thuin hmuh tur a
tam thei viau awm e.

Chuvangin, heng Indopui Pahnihna hrin chhuah thu leh hla
peng hrang hranga a hlimthla lo langte hi zir chian a, zir zau a, research
beih hialna tham khawp Mizo Thu leh Hla huangah hian a awm a ni
tih hi kan tarlan duh ber chu a ni.

Tlipna:
Indopui Literature chungchang hi thil thar a ni chuang lo

va; a taka chu kan neih sa reng kha a ni a, a sawina hming zawk hi,
hnampui \awng hawha ‘War Literature’, ‘War Novel’, ‘War
Poetry’  tia sawi ve tawp aiin, kan \awng ngeia ‘Indopui Literature’
emaw ‘Indopui Thu leh Hla’ kan tih mai hian, a fiahin a chiang
zawk a ni lawm ni, tih thu vanga han hmang kan ni a.

Chuvangin, \hangthar mi thiam lo chhuak zel tur te leh he
lam kaihhnawih thu leh hla rawn zir zau zel duhte tan, ‘Indopui
Literature’ tia kan sawi leh kan hman fo hi nakin zel atan thil \ha leh
\angkai tak a la nih ngei beiseina vangin, Indopuiin a hrin chhuah
kan Mizo thu leh hla peng hrang hrang leh Indopui kaihhnawih
thuziak kan neih hrang hrangte hi, ‘Indopui Literature’ tia  sawi leh
hman zel hi thil \ha tak a ni ngei ang.

He Indopui Literature chungchang hi Mizo Literature
tihausatu pakhat tling, a bikin hla leh thawnthu huangah phei
chuan  bung thar min kaipui a, thawnthu thar \hahnem tak
piantirtu a nih avang hian,  zir zau tham leh  chik tak leh uluk
zawka zir fe tham niin, Mizo Literature khawvelah hian amaha
huang hran luaha hum hran luah pha ve a ni tih kan hriat a, a
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ropuina leh hlutnate kan hai chhuah deuh deuh hi kan
mawhphurhna leh tihtur tak pawh a lo ni e.
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A thuziak hrang hrang leh Rauthlaleng vanga tunlai thlenga
hriat hlawh R. Zuala tia hriat lar Rallianzuala hi kum 1917, Septem-
ber 18-ah Ch. Pasena leh Chawntuahi te inkarah a lo piang  a,
German râl len lai chang chawiin a hming hi sak a ni. Amah hi thil
tam tak tawng leh hria a ni chho a, thil sawi ngaihnawm thiam tak a
ni. Zirna lamah hian kum 1925-ah Lower Primary (Lawr) a zo a,
kum 1929-ah Middle English zo lehin, kum 1930-ah Silchar Govt.
High School-ah High School a lut a, mahse sikserh veia thih ngama
a nat avangin School hi a chawlhsan a ni. A hriselna a lo \ha chho
a, kum 1933-ah Shillong High School-ah lehkha chu a zir
chhunzawm leh a, kum 1937-ah matric exam tura inbuatsaih ngawrh
\ul hun lai takin pumna benvawn a vei a, he ti chung hian exam hi a
hmachhawn tho a, mahse a tling zo ta lo a ni (Khawithlar xv). R.
Zuala nunkawng hi a awlsam vak bik lo hlein a lang.

Tlabunga ADC hna a thawh laiin Mizoram buai khan a
nangching ve a, man tawkin Jail-ah te khung a ni a, a hna a\ang
chuan ban a ni nghe nghe a ni; mahse mi tumruh tak leh thil ti mai

Lalzarzova *

R. Zuala Thu leh Hla Thlirna
(Literary Works of R. Zuala)

* Research Scholar, Mizo Dept. MZU
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mai mi a ni lo tih a chanchin han chhiar hian a chiang hle. Kum
1984-ah cancer a vei tih hriat a ni a, Asthma a lo vei bawk nen
theihtawpin inenkawl mah se; a natna chu hneh chi rual a nih loh
avangin kum 1990 November ni 5, zan dar 11:30 khan natna awm
tawh lohna hmun panin a kal ta a ni (xix). Amah hi mi naran chunglam
a ni tih theihna tur lam hawi hi a chanchin han chhiar hian a awm
\hin a, mi danglam ve tak a nihzia Laltluangliana Khiangte chuan
heti hian a ziak,

Khawtlang leh ram tana inhmanna dang a ngah em
avangin a sûlhnu zawng zawng chu chhui sen chi a ni lo.
An ti alawm, Indopui hnu lawka Ex-Service Association
dintute zingah khan a tel a, pawl danglam tak chu a ni
awm e. Chutah chuan a ziaktu lian, General Secretary a ni
nghe nghe a. Chuta tel hote chu kan rin loh deuh deuhte
pawh an ni ngei ang. Khang Dr. Khawma, Laldenga,
Dengchhuana-te unau, K.C.Lalvunga, Rokhuma leh
Rãnga-teho nen ‘Daw Heh Pawl (Liars’ Association) te
an din a, an thâwm a na viau \hin a ni awm e (Zathum 155).

R. Zuala kutchhuak zirna atan hian a kutchhuak an dah
khawmna lehkhabu Khawithlar hi kan hmang ber dawn a, hemi
bak pawh hi a \ul dan azirin hman a ni bawk ang. R. Zuala hian kum
23 mi a nih a\angin thu a ziak \an ni theiin a lang a, kum 1940 vel
a\ang khan chanchinbu i lova thuziak a ching \an tawh a ni. A
thuziakte hi khawtlang nun siam\hatna te, hnam veina te, politics
bakah thawnthu tawi te, poetry thlengin a phuahin a ziak a, a thuziak
duhzawng a\ang ringawt pawh hian mi danglam niin a hmuh theih.
Mi dangin an ziah ve ngai loh tur thil ziah hi a inhmeh bik emaw tih
mai tur a ni. Heng kan sawi takte bâkah hian Mizo \awng
chungchang a veiin a ziak a, lehlin lam a buaipui bawk a, kum
1962-a a thawnthu lehlin Ivanhoe phei chu lehkhabu hralh tla tak
leh mite hriat lar em em a tling awm e. R. Zuala hian lemchan a ziak
ve tlat bawk, Khawfing Chah Lai (Chanchin\ha chu ka zahpui si lo
va) tih 1975 kuma chhuah leh Ekzam Ropui tih a ziak a, a hnuhnung
zawk hi sapin one act play an tih ang kha a ni. R. Zuala kutchhuak
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dah khawmna Khawithlar bu-a a lan danin a kutchhuakte han tar
lang ila:

Chhuah tawh (Published Works);

1. Lalpa Chu Ka Hmu Ta (1991) Chantawka Khuarel

2. Hmututen an hre fo  (1960)

3. Ivanhoe: Pasal\ha Rammu (1962) (lehlin)

4. Khawfing Chah Hma Loh Chu (1984)

5. Rauthlalêng (1974)

6. Khawfing chah lai (Chanchin\ha chu ka zahpui si lo va)
(1975)

7. Hun Tawp a Hnai Em?  (1989)

La chhuah loh (Unpublished:)

1. Chantawka Khuarel (Novel)

2. Malsawmin Ka Khat liam

3. Thlirkirna

4. Tlanna

5. Ka Chanchin

6. Han Piang Nawn Leh thei tak ila

7. The Lamb & The Book

8. Thuthlunghlui leh Hebrai Thlirna

Lehlin (Translation):

1. Israel Chunga thlipui (Storm over Israel)

2. Tarzan of the Apes

3. Gunfight at the OK Corral

4. Living with Cancer (Zawh hman loh) (20).
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Heta tar lan bâkah hian Khawithlar bu-ah hian a thuziak
(essay/article) sawmpali hmuh tur a awm a, hla pathum a awm
bawk a, thawnthu tawi (fiction tiin lehkhabuah hian dan a ni) paruk
a awm a, lemchan pakhat Ekzam Ropui tih a awm tel bawk.

R. Zuala hi a kutchhuak hrang hrang en hian Essay/Article
ziah hi nuam a tihle niin a lang. Literature huang chhunga a zuan luh
\anna pawh he mi huangah hian a ni. Kum 1940 a\angin chanchinbu
velah thu a ziak \an tih kan sawi tawh a, khawtlang nun, hnam nun
siam \hat leh politics lam thil a ziak hnu-ah 1950 vel a\angin a thih
thlengin literature lam nen a fawm taa ngaih a ni. Essay/Article hi
Khawithlar bu-ah sawmpali dah a nih thu kan sawi tawh a, he
lehkhabuah hian a thuhmahruaiah R. Zuala kutchhuak zawng zawng
an dah kim loh thu tar lan a ni a (v), chuti a nih chuan sawmpali aia
tam fe hi a ziak ngei ang tih a rin theih.

R. Zuala Essay/Article ziahte hi a ngaihnawm hlawm hle. A
thuziakte reng reng hian a chhiartute tan ngaihtuah zui tur thu a
hnutchhiah bakah chhiar a hahthlak loh va, a hahdam a, a hlimawm
ru a, mite ngaihtuah ngai loh thil a\angin thil ni awm tak, thil thar a
rawn ziak chhuak \hin a ni. Savun lehkha kha aw tih hi a ziak tui hle
tih a hriat a, a chhunzawmna pathum lai a ziak a, he mi thupui
hmang hian pali lai a ziak a ni. A ngaihtuahna hman dan chu danglam
tak a ni, “Ni khi tuma’n an la thunun thei lo va. Pathian \anpuiin
Joshua chuan darkar khat lai a chelh ding a. Keiniho chuan
Thlanrawkpa khuangchawi laiin, rei deuh a chhuah an khap tlat
thei si,” (5) tiin Thlanrawkpa Khuangchawi hun laia ni chhuak tur
an khap kha ropui takin a tar lang a.

An inbiak pawh dan tur thlengin a suangtuah a, ni kha eng
tin nge an han biak theih bik tih thlengin suangtuahnain a chhui a,
“Savun Lehkha-ah khan, Psychology te, law of justice te, law of
cause and effect te, natural law te, law of evidence te, forensic
medicine te, finger print te leh thil dang tam tak an lo zir vang a ni a;
chuachhapah, thil chhui (investigation) lamah pawh detective ropui
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tak an tling a ni (10),” tiin Savun Lehkha Uiin a ei zo a uizia sawiin
a hlutna a tar lang thei a ni. Hemi pahnih a\ang ringawt pawh hian a
suangtuahna leh thlirna danglam bikzia leh mite bâk a thlirzia chiang
takin a hmuh theih. T.S. Eliot-an, “Interpretation (awmzia) chu
hrilhfiahna ni lovin, chhiartu hmuh hmaih tur ‘fact’ (a tak) kawhhmuh
hi a ni,” (qtd. in Theory of Literature 143) a tih kha rilruah a lang lo
thei lo. A tak (fact)-ah kan ngai thei lo a nih pawhin a chhiartu
hmuh hmaih a hmuh chian bikzia erawh hnial rual a ni lo.

M.Lalmanzuala chuan, “Mizote’n ze nawi tam tak kan neih
kârah hian ze \ha leh belh chian dawl nei kan awm a. Chung zingah
chuan R. Zuala kha a thuk ber pawlah kan ngai thei ang. Savun
Lehkha Kha Aw a\ang hian a namai lohzia chu a lang a ni,”  (Mizo
Article) tiin he Savun Lehkha Kha Aw tih thuziak a sawi zuinaah a
sawi nghe nghe a ni. Hmeichhia tih a ziahah chuan, a thu tlang
kawmnaah hmeichhe ropuizia sawiin, “Hetih vang hi em ni ang le
Siamtu pawhin khawvel chhandamtu pianna tura mipa thlang lova
hmeichhia a thlan ni,” (Khawithlar 23) a han ti a, mipa tan chuan
hmeichhia kan lo piang ta lo chu aw tih mai awl tak a ni.

Francis Bacon chuan, “Lehkhabu \ha chhhiar chuan mihring
hi a nih tur ang, famkimah a siam thei a ni,” (Ainawn 137) tiin a
sawi a, chutiang tho chuan thuziak \ha chhiar pawh a pawimawh
tho awm e. R.Zuala thuziak hi chhiar tawh hnu pawha chhiar leh
chakawm tur ang chi a ni. Hei hi a chhan pakhat chu thil nihphung
a tar lang thiam a, a thluai thlum thiam em em bawk si hi a ni awm
e. Hriat Loh Hlan tih a ziak a, tlangvalin nula a bem laia a beih dan
a sawi hi han tarlang ila a \ha awm e.

...tlangval chuan nula a kherh tak tak
chuan, fing takin nula bulah chuan a finna
zawng zawngin a mawl a, a duhâmna leh
mahni hma a sialna chuan a inphal a, a
nghahlelhna zawng zawngin a dawhthei
a, a thu thua a dah theih nan a thuhnuaiah
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a inphah hniam a, chapo takin a
inngaitlawm \hin; nula kiangah chuan huai
takin a \î a, phur takin a awm hle hle a, a
hmuhsitnain a fak a, a thudik hriatna chuan
dâwt a sawi \hin a, a vervêknain a ngil
\hin (Khawithlar 4).

Heti taka fiaha tlangval nihna sawi thiam hi an vang viau
awm asin. Poetry chu ni se hei aia Oxymoron \ha hi chher a
huphurhawm duh viauin a rinawm. Amah hi pa titi thiam leh pianpui
B.A. an tih ang chi kha a niin an sawi a, titi-ah chauh lo a thuziakah
pawh titi a la thiam zel a ni tih a lang chiang viau.

R. Zuala hian Mizo nih hi nuam a ti viau niin a thuziak a\ang
hian a ngaih theih bawk. Mizo thawnthuah pawh hun awm \an tirh
lai thawnthu te, van lam chanchin te sawi nuam a tiin, ngaihnawm
pawh a tihle niin a hriat a. Heng Mizo thawnthu lam hawi a ziahah
hian a chhe lam ni lovin a \ha lam hawiin, ngaihsanawm takin a ziak
zel bawk a, hei hi thil chhin chhiahtlak tak niin a lang. Tin, a thuziak
\henkhat hi hriatna tizau thei an ni hlawm bawk a. Literature of
Knowledge huanga khung tur thu \ha tak tak an ni; Mizo Lalte
Kha tih te, Mizo Hla leh Zai lama Kristianna Hnuhma tih te, Mizo
Hnam Nunphung leh Zu tih-te hi chhiartute tana hriatna tizau thei (a
thuziak dangte an ni lo tihna ni lovin) an ni.

R. Zuala hian thu ziah chauh a thiam lo va, hla pawh a
phuah ve a ni. Khawithlar bu-ah hian hla pathum dah a ni. Heng hla
pathumte hi an hawi zawng a inang lo vek a, Ka Di Ve Kha tih hi
intih-elna (satirical poetry) a ni a, Sakhmel Lungti-awi tih hi Lengzem
a ni a, Zawlkhawpui Kan Sumtual tih hi ram awih hla a ni. Heng hla
pathumah hian R. Zuala \hatna ber thlang dawn ta ila chuan Ka Di
Ve Kha tih hi pakhatna a nih mai a rinawm. Inphuah-elna tih takah
a phuah el ing euh thiam khawp mai. Heti hian a ti a lawm;

Chhai lai di sakhmel an sawi chang hian,

Chhawkhlei, senhri, ainawnpar a iang an ti,
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Ka sep ve dawn, ka chhai lai di ve kha;

A chhing zo awm hian ka ring bil lo.

Pheiphung lah chu suk suih sual iangin,

Chin lem a nei lo chawnpuar, kheimit thlengin,

Kual pawh a kual e, suankual iang,

Kap chep tawk pawh bawhar bawm te chauh (1-8)

A duhtawka a phuah el khum hi kan ni ang tih hlauhawm
tak a ni. A thuziak danga hmeichhia a dah ropui nen, a hlaah erawh
chuan a dim lem lo khawp mai a, mahse hei hi hmeichhia zawng
zawng a sawina a ni lo hlauh a, a vanneihthlak lehling hial awm e.
He a hla tlar pariat a\ang ringawt pawh hian tehkhinna simile a
hman thiamzia a lang thei a ni, “Kual pawh a kual e, suankual iang’
han tiha internal rhyme a zehte hi hmuh hmaih har tak a ni. Hla hi
phuah tam zawk se chuan Satirical Poetry hi a phuah tam pawl leh
a phuah thiam zawng tak a ni ang tih a rin theih.

Lemchan (Drama) hi Khawithlar bu-ah hian pakhat dah a
ni a, lemchan hi pahnih a ziak a ni. He lemchan hi One Act Play an
tih ang kha niin, lemchan puitling a ni lo va, moral teaching nei tura
ziak a ni tih a chiang viau a, character pali chauh a awm nghe nghe.
Thuziak a thiam kha lemchan ziahna atan pawh hian lo hmang se a
thiam lo pawlah chuan a \ang bik kher lo maithei a ni.

R. Zuala hian thawnthu tawi (short story) a ziak hi mi tam
takin amah an hriatrengna tur pakhat a ni ngei ang. A thawnthu
tawi ziah hi \henkhat chu a tawi hlawm hle. Khawithlar bu-a kan
hmuh Riau Riau Maia tih te, An Heti Chawk Ania! tih te, Leh
Bawk |hina tih te, |hian |hate Chu tihte hi a zavai hian (A5) phek
sawmah an leng vek ang. Thawnthu tawi a ni miau a, ziah thui a
ngaiin a hre lo pawh a ni mahna! A thawnthu tawi ziah a\ang thil lo
lang chu a thupui thlan dan hi a ni awm e. A thlang uluk lo kan ti
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dawn nge, |hian |hate Chu tih loh phei hi chu thawnthu thupui
atana awhawm an ni vak hlawm lo. A thawnthu milin a phuah niin
a ngaih theih a, a thupui nei sa lovin a thawnthu a neih hnuah a
thupui hi a vuah niin a rin theih a ni.

R. Zuala thawnthu tawi ziah pakhat Rauthlaleng hi mi tam
takin amah an hmelhriatna a ni. Kum 1974-a Mizo thawnthu
awmsate khawvel setting leh character-a hmanga hetianga thawnthu
a lo phuah thei hi mi naran a nih lohzia tar lanna \ha tak a ni awm e.
A ngaihnawm em em bawk a. A awihawm tel lehnghal hi a ziaktu
hi a hlawhtling a ni lo’m ni? Chiang deuha lo lang chu R. Zuala hi a
Mizo a, a suangtuahna pawh a zo a, thil a chîk a, achhût peih a,
Mizo thawnthu (folktales) a ngaina a, a zir a, rawng thar a hnawih
thei a ni tih hi a ni, Rauthlaleng piah lamah a thuziak dangah pawh
Mizo thawnthu (folktales) hmuh tur a awm nual a, hei hi Mizo
thuziaktu dangte aia amah a danglamna pawh a niin a lang.

Heng kan sawi takte bakah pawh hian lehlin lama a kut
chhuakte pawh hi zir chian tham a la awm a ni. A tir lamah lehlin a
neih zat chu tar lan a ni tawh a. Kum 1962-a a lehlin Ivanhoe hi a
lehlin zingah chuan mite hriat hlawh ber a niin a rinawm. Lehlin
lama a kut chhuak hian Mizo Literature tana a hlutna a belhchhah a
ni. A Novel ziah, Chantawk Khuarel chu hmuh chhuah zawh lohin
a thamral a ni awm a (Khawithlar 4), a uiawm takzet a ni.

R. Zuala hian literature-a peng (genre) pawimawh tak tak
poetry, drama, essay/article, short story-ah te kutchhuak a lo nei a
ni. A kutchhuakte hi hmuh kim vek ni phei se la chuan heng ai hian
a la tam ngeiin a rinawm. Mizo literature tan hian mau pu khat
zawng a keuh chiang hle a ni a tih theih awm e. A thuziak leh
thawnthu tawi ziakte han en mai pawh hian mi ngaihtuahna ang
lovin thil a ngaihtuahin a suangtuah a, chîk takin a bih a, belhchian
a dawl a ni tih hi huai angreng takin a sawi ngam awm e. William
Shakespeare-a lemchan pakhat Julius Caeser-ah chuan mi pakhat
ropui tak mai, Shakespeare-a duhthusam mihring a ni ang em aw
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tih theih tur a awm a, amah chu Brutus-a a ni. Brutus-a chu a thiin
emaw, a nungin emaw pawh hmu dawn ila a ropui ngai renga ropuiin
a inlan dawn a ni tih tar lan a ni a. Chutiang deuh chiah chuan R.
Zuala hi a boralna chu rei tawhin he khawvelah biak theihin awm
tawh lo mah se, Mizo Literature tan chuan a hlutna hmunah chuan
R. Zuala a ni reng tawh dawn a ni.
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A Mak A Na  Chîk Taka Thlirna

(Critique of A Mak A Na)

Lalhlimpuii *

Plato te, Stephen Gosson te tan chuan literature buaipuitute
chu thutak pai lo, an thu leh hla pawh chhiar tlak lo leh duhthusam
ram (Ideal State)-ah pawh cheng tlak lo an nih laiin Aristotle te, Sir
Phillip Sydney-te tan thung chuan Philosopher te, Historian te, Sci-
entist-te ai pawha chungnung zawk leh ropui zawk an ni thung a.
Literature hrethiamtu tan chuan a hlu reng a, nun darthlalang \ha
tak leh thu \ha tak tak ngawi renga min hrilhtu a ni tih hi phat rual a
ni lo.

Rozamliani thawnthu (novel) A Mak A Na hi thawnthu sei
lem lo tak, phek 223-a chhah, tleirawl pakhat chanchin a ni ber a.
A changtunu, Manuni’n a tleirawl hmel\hatna leh mawina hmang
fuh lova a dai sual hnua harsatna a paltlang dan leh, a nuna hun thim
tak lo thleng huaisen taka a hmachhawn dan te, chumi hnua hun
hlimawm leh nuam tak, awhawm em em a neih chhoh leh dan
ngaihnawm tak leh rilru khawih thei tak zawnga ziahna thawnthu a
ni a. Hemi thawnthu hi a thui lo viau n  ̂a, Thomas Hardy-a hringnun
thlir dan, a philosophy of life te, Robert Browning-a thlirna te,
Aristotle-a’n a pu, Plato-a ngaihdan a hnialna leh Sydney-a’n
Gosson-a “Schoole of Abuse” huai taka a hnialna, poetry leh poet
thlavang an hauhna te, Shakespeare-a’n, “Khawvel hi lemchanna
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tual zau tak a ni a, a chhunga chengte hi a changtute vek kan ni,” a
tihte min hriat chhuahtir rum rum thei khawpa thawnthu ziritir nei
\ha leh ngaihnawm erawh a tling pha teh meuh mai.

A thawnthu sei loh ang bawkin a changtute pawh an tam
lo hle a. A changtunu ber chu sawi tawh angin Manuni a ni a; a
\hiannu, Zuali leh Zuali u, Peka an awm a; Manuni ngaihzawng,
Rinawma bakah Manuni nuna mi pawimawh em em, Hminghlui leh
a pasal, Sangzuala leh an fanu, Tetei; Manuni nu leh pa leh a naute
pahnih hi a changtu pawimawh zualte chu an ni a. Anni bakah hian
hming lo lang ve zeuh, pawimawhna lian tham nei lem lo tlemte an
la awm bawk.

Outline of the Story
“A Mak A Na” thawnthua a changtunu Manuni leh a

\hiannu Zuali chu pawl sawm zirlai an ni a. |hian inkawmngeih tak,
zirna lam chauhvah lo pawh inzui chawt \hin an ni a, tlaiah pawh
volleyball an khel dun \hin. Ngaihzawng pawh an ngaihsak lem lo
va, an pahniha an awm dun tawh chuan tu dang mah an mamawh
ngai lem lo. Pawl sawm exam an zawha an chawlh lai pawhin an tih
dan pangngaiin tlai tin volleyball beng turin an chhuak ziah a. Tlai
khat chu Zuali a hman loh avangin Manuni chu amah chauhvin a
haw a, a ril\am deuh avangin thingpui dawr, Zuali nena an kal pelh
apianga an ril ti\am em em \hinah chuan amahin a chawl a. A ei tur
lamte a ei zawha a man a pek dawn chuan a pawisa neihin a lo daih
hauh lo mai a. Tihngaihna hre lo tak leh zak taka a awm laiin tlangval
pakhat, fel hmel tak hian a ei man te a rawn peksak ta vek a.

Chu tlangval chu tlangval hmel\ha tak leh fel hmel tak a ni
a. Manuni hriat mi a ni lo naa tlangval zawk erawh chuan Manuni
chu a lo hmu fo tawh thung. Tlangval hming chu Rinawma a ni a,
Manuni volleyball beng chu a lo thlir \hin a. Manuni chu tleirawl t>
mah ni se a hmeichhe duhzawng tak a nih avangin a ei man peksaka
\hiana siam chu Rinawma tan chuan thil chakawm tak a ni ngei ang.
Chumi tlai chuan an haw dun a, hming te inhrilhin a tuk tlaia a hmun
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ngaia inhmu leh tura intiamin an inthlah ta a. Manuni nuna mi
pawimawh tak Rinawma a lo lan a\ang chuan a hriat loh karin a
\hiannu kawmngeih em em, Zuali chu Manuni chuan a lo thlah fel
der tawh. Manuni tan chuan Rinawma chauh chu mi pawimawh
awm chhun a ni der tawh. A hmaa a sawi fo \hin, U Hminghlui te
pawh a tlawh khat telh telh a; an fanu, Tetei pawh a awmsak khat
ta hle.

Ni khat chu an inhmuh \hin hun pangngai aia hmain
Rinawma chuan Manuni chu a ko va, ei tur chi hrang hrang nen a
lo hmuak a, Manuni’n Rinawma’n nghakhlel takin a lo nghak leh
reng tawh a ni tih a hriat chuan a lawm em em a. Chumi ni chu
Rinawma pianchamphaphak a nih vangin Rinawma chuan Manuni
chu an in lama hruaia an pahnih chauhva a pianchamphaphak
lawm turin ruahmanna a lo siam a. Manuni tan chuan surprise
lawmawm leh dangdai tak pawh a ni. Rinawma te in an thlen
chuan tu mah dang an awm lo va, an pahnih chauhva hun hlimawm
tak a fala an hman dun chuan an insum zo lo, mipat hmeichhiatna
hmangin an chesual ta!

Rinawma tan chuan thil thar a ni hauh lo. Mahse, Manuni
tan chuan thil thar, a hma hun zawng zawng pawh nghawng buai
veka a nun pawh lungngaihnaa hman chhohtir theitu thil a ni thung.
Vawikhat an chetsualna chuan vawi tam tak chetsual leh maina a
hring a, hum remchang a awm apiangin Rinawma chuan Manuni
taksa chungah thuneihna pumhlum a nei tawh. Manuni chuan thil
\ha lo a ni tih a hria a, mipat hmeichhiatna an hman lai ngei pawh
chuan nuam tih ahnekin hrehawm a ti ngawih ngawih zawk \hin.
Chu nun hrehawm tak a\anga tal chhuah pawh chu a duh em em;
mahse, a thei si lo. Rinawma chu a hmangaih tlat a, a nuna mi
pawimawh tak leh mipa awm hmasa ber, a hmangaih ngawih ngawih
a nih vangin Rinawma thu chu a hnial ngam tlat lo. Rinawma duh
anga a awm loh chuan a ch^n mai ang tih hlauhnain a tibuai a,
in\hen chu a ngaihtuah mai pawhin a ̂  lo chauh ni berin a inhria.

Duh lo hle mah se chu b^wihah chuan a tang tlat a, chhuah
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zalen duh viau mah se a thei lo va, a chhuak ngam hek lo. A u
Hminghlui nena an titina a\angin nupa ni si lova mipat hmeichhiatna
hman chu thil sual, Pathian mithmuha tenawm tak a ni tih a hriat hnu
phei chuan mahni inhuatnain a khat a. A chhungrila indona lian tak
awm chu mei kan chhem a, khawnvartui kan leih belha a lo alh
hluai ang mai hian a lo lian zual sauh va. A t^nna b^wih a\anga
chhuah duhna chuan a hma aiin bu a khuar nghet sauh va, Rinawma
nena in\hen hlauhna pawh chuan a tibuai zual sauh bawk a. Tuilairap
tak meuh meuh a ni ta. A tan duhthlan tur a awm lo va, thlang lo
thei a ni bawk si lo. Engtin nge a tih tak ang? Rinawma chu hrilh ta
se, thinrimin a \hen mai ang em? Lo \hen ta se Rinawma tel lova
nun hman chu ngaihtuah pawh a ngaihtuah ngam si lo.

Thutlukna siam lo thei a ni si lo va, hlau leh khur chungin
Rinawma chu a hrilh ta a. A hlauh ang ngeiin Rinawma chuan a lo
ngai thiam lo khawp mai a, chumi ni chuan thinrim takin an inkalsan
ta. Manuni khawvel chu \ahna mittuiin a bual a ni ber mai e. Mahse,
a ruk taka a beisei em em beisei ngam nia a hriat bawk si loh ang
tak maiin Rinawma chuan ngaihdam a rawn dil ta tlat mai. Chuta
\ang chuan an inhriat \antirha an awm \hin dan angin hlim em emin
mipat hmeichhiatna tel lovin hun an hmang dun thei ta.

Ni tam a liam hmain Rinawma \hiante party siamah an tel
ve a, chumi ni chuan Rinawma chuan zu a in a; amaherawhchu, rui
lutuk chu a ni lo. A \hiante bulah chawlh hahdam a duh thu hrilhin
Manuni chu pindanah a hruai a. Manuni rin loh lutuk maiin Rinawma
chuan mutpui tumin a sual leh a. Manuni chu a tlawm leh ta a, an
nun ngaiah bawk an kir leh ta. Hun te a lo liam zel a. Rinawma
pawh thiamna sang zawk sual chhuak tura a lehkha zirna hmun pan
tura Mizoram a chhuahsan a lo hun leh ta reng mai a. Chu thu
Manuni’n a hriat chuan lunglennain a khat nghal a. Mahse, mak tak
maiin thawven hawkna a nei tel nghal bawk! A chhan chu, hmun
hrana an awm chuan mipat hmeichhiatna an hmang thei ngai tawh
dawn lo tih a hriat vang a ni. Rinawma kal hma nia \ha taka inthlahna
hun an nei thei lo erawh chuan a lung a tiawi lo hle thung.
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Rinawma liam tak hnu a\ang chuan an inbe khat hle a, mal
taka a awm leh tak avangin hun rei tak mipa avanga a lo thlah tawh
a \hiannu pawimawhna a hre chhuak leh a. Inthiam lo tak chungin a
be pawp a, a hma ang chiahin an inzui leh a. Pawl sawm result
pawh a lo chhuak tawh a, an \hian dun chuan tha takin an passed
ve ve a, an lawm hle. An chhungte pawh an lawmin an chhuang hle
a. An result te a \hat bawk avangin leh doctor nih an tum ve ve
avangin science an la dun a. Hlim takin an inkawm a, an inthurual
zel bawk a. |hian inang tak leh hmel\ha dun tak, lehkha thiam
bawk si an nih ve ve avangin tu emaw tan chuan an dinhmun chu a
awhawm ve hle ang.

Rinawma nena an intawn a\anga thla thum a liam hnu chuan
Manuni chuan a nunah thil thar a tawng leh ta. Thla tina a thi neih
\hin chu a nei ngai tawh lo va, a chau ngawih ngawih zel a, a luak a
chhuak em em \hin bawk a. Volleyball pawh beng thei lo khawpin
a hnute chu tlan emaw zuanpui ngam lohvin a na bawk a, a hma aiin
a lo \hang deuh bawk a. A hnuah a chaw ei tui lo lutuk chu rehin a
hmuh apiang ei zo duak duak zel khawpin a ei a tui leh a. A hrethiam
chiah lo n^in mak erawh a ti ve hle \hin. Rinawma nen khan mipat
hmeichhiatna an hman apiangin, a hmasa ber tih loh chu, condom
an hmang ziah na chungin mi ka a\anga a thil hriat a\angin a inringhlel
ta a. A u Hminghlui chu Sub-centre-a kalpuiah a sawm a, ring phal
lo chunga a inrinhlelh r<kna chu a dik leh dik loh fiah turin an kal a.
Tichuan, a duh loh em em angin Manuni chu thla thum mi paiin a lo
rai reng mai. Rinawma nen an inhriat hmaa an zirlaipui, Puii nau nei
tur chungchanga Zuali nena an titinaa a sawi, “Kei pawh ka rai
dawn lo, ka zirlai zir chhuah phawt hma chu pasal pawh ka nei lo
vang,” (16) a tihte kha a hre chhuak a. Zahna leh hrehawm tihna
hlirin a khat nghal a. A chhungte a ngaihtuah a, amahah a nu leh pa
an innghah em em laia amah avanga zak tak leh hrehawm ti taka an
awm tur a ngaihtuah phei chuan awm ngaihna pawh a hre lo hial.

Rinawma pawh chuan engtin nge a lo ngaih ang? A hmasa
ber tih lohvah kha chuan condom a hmang char char bawk si a.
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Sheryl Crow-i’n thiam tak maia a sak “First cut is the deepest” tih
zawng zawng chu Manuni chuan a nei zo vek a ni ber a, a tan
chuan a hmasa ber kha a thuk ber leh a pawi ber, a hun hman lai
mek pawh tikhawlo veka hma lam hun hlimawm beisei tur nei lova
siamtu a ni tlat. Beiseina chau tak pakhat erawh a la nei. Chu chu
Rinawma a ni. Ani chuan a lo pawma nupaa an insiam theih chuan
harsatna a lo tawh tawh zawng zawngte pawh chu theihnghilhin an
pahnihin hma lam hun beiseina nena thlir chungin a dam chhung hun
a hmang thei tawh ang a. Zirna lama a ruahman lawkna te chu a
tum angin kal thei dawn lo mah se pasal neia fa neih hnuah pawh
tumruhna tak tak nen chuan a la chhunzawm leh thei tho alawm.
Tichuan, a chhungte a hrilh hmain remchang hmasa bera Rinawma
hrilh phawt mai chu a tum ta a. A tum angin thil kal zel thei tak
maw?

Rinawma chuan Bangalore lam a pan hnu chuan amahin a
rawn fawn (phone) a nih loh chuan \ul tawpah lo chuan biakpawh
hi a duh ngai lo va. Mahse, Manuni chuan sawi tur pawimawh tak
a neih miau si avangin hreh tak chungin a be ta a.

A va han pawi tak em! Engtin nge ka fa a ni tih ka rin ngam
ang? Mi dang pawh an tel thei tho asin. Ka
mawhphurhnaah dah i tum tur a ni lo...Kan chetsual pawhin
fimkhur thilah comdom ka hmang zel a, i fimkhur lo zawk a
nih chu. Keia buaina a ni lo ve, i buaina alawm. Naupaitu
zawk i ni a, i duh dan danin ti mai rawh...Pa ni turin ka la
inpeih lo va, fa ka la duh lo. Tleirawl nun ka la chen duh a
ni (128).

tih Rinawma k^ ngei a\anga a hriat chuan Manuni chu lung lianpuia
chhut chawrh ang mai a ni a, a thinlung chu chem hriam taka vih
hr^wk ang maiin a n^. Chutah Rinawma chuan, “Nau titla mai
rawh. Pawisa chu ka rawn ngaihtuah mai ang,” (129) a tih phei
chuan Manuni chuan mak a titawp thei lo. Nau tihtlak leh tihtlak
loh chungchanga an inhnial zel laia hmeichhe aw tliang takin, “Ka
bawih, kal chhuak tawh ang le. I duhawm hle mai,” (130) a tih ri a
hriat phei chuan Manuni tan chuan khaw chhaka ni chhuak tur a
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awm ve tawh lo.
A tan chuan beisei tur reng reng a awm tawh lo. Engtin nge

a chh<la naute pawisawi lo chu a tih tak ang? A tihtlak chuan tu
mahin a rai tih an hre lo vang a, mi pangngai ang maiin a awm leh
thei dawn. Mahse, tualthat a ni dawn, nakin hnu thlenga fa neih
theih loh hlen lah a hlau bawk si. Chubakah, Kristiante rin danah
phei chuan nau tihtlak chu sual lian tak a ni bawk a. A tihtlak loh
erawh chuan a chhungten amaha rinna leh beiseina an nghah zawng
zawng a chhe vek ang a, khawtlangah leh an sikul lamah pawh a
mualpho dawn a, \hian kawm tur pawh nei lovin khawhar leh mal
takin a hun a hmang ang a. Naute enkawl a ngaih dawn bawk
avangin zirna a chhunzawm thei lo vang a, a tum ang ni thei lovin a
awm kumkhua dawn bawk. Ngaihtuah tur a va tam tehlul em!
Tleirawl kum 16 mi chauh a la ni bawk si.

Mahse, Manuni chuan harsa ti chung chungin khawdur chu
a tuar hram hram a, a paltlang thei ta. A zirna te pawh chhunzawm
lehin tumruhna nasa zawk nen a bei a, a tawpah chuan a naupan lai
a\anga nih a chak leh a tum \hin, Doctor hna chu a chelh ta a.
Rinawm taka hmangaihna dik tak nena amah lo nghak tlattu, Peka
nen inneiin chhungkaw awhawm tak an din chho thei ta a. Rinawma
erawh chu a nun dan a dik loh avangin nun awhawm lem lo tak nen
a dam chhung hun a hmang zui thung. Zu a in nasa a, a nupui,
Zikpuii nen fa an nei lo va, mipa dang a umsan daih lehnghal a. A
tawpah mal takin Manuni leh ama fa ngei duh lotu chuan khawhar
tak leh inchhir em emin a nun a hmang thung a ni. Hei hi a thawnthu
tlangpui chu a ni mai a. Autobiography anga ziah, thawnthu
ngaihnawm leh rilru khawih tak a ni.

Comparison of A Mak A Na with Tess of The D’Urbervilles:
Hardy-a novel ngaihnawm em em, “Tess of the

D’Urbervilles”-a Tess-i kha Alec-a’n a thlema mipat hmeichhiatna
a hmanpui \um khan Hardy chuan heti hian an awmna chhehvela
nature awm dan a sawi a,

Thimna leh thawm rehdukna chuan hmun tinah ro a rel a. An
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chungah chuan The Chase khuaa f^r leh sasua thing chawr
no, sava hr^m thiam tak takte tui taka an muthilhna chu a
awm a, sazupui leh sazukpui zuang thauh thauh \hinte pawh
hmuh tur a awm lo. Mahse, mi \henkhat chuan, ‘Khawiah nge
Tess-i vengtu angel chu a awm? Khawiah nge a rinna
mawlmang tak hmanga thil a ngaihtuah thiam vena te chu a
awm?’ tiin an zawt ngei ang (82) tiin.

Tess-i chuan hetih lai hian venpuitu a nei lo va, dinhmun
hlauhthawnawmah mipa sual tak nen an awm mek a, amah leh
amah chu a invena a fimkhur hle a ngai a ni tih hriattir thei lo turin
nature pawh chu a muthlu a! Manuni pawh hi mipa pawh ngaihsak
ngai lo, zirlai chauh ngaihtuaha zirlai lehkha thiam thei tak ni \hinin
Rinawma, a mi hriat ngai pawh ni lo kar lova a hmangaih ve maia
thla khat em pawh an inzui hmaa a thianghlimna a hlan ta mai hi,
khawiah nge Manuni nuna awm tlat \hin, tleirawl fel leh lehkha
thiam thei em em, mipa pawh ngaihsak ngai lo, nu leh pa tana fanu
chhuanawm kha a awm tak? Hardy-an “the wrong man the woman,
the wrong woman the man” (82) a tih ang mai kha a ni zo ta.
Intawng lo tawp tur an intawng a, Manuni tan chuan engkim a pawi
a, a chhe zo vek.

Chuti ang thil runthlak tak a thlen hnu chuan Tess-i chuan,
“Khawiah mah hian lo piang ve lo tawp ila ka va ti tehlul em!... Lo
hmangaih ve tak tak che ni ila chuan tuna heti taka ka chak lohna
avanga  lungngaia mahni inhaw em em hian ka awm lo tur a nia,”
(84-85) a ti hial a. Manuni hian Rinawma kha mi \ha lo a ni tih hre
chunga a hmangaih tlat avanga a fa pai hial pawh pawi ti lova
chetsualpui ni ta se, heti ang tak hian a lungngaiin a r<m ang em? A
chhungten an hriat chiah phei chuan inchhir em emin ngaihdam a dil
a, Pathian leh a nu leh pa ngaihdamna chu a chang teh meuh mai;
mahse, thil thleng tawh chu thil thleng tawh a ni a, a siam \hat theih
tawh loh.

Tess-i bawk khan Alec-a te in chhuahsana anmahni in a
thlen khan,

Aw, ka nu, ka nu, engtin nge hre tura beisei ka nih theih tehlul
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ang? Thla li kal taa he in ka chhuahsan khan naupang mai ka
ni a. Engati nge mipaah hian hlauhawm (danger) a awm a ni
tih min lo hrilh loh? Engati nge min lo hrilh lawk loh?
Hmeichhiate chuan an kuta indana inven a ngaihna tur an
hria a, novel heti ang inbumna thang hrilh hretu an chhiar
\hin avangin. Mahse, kei chuan chuti ang hun \ha chu ka nei
ve ngai lo va, nang lahin min \anpui si lo (91).

tiin a \ap zawih zawih a. Manuni pawh hi nu leh pa enkawlna leh
zirtirna \ha tak hnuaia sei lian ni mah se mipa fel leh fel lo, hlauhawm
leh hlauhawm lo, innghahna tlak an nih leh nih lo hre turin zirtirna a
lo la dawng lo pawh a ni ang. Tin, mipa nena a f^la inkawm \hat
lohzia te pawh an lo la hrilh lo a ni ang; tleirawl chu ni ve tawh mah
se nu leh pa tan chuan naupang mai a la nih miau avangin heti ang
lam hi sawipui turah an lo la ngai lo te pawh a ni mahna; a nu ngeiin,

Tunah zawng i pa nen chuan kan tlai ta a ni, inchhir a sawt
tawh si lo. Kan tihsual ber mai chu in zirlai bakah, in tuina
lam apiang thil tih kan phalsak che u a. I nau pawh zai lama
a tui em avangin zai zirnaah te kan kaltir a, nang pawh
volleyball ben i ngainat avangin kan khap lo che a. Hengte
hi a chhan ber chu nu leh pa tun lai tak, fate hrethiam tak
nih kan tum a. Nu leh pa hman lai tak nih kan lo hlau \hin
a. Mahse, kan lo tisual hle a ni (145).

a ti hial.
Manuni chuan a thil huphurh em em, a nu leh pa hriat hun

chu a paltlang ta a, nu leh pain duat taka an ngaihsakna hnuaiah a
pum chhunga naute chu titla lovin a pai chhunzawm zel a, a zirlai
pawh a chawlhsan rih chuang lo. Hun a lo liam zel a, nau pawh
tluang takin a nei fel a, Pathianin fapa duhawm tak a pek avangin
Manuni te chhungkua chu an hlim hle a, a hmingah Lalremruata an
sa a, an chunga thil thleng zawng zawngte chu Pathian remruatna
vek a ni tih an hriat avangin.

Naute a lo leikan deuh hnu chuan Manuni pawhin a zirlai te
a hma aia tumruh zual zawkin a bei \ha leh a, a naupan lai a\anga
nih a lo tum \hin, Doctor pawh a lo ni thei ta. A hna a chelh hnu
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lawkah Peka, Zuali u, an tleirawl lai leh sawn a pai lai pawha
endawng miah lova hmangaihna dik tak nena lo nghak \ang \angtu
nen inneiin nupa hlim tak an ni a. A tleirawl lai leh hun thim tak a
tawn laia a awh \hin em em, Hminghlui te chhungkua ang chiaha
chhungkaw nuam leh hlimawm chu a nei ve ta.

Tess’s and Manuni’s ‘Hope Against Hope’ in their Dark-
est Hour:

Hardy-a conception of life hi amah a thim zawnga thil thlir
\hin (pessimist) a nih tlat avangin a tragic tlat a. Chuvangin, a char-
acter din, Tess-i nunah chuan fate leh coincidence-in ro a rel tlat a.
Alec-a’n a chetsualpui avanga a fa pai lo piang pawh chu a hmingah
Sorrow a sa a, a pian hnu lawkah a thi zui a. A hnuah amah hmangaih
em emtu mipa fel tak, Angel Clare-a nen an intawng leh a, Clare-
a chuan a hmangaih ve tak tak a ni tih a hria. Tess-i chuan Clare-a
chu a tunhma nun vawi tam tak hrilh a tum \hin a, mahse, a
hlawhchham zel. |um khat erawh chu hun \ha tak a nei hlauh va;
mahse, hemi tum hian Tess-i chuan Alec-a nena an chungchang
hrilh turin huaisenna a nei hlawl lo.

An inneih zanah chauh chuan a hrilh ta a, a tihsual a awm
ve hauh lo nain Clare-a chuan a hre thiam thei ta hauh lo mai.
In\hen chuang lovin Clare-a’n Brazil-ah a awmsan a. Tess-i chuan
chhel takin a lo nghak \ang \ang a, a tan chuan Clare-a chu mi \ha
chungchuang a ni a. Chutah inneih hmaa a sawi vek tawh tur an
inneih zan chauhva a sawi avangin Clare-a tan chuan Tess-i ngaihdam
mai chu thil harsa tak tur a ni a. A tan chuan Clare-a chu beisei chi
a ni tawh lo tih hre chungin chu beisei bo tak chu Tess-i chuan a la
beisei fan a. Chhel takin a hmeithai nun chu a hmang a, hun harsa
tak a tawh lai pawhin Clare-a a lo let leh tak mialin tiin a lo nghak
\ang \ang a. Chutih lai chuan Alec-a’n neih leh tumin a lo tibuai ve
sek bawk a. A pasal hnen a\angin engmah chanchin hriat tur a
awm zui bawk si loh avangin a beidawn tawpah Alec-a hnena kal
lo thei lo dinhmuna a din takah chuan a kir leh a. Chumi hnu lawkah
Clare-a chu amah lam turin a lo kir ve leh chiah bawk a. Tess-i
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duhthlan theih awm chhun chu Alec-a mu tui lai thaha Clare-a zui
mai a ni. Clare-a nen hun hlimawm pawh a hman ve hmain tualthah
avangin Tess-i chu khai hlum a ni ta a ni.

A Mak A Na erawh chuan a >ng zawngin hma hun min
thlirpui a. Manuni nuna mi pawimawh tak, Zuali, Hminghlui leh a nu
leh pate puihna azarah Manuni’n a hma lam hun a >ng zawngin a
thlir lui tlat a. Harsatna a tawh tak khan Pathian hnen a hruai thleng
hlauh bawk si nen, a tawpah nun awhawm em em neiin a thawnthu
hi tihtawp a ni thung. Tess-i’n a pasal Clare-a a nghah laia hope
against hope a nei tlat ang khan Manuni pawhin Rinawma’n a fa a
duh lo tih a hriat hnu pawh khan engtik niah emaw chuan eng tin tin
emaw Rinawma chuan a lam a rawn hawi leh mial mahna tiin a
beisei ru tlat a. Beiseiawm loh a ni tih pawh a hria, a beisei phak
lova a beisei ngam lo na chungin a subconscious mind-ah chu
beiseina derthawng tak chu a awm tho. Rinawma nen an inbiak
laia hmeichhe dang aw a hriat khan Rinawma chuan hmeichhe dang
a kawpsan a ni tih chu a hre na meuh mai. Mahse, engtik niah
emaw chuan amah leh a fa chu pawmin an lam a lo hawi leh mial
maithei asin tiin thil beiseiawm loh tak chu a beisei ru tlat reng tho
va.  A hnuah Rinawma’n a \hiannu, Zuali zan tin mai a lo be \hin a
ni tih a hriat meuh chuan thinrimna leh huatnain a khat a. Rinawma-
ah chuan beisei tur pakhat mah a awm tawh lo. Mahse, a fa lo
piang tur hmuh chakna leh zirna te pawh chhunzawm leha din chhuah
ngei duhna chuan beiseina dang a la siam tlat avangin chhum dum
chhah tak kara >ng lo lang ve d> d> chu a en lui tlat a, chu chuan
dinhmun awhawm takah a hlang kai leh ta a ni.

Portrayal of Social Stigma and Theme of ‘From Sin to Repen-
tance’ in the Light of Moll Flanders and The Scarlet Letter:

Manuni hi Daniel Defoe-a Moll Flanders-a a changtunu,
Moll Flander-i leh Nathaniel Hawthorne-a The Scarlet Letter-a a
changtunu, Hester Prynne-i nen hian an thawnthu (life story) chu a
inang lo va. Amaherawhchu, an pathum hian vantlangin ‘ser’-a an
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ngaih, thiang lo leh thil \haa pawm theih loh putute an nih vek avangin
dinhmun inanga an dinna chin a awm a. An chunga thil \ha lo tak lo
thleng avanga khawtlanga an dinhmun, \henawm khawvengten eng
angin nge an ngaih a, eng anga en nge an nih tih leh mi en dan a inan
leh an loh dante han thlir ila. Moll Flanders leh A Mak A Na hi
autobiography anga ziak ve ve a ni a, vawikhat tihsualin vawihnih,
vawithum tihsual leh maina a hring a ni tih min zirtir ve ve bawk.

Moll Flanders-a a changtunu hi Moll Flanders tia hriat lar
a ni a, a novel hi A Mak A Na ang bawk hian autobiography anga
ziah a ni. Moll-i hian a thawnthu in\an a\anga a tawp thlengin a
hming tak a thup tlat a. Moll Flanders tih chu a thurualpuiten an
koh dan a ni a, chumi hming chuan he novel hi ziah a ni a, a hming
dik tak ziak emaw tarlang ngam lo khawpin thil \ha tih leh hna
chhuanawm thawh a nei lo. A nuin a pai laia r<kr<k thubuai nei a
nih avangin Jail-ah a piang a, chumi hnuah a chhungte enkawlna
hnuaiah a awm leh a, fahrah awmna in (orphanage)-ah te awm
kualin pasal pawh vawi duai lo a nei a. A dinhmunin a zir loh em
avangin r<kr<kin a dam khaw chhuah vena tur a ngaihtuah a ngai
a, a changin mi hmei a ni a, a changin nawhchizuar a ni bawk a, a
changin hmeithai hausa tak anga langin pasal hausa tak neih tumin a
inlan bawk a. A tawpah erawh chuan khaihlum tura a chungthu rel
a nih laiin a sualnate simin piantharna a chang hlauh va, bul \an \ha
lo viau mah se a hun tawp lamah erawh chuan piangthar \ha tak
niin a hun a hmang a ni.

Hester Prynne-i pawh hi a pasal thi thana a than tawh hnua
s^wn pai a ni a, chumi avang chuan vantlangin thiam loh an chantir
a, a fa paina pa lah sawi duh lova a zep tlat bawk si avangin uirenu
tia sawi niin “A” hawrawp awmna \hi an awrhtir a. Chu hawrawp
“A”, a sena siamin a entir chu “Adultress” (uirenu) a ni. Chu \hi
chu engtik lai pawhin a awrh a ngai a, mi pangngai anga en a hlawh
ngai lo bawk. A tawpah erawh chuan a fa neihna pa, sakhaw
Puithiam, Pastor-in a thih hma lawka a sualte a puan tak avangin a
fa neihna pa chu hriat chhuah a ni ta a. Hester-i pawhin piantharnate
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chang chhovin a hun tawp lam chu \anpui ngaite \anpui nana hmangin
\ha takin a hmang ta a ni.

Moll Flanders-i leh Hester Prynne-i ang chiah hian Manuni
pawhin mipat hmeichhiatna suala a tluk avangin zak em emin mi
pangngai anga a nun hmang thei lovin, khawtlang leh \henrualte
zingah pawh inkiltawih em emin a awm a. Mahse, anni pathum
zingah hi chuan vantlang endawng tuar n>p ber erawh a ni tho. Nu
leh pa hmangaih em emtu leh \hian tha tak, engtik lai maha phatsan
ngai lotu, Zuali leh Hminghlui te a nei a, Hester-i leh Moll-i dinhmun
nena khaikhin chuan awhawm tak a ni.

Moll Flanders leh The Scarlet Letter te hi a ziaktu mipa ve
ve an ni a, an heroine-te dinhmun pawh hi Manuni ngaihtuah chuan
khawngaihthlak tak, vantlangin an dem rawn huai huai hlawh an ni
a, hun harsa leh thim an tawn laia anmahni hmangaihna nena enkawla
an lam\ang tlat tur chhungte pawh an nei ve hek lo. Manuni erawh
chu a thawnthu ziaktu hmeichhia a ni a, a thawnthuah hian vantlangin
dema an endawng em em thu hmuh tur a awm ve lo va. |hian \ha
tak leh chhungte hmangaih leh duat taka enkawla a >ng zawnga thil
thlir tlat tura fuih \hintu a nei bawk. Rinawma phatsanna leh rinawm
lohsanna avangin lungngaiin hrehawm ti hle mah se a tawpah amah
hmangaih em emtu pasal \ha tak, Peka nen chhungkaw hlim leh
awhawm tak an din thei bawk a ni. Heta \ang hian mipa thlirna leh
hmeichhe thlirna inang lo tak kan hmu thei awm e. Vantlang dem
kai hmeichhia, tisualtu \heuh \heuh tarlan dan hi a inthlau hle.

Heng thawnthu pathum – Moll Flanders, The Scarlet Let-
ter, leh A Mak A Na te hian thuken (theme) inang a nei \heuh va,
chu chu sualna a\anga inchhirna emaw simna “From sin to repen-
tance” a ni. A changtunute hian thil an tisual \heuh va; mahse, chumi
a\ang chuan an sualte simin Pathian lam an hawi \heuh va, chuta
\ang chuan an hun tawp lamah mi dang \anpui ngaite \anpui thei tur
dinhmunah an ding \heuh a ni.

Status of Women in Mizo Society from a Woman’s Perspective:
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Ziaktu tam takin khawtlanga hmeichhiate dinhmun hi an
hmuh ang \heuhvin an tarlang tawh \hin a. Hardy-a phei chu amah
pessimist tak a nih bawk avangin a thawnthua hmeichhiate dinhmun
a chau thei \hin hle. Shakespeare-a play-ah pawh hmeichhiate nihna
chu chi hnihin a \hen theih a, a tragedy leh comedy-a an lan dan
a\angte hian. Mizo thuziak mite zingah pawh hmeichhiate dinhmun
dik tak nia an hmuh dan ziak an awm nual. Heng kan hmuh tam
zawk ziaktute hi mipa an nih deuh zel avangin hmeichhiate dinhmun
chu mipa thlirna a\ang chauhva tarlan a ni \hin. Chu thlirna leh mipain
hmeichhia an thlir dan leh an dinhmun emaw nihna emaw an thlir
dan chu a dik vek theihna lohna chin tam tak a awm, a thlirtu mipain
mipa a nihna a\anga a thlir leh hmuh dan a nih miau \hin avangin.
Mahse, A Mak A Na ah erawh chuan hmeichhia ngeiin hmeichhia,
a nun a zawh chhohnaa humsual daia rap pelh palh chanchin leh
dinhmun, chu a kal sualna a\anga nun kawng dika let leha dinhmun
awhawm tak nei tura a sual chhuah dan leh a tawpa hlawhtling ta
em em chanchin chhiartute tan a chhawp chhuak a. Hmeichhe
dinhmun leh nihna dik tak chu hmeichhe thlirna a\ang ngeiin kan lo
nei ta a. A lawmawm hle a ni.

Feminist Writings kan en chuan Kate Millet chuan Theory
of Sexual Politics-ah hmeichhiate chu awmpui hlawh nei lo (unpaid
servant) angin a sawi a, patriarchal society pawh na takin a dem
nghe nghe. Hmeichhiate chuan pasal an neih tawh chuan an taksa
chungah thuneihna pakhat mah an nei ve tawh lo va, an pasalte
chuan an duh ang angin an sawngbawl a, an chhawr a, duh leh sal
ang maia hralh theihna pawh an nei a ni tiin hmeichhe dinhmun chau
tak a tlangaupui a. A Mak A Na ah erawh chuan hmeichhiate
unpaid servant ang em chuan kan hmu lo. Amaherawhchu, Manuni
chuan pasal a neih hma, Rinawma nena thla khat em pawh an
inngaihzawn hma a\angin a taksa chunga thuneihna a hloh fel der
tawh. Manuni taksa chu Rinawma ta a ni tawh a, a duh duha a tisa
chakna hrikthlakna mai chauh a ni tawh a. Hetih laia Manuni dinhmun
hi Indian Confessional Poet lar tak, Kamala Das-i poem-a a main
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theme, an nupa nun nuam lo tak nen pawh tehkhin ila a sual kher lo
vang. Das-i’n

He did not beat me,
But my sad woman-body felt so beaten. (L 28-29)
(Ani chuan min vaw hauh lo,
Mahse, ka hmeichhe taksa lungngai tak hi vuak hrep ang
mai a ni)

a tih ang deuh khan Manuni pawh hian Rinawma nen mipat
hmeichhiatna an hman apiang khan vawikhat mah nuam a ti ve ngai
lo va. Rinawma’n ama nawmna tur chauh a ngaihtuah \hin a ni tih
kha thup tum hle \hin mah se ngaihsak loh a ni tih erawh a hre
chhuak ziah a, hrehawm ti reng rengin a awm \hin.

Virginia Woolf pawhin A Room of One’s Own-ah mipa
leh hmeichhe dinhmun inthlau tak chu Shakespeare-a, khawvelin a
hriat lar em em, literature khawvelah ngat phei chuan a hming lam
lohva literature famkim loh phah hiala lar nau hmeichhia, Judith-i
chanchin a ziak tel a. Shakespeare-a’n lehkha zira Dante te, Homer-
a te kut ziak zir theia a awm laiin Judith-i chuan chuti ang hun
remchang leh \ha chu a nei ve ngai lo va. Lemchan lam a tuipui ve
em ema luhchilh ve a tum pawhin tu mahin an \anpui duh lo va,
\anpui ahnekin an nuihsawh vek a. A tawpah mi pakhatin a
khawngaih a, chu pa chuan a chungah advantage lain Judith-i chu a
lo rai phah ta hial a. Tichuan, Judith-i chu a intihlum a, tu ma hriat
pawh hlawh lo leh a ruang hlawmtu pawh nei lovin kawngsira ph<m
a nih tak thu runthlak tak mai chu Woolf-i chuan a ziak a. Chumi
ang deuh chuan inngaihna suala mi an tl<k pawh hian a dinhmun
chhe zawka \ang chu hmeichhiate bawk hi an ni tih hi Manuni leh
Rinawma a\ang hian kan hmu chiang hle. Manuni’n a hrehawm
zawng zawng leh zah a phurh laiin Rinawma erawh chu tlangval
pangngai ang maiin nula pawh duh duh thlanga kawp lawr thei
dinhmunah a la ding a. A thil tihsual chuan a nunah eng mah nghawng
a nei ve lo, a thawnthu tawp lamah chauh lo chuan. Hei hian
khawtlanga, Mizo society-ah bik hmeichhe dinhmun chau tak a
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tarlang chiang hle awm e.

Philosophy of Life:
D.H. Lawrence-an a novel “Women in Love”-a Ursula

Brangwen leh Gudrun Brangwen te chu unau mize inang lo tak,
amaherawhchu, inngeih tak an ni a, an pahnih chuan lungtat leh
chemte intat hriam tawn ang mai an ni tia a sawi ang deuh khan
mihringte nun leh harsatna hi a inzawm tlat a tih theih a. Chu
harsatna chuan a tawngtu azirin rah \ha tak emaw \ha lo tak emaw
a nei thei. Thomas Hardy-a chuan, “Pathian chu vanramah a awm
lo va, engkim mai hi a buai zo vek a ni,” a tih laiin Robert Brown-
ing-a erawh chuan, “Pathian chu vanramah a awm a, engkim hi a
fel vel vek a ni,” a ti thung a. A Mak A Na thawnthu hian harsatna
chhum chhah tak karah pawh a >ng zawnga thil thlir tlat turin
thawnthu ngaihnawm tak hmangin a chhiartute a hrilh a. Charles
Dickens-a novel ngaihnawm em em mai A Tale of Two Cities-a
kan hmuh “Chhum dum chhah zawng zawng hian >ng nalh tak
rinkualtu a nei \heuh a ni,” tih thupui tenau kha he novel pawh
hian a keng tel ve a ni.

Manuni kha dik lo takin mipat hmeichhiatna b^wihah tlu
lutin lo rai palh ta hlauh lo se chuan piantharna changin Pathian lam
hawia Pathian chauhva innghat tlat nun kha a nei kher lo maithei.
Tin, Peka’n a hmangaihna pawh kha Manuni past life chhuanawm
lo tak khan a tifiah zual em em bawk a. Manuni pawhin khati chung
chunga hmangaiha lo nghaktu kha chu nula pangngaiin an hmangaih
ai ngawt chuan a hmangaih zual zawk ngei ang. R.L. Kamlala’n,

Aw, min hrilh rawh thukna ropui,
Ranthleng leh thing anchhe dawng leh
Vana lallukhum a inzawm,
Lei Eden leh Salem thar nen

tia Isua pianna, thihna leh hnehna ropui nena vana a lawn leh tak
thu tawi fel tak leh kim tak sia thiam tak maia a puan chhuahna ang
deuh khan, Manuni nun leh harsatna chhum chhah tak leh
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chhungkaw hlimawm tak chu a inzawm tlat a. A tirah chuan Manuni
khan a tawpa a hlimna hun tur kha a hmu lawk hauh lo. Mahse,
chhel tak leh Pathian \ih chunga a nun a hman chhohna chuan a
kalna kawng tura duan lawk, thil inzawm tlatte chu a tinghet a, a
takin a tawpah chuan a chang thei ta a ni.

Aristotle-a leh Sir Phillip Sydney-ate tan chuan literature
hi Plato leh Gosson-ten thutak pai lo lo ti mah se philosophy ai
pawhin a philosophical zawk a. A chhan chu, poetry emaw thawnthu
emaw literature peng eng pawh hian chhiartute thufing leh \ha tak
tak, nuna hman tura \angkai tak leh nun awmzia hrilhfiahtu \ha tak
chu thawnthu ngaihnawm tak leh chhiar chakawm tak hmangin a
chhawp chhuahsak a, philosophy aiin chhiar a hlawh zawkin chhiar
pawh a chakawm zawk a, a chhiartu pawh an tam zawk a ni, tiin
poetry leh poet thlavang an hauh va. Chumi philosophy aia litera-
ture a chungnun zawkna chu he thawnthu hian a tichiang hle a ni.
Tleirawl pakhat chanchin leh a chunga thil thleng bakah a sub-plot,
Nupuii te nupa lo lang a\ang hian chhiartute tan zir tur zirlai tam tak
a chhawp chhuak a. Thil \ha lo lo thleng thei laka inven dan tur leh
harsatna a lo thlena lo hmachhawn dan tur te, a >ng zawnga thil
thlir tlat turte leh Pathian \ih pawimawhzia leh hlutna a chhiartute a
hrilh a. Tess-i’n, “Hmeichhiate chuan an kuta indana inven a ngaihna
tur thil an hria a, novel heti ang inbumna thang hrilh hretu an chhiar
\hin avangin,” a tih ang deuh khan he novel chhiartu tan chuan
hrilhlawkna, warning \ha tak a tling bawk.
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Mizo zinga pastor hmingthang, Pathian thu thiam, mi huaisen
leh mi thiam hmasa, ‘Kan Bible’ hi tih a ziak hmanga ‘Book of the
year 2013’ pawh lo dawng ngat tawh Rev. Dr. Zairema hi Zofate
zingah hre lo an tlem viau awm e. Amah kan hriatna ber chu Mizo
\awnga Bible lehlin leh Pathian thu a ziakna lehkhabu te vang a ni
ber. Thu tluang a ziak tlemte zingah ‘A no ber mai, a no ber mai’
tih leh ‘Dul pen’ tih te hi miten an hriat larna pakhat a ni bawk ang.

Hmunhmel\ha khuaa Pu Doliana leh Aibuaii te fa, Rev. Dr.
Zairema ni ta hi Mizo zinga BSc (hons) pass hmasa ber leh
Serampore College-a BD zirchhuak hmasa ber, a mark hmuh pawh
‘Serampore Record’ tling khawpa sang fal ni hial khawpa lehkha
thiam a ni a. A certificate leh a mark lamah chang a hmu sangin a
thiam a ni lova, a thuziak leh a kutchhuak a\ang hian ‘mithiam’ leh
‘miril’ a ni tih hi hai rual a ni lo. A ngaituahna tladarh leh vak vel
hian thil a chhui a chhui a, a chhan leh a chhehvel te a suangtuah
kual a, chu chuan midangte tibengvartu thuziak \ha takah a chhuah
\hin a ni.

Lehkhabu tih tham fe fe 16 zet letlinga lo ziaktu Zairema
hian, College a kal lai a\ang tawhin essay tia chhal ngam \hahnem
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fe a ziak a, chung zinga 15 chauh chu tun thlenga chhiar theiha
hmuhchhuah an ni. Chung a essay ziak te chu - Thukhuh, Zun,
Tawrhna, Mai mai fakna,  Mal, Sakhua leh Culture, A no ber mai
no ber mai, Dul pen, Mizo \awng dik hman zir, Ziaka Mizo \awng,
Mizo \awng kan hman dan \henkhat, A eng zawk nge upa?,
Inthawina, Hmeichhia nge minu? tih leh Mizote’n hrisel an tum dan
tih te a ni.

Mihring hmel leh hmaitlang a danglam ang bawkin, pianhmang
leh pian phung pawh a inang hek lo. Vei zawng leh tui zawng a
thuhmun fo lova, thuziak dan kalhmang te, lunglen zawng leh
ngaihven zawng a inang diak diak lo bawk. Mi tam takin an thil
tawn leh lunglen zawng te thiam tak leh tlawr takin an ziakchhuak
thiam a, Zairema te ang erawh hi chuan an vei zawng leh ngaih
pawimawh zawng chu tuihnang lo tak, khal leh khauh zetin an ziak
chhuak thung. Thuziak hi ‘art’ a nih miau avangin a \ha leh \ha lo
tehfung hi zam a har hle a, a chhiartu rilru a hneh leh hneh loh hi a
hlutna leh hlawkna chu a ni ber fo awm e.

‘Essais’ tih thumal phuahchhuaktu, French thuziakmi  Michel
de Montaigne (Michel Eyquem de Montaigne)-an ama thil tawn
leh a chanchina ziakkhawmna ‘Essais’ lehkhabu, kum 1580-a a
tihchhuah hma daih khan Greek mi zingah Theophrastus leh Plutarch
te, Roman thuziakmi Cicero leh Seneca te khan ‘essay’ pianhmang
ang hian thu an lo ziak daih tawh a. Michel de Montaigne-a khan a
rawn hrual mum chho \an mai chauh zawk a ni.

Montaigne-a (1533-1592) hian mihring chanchin puanchhuah
chu a thil tum ber a ni a, chu pawh chu ama thil tawn te, ama
chanchin te hmangin a puangchhuak a. ‘Ka lehkhabu chhung thu
chu keimah ka ni mai’ (I am myself the matter of my book) te a ti
bawk. Montaigne-a thuziak dan kalhmang, mahni tawn leh thlen
chhin a\anga thuziak hi a chiangin a fiah a, tunlai thlenga ziak dan
kalhmang tlangtla tak a la ni reng.

Mizo \hangthar ziakmi (essayist) zingah pawh H. Lalrinfela
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(Mafaa), Lalhruaitluanga Chawngte, Darrokima, Vanneihtluanga
leh midang tam tak hian anmahni tawn leh an chanchin a\anga thil
an thlirna ngaihnawm takin an ziak tlangpui a. Mahni tawn leh hmuh
a\anga ziak e ti lo chuan Lalhruaitluanga Chawngte leh Darrokima
te thufun erawh a inpersan viau thung. Khawtlang nunphung inthlak
danglam mek (transition period) zingah hian ngaihnawm leh
nuihzatthlak taka thuziak (humorous essay) hian lawm a hlawh duh
bik hle niin an sawi a, chutiang ziak tur chuan mahni tawnhriat a\ang
leh mahni inkahna a\ang lo chuan mi pawisawi te pawh a hlauhawm
a ni mahna, heng \hangthar thuziak mi langsar ber ber te hian anmahni
dai chin a\angin thu an ziak tlangpui \hin a. Khehchhuah tur a awm
leh awm loh chu a hlutna a ni ber lova, kha thuziak kan chhiar
chhunga a thuziak khawvela min chentir theihna kha a hlutna a ni a,
damdawi man to ber ber ai pawha \angkai leh hlu zawk a nih chang
a awm fo.

Montaigne-a ten anmahni chanchin puanchhuahna thu an
tlangaupui laiin, a thuziak dan kalhmang entawna rawn her
danglamtu English thuziakmi, Francis Bacon (1561-1626) chuan
‘Essays 1597’-ah chuan mahni chanchin ziakna lam aiin, thufing
leh ngaihdan puanchhuahna, thupui leh thuhar chaina atan ‘essay’
chu a rawn hmang ta thung a. A thuziak tlar tin mai hian kheh
chhuah tur thu a pai a, sawizui leh sawifiah ngai thu a keng a, ‘a
khal khat tlat’ a ni ber mai.

Franscis Bacon-a essay zinga hmingthang tak ‘Of Studies’
te kha chu tlar tin mai kha thufing a ni ber mai a, khehchhuah tur
thuril pai a ni. A bul \an atan pawh ‘Studies serve for delight, for
ornament, and for ability’ a han ti nghal a. A chhungah ‘Some
books are to be tasted, others to be swallowed, and some few to
be chewed and digested; that is, some books are to be read only
in parts; others to be read, but not curiously; and some few to be
read wholly, and with diligence and attention’  han tih te pawh hi
‘symbol’ anga kalin sawifiah leh hrilhfiah ngai a ni a, hriatfiah hnu
phei chuan thudik leh thufing tak a ni tih a hriat theih. Chutiangin a
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essay dang te pawh thufing leh thuril ziah khawm nan a hmang a ni.

Mizo essayist hmasa ber nia chhal Kaphleia pawh kha
Bacon-a te nena tul khata thil tlar chi an nih hmel. Kum 1939-a
ziak a essay hmasa ber ‘Thlirtu’-ah khan thufing mawi tak tak a
zep nual. ‘Kan dam rei leh rei loh te hi kum te, thla te hian a hril lo
ve, kan thu leh kan thiltihin a hril ber zawk a ni,’ tih te, ‘Eng vangin
nge kan lung a len \hin? Kan awmdanah duhtawk kan ngah loh
vang a ni,’ han tih te. ‘Damdawi meuh pawh ei luat chuan thihna a
ni thei’ (Kurtai). Heng bak pawh hi sawi tur a la awm nual thei ang.
Chuvangin Kaphleia essay-te pawh khan ‘aphorism’ rawng a kai
a ni.

Mizo ziakmi zingah hian Zairema, Darchhawna, Siamkima
Khawlhring, Zikpuii Pa, RL Thanmawia, Laltluangliana Khiangte
te leh Mizo ziakmi tam ber te hian, ‘awmhawp thuziak’ (creative
writings) an neihah te hian kawhhmuh tum leh zirchhuah tur an zep
a, a chang chuan an zep mai pawh ni lovin an chai ber a ni \hin.

‘Aphorism’ hi thu tawi fel kim taka thil sawi chhuahna, thudik
leh rintlak taka innghat sawina a ni a. Kherkhiap taka sawifiah dawn
chuan, mahni tawnhriat (experience) a\anga thu rintlak leh awmze
nei phuhchhuah sawina a ni. Chutih rual erawh chuan, thufing tawi
(proverbs) leh inkaihhruaina thufing (apothegm) sawichhuahna thu
engpawh a huam thei bawk. Thufing (proverbs) nena a danglamna
chu, proverbs hi chu a sawitu leh ziaktu hriat loh (anonymous) a nih
laiin, ‘aphorism’ erawh hi chu ziaktu leh sawitu nei a ni \hin.
Inkaihhruaina thufing (apothegm) hi chuan a tlangpuiin a taka tih
theih thufing a kawk a, ‘aphorism’ erawh chu chutiang a ni chiah
lo.

‘Impersonal essay’ ziaktu zingah Zairema hi a danglam takzet
a, ‘thufing chhep khawm a, ril leh thuk zawka zirchianna thuziakmi’
‘Aphoristic Essayist’ \ha tak niin a sawi theih ang. Aphoristic Essay-
ah hi chuan thufing tawi ‘quotation’ atana hman mai remchang tak
tak chu an thuziak karah hian an zep \hin. Zairema pawh hian a
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thuziak karah ‘Dawt hi amahin a awm thei lo. Midang a tel lo thei
lo,’ (Thukhuh); ‘Awm mai mai hian tum leh chhan nei mah suh se
hlawkna a nei. A hlawkna chu a tum a ni lova, mahse a awm avanga
a hlawkna chu lo chhuak mai a ni. A hlawkna i duh avangin awm
mai mai i tum chuan i awm mai mai a ni der lovang - i rilru inthunun
i tum vangin,’ (Mai mai fakna).

‘Kan tih chak zawng kan thihpui a nih pawhin tu dang pawi
mah a sawi hlei nem. Kan thi tho dawn a, tih chak loh zawng tia thi
tho bawk si chu a hrehawm thlawn mai a ni,’ (Dul pen). ‘|awng
dik leh dik lo tehna hi a mumal thei lo. Grammar pawh hi \awng
dan siamtu a ni lo a, \awng hman lai engtia hman nge a nih chhuina
a ni,’ (Mizo \awng dik hman zir). ‘Nunna a lo awm reng reng hian
tawrhna a lo awm. Mihringin kan tuarin engvanga tuar nge kan nih
tih kan ngaihtuah thei chauh, nunna nei dangte chuan an ngaihtuah
thei lo,’ (Tawrhna). “Mizote hi ramhuai bia kan inti \hin a, mahse
kan biak tak chu ramhuai an ni lo, min siamtu kan be zawk \hin.
Ramhuai hnena inthawina hla an chhamte ngaihthlak ngun chuan
‘vauna’ a ni ber,’ (Mizo ten hrisel an tum dan).

Thufing ang chiaha sawi theih ni lo, mahse thudik anga
ngaihtheih khawpa ngaihdan puanchhuahna hi ‘aphoristic style’
langsar tak dang leh chu a ni. Hetiang hi ‘adage’ (thufing),‘maxim’
(inkaihhruaina thufing), ‘dictum’ (thu rinawm tak), ‘precept’ (thupek)
‘saw’ (thufing) tih te pawhin a sawi theih a. Hetianga thu vuakthlak
hi a hnial duh tan chuan hnial theih tak angin lang mahse, innghahna
lungphum mumal tak a nei a, buan thluk mai har tak tur thu a ni \hin.

Zairema essay kan hmuh theih 15 te hi hetiang thufing -
‘adage, maxim, dictum, precept, saw’ te hian a khat tlat emaw tih
mai tur a ni a. Essay thupui atana a thlan reng reng pawh hi mihring
lunglen kaitho tur zawnga ziak a ni lo hi hai rual a ni lova, thupui leh
thuril a chai zel a ni. Hetianga ngaihdan puanchhuahna thuril leh fing
a zeh hrang hrang te chu lo en ila -

‘A awmzia bera lang chu, ‘A mihring ngaihnobeina,
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mi dangin an va ngaihzawnna ber kha’ niin a lang.
‘Mihringa mi hipna awma kha’ pawh kan ti thei ang
(Zun).

Chutichuan, ‘zun’ hi hla \awnga hmang lovin \awng
pangngaiah lo hmang dawn ta ila, a awmzia ber chu
‘mizia’ (personality) a ni mai awm e. ‘Zun zam a
chak hle mai’ (he has a strong personality) ti ila, a
zahawm a, mi a hneh thei e, a ni ve thei mai lo’m ni?
(Zun).

‘Thatchhiat chhuah pawh hi awm mai mai a ni lo. A
lang a pau chuan a ang hle, mahse min thatchhiat an
chhuah chuan engmah tih a peih lo’ (Mai mai fakna).

A ni, mi a awm mai mai chuan engmah a ti lo. A mu
hek lo, a \hu hek lo, a ding hek lo - a mit pawhin thil
a hmu a ni chuang hek lo, a hriatna zawng zawng
khan hriat a nei lo. Amah leh pawn lam thil inzawmna
awm \hin kha chutih lai chuan a awm lo. (Mai mai
fakna).

‘Chawlh nen a danglamna chu hei hi a ni - rilru
chawlhna emaw hahdamna emaw i duh chuan i chawl
a, thil dang tih i bang a, rilru hahdamna lam thil i
ngaihtuah \hin. Mahse, i awm mai mai chuan a enga
mah hi i zawng a ni lo’ (Mai mai fakna).

Culture hi hnamzia, hnamdang chin ve loh kan chin
bik sawina ni awm tak a ni. Hnamdang chin ve loh
lam te, ei duhzawng te, inchei dan te Mizoin kan chin
bik chu Mizo culture kan ti a ni. Chuti a nih chuan
dul pen pawh hi Mizo culture zinga tel, kan hnam
nuna inphum thuk tak, ngaih pawimawha kan neih
tur zinga tel tlakah ka ruat a ni’ (Dul Pen).

‘An dul kan pen sak ngam meuhte chu kan nel hle
tawh tihna a ni,’ (Dul Pen)’

Kan \awng kalhmang thlir chuan ‘vuah’ tih hi dik
zawk awm tak a ni. Kan thil bun chuan kan bunna
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lai kha a tuam vek a, tarmit chuan a tuam vek lem
lo (Mizo \awng dik hman zir).

Kan taksa peng \henkhat chu kan pum pui,
keimahni ai awhin kan hmang \hin. ‘Ka thin a rim’
kan tih chuan keimahni kha a ‘rim’ chu a ni a, ‘thin’
chu keimahni aiawhin kan hmang a, a pronoun pawh
third person kan hmang \hin a ni (Mizo \awng dik
hman zir).

Rannung reng reng a no pai thei zawk chu ‘a nu’
kan ti. ‘A hmei a pa’ kan tih chuan mihring kan
sawina a ni, ‘a nu a pa’ kan tih chuan rannung kan
sawina a ni. Kan pi leh pute hian kan hmeichhiate
hi rannung ‘nu’ ang lekin ‘minu’ tiin an ko phal lo a
ni. ‘Mi-pa’ erawh chu rannung ‘pa’ anga sawi
pawh an hreh lo, tu sal tur emaw maia piang an ni!
(Hmeichhia nge Minu).

Mizo nulain a rimtu tlangval chu, ‘i chhe bel bul’ a
tih chuan tlangval tan chuan ngaih\hat hle tur a ni.
Kan hmeichhiate hi kan ui a, ramhuaiten min rawn
khawihsak kan phal lo, a bum nan ‘hmei-chhia, nu
chhete mai a ni, it tlak a awm lo,’ an tihna, ramhuai
bumna a ni ang,’ (Hmeichhia nge Minu).

‘Tlangvalin nula a bia’ kan tih chu dam chhunga
awmpui atan a sawm a ni. Mizote pawhin sakhua
an bia a, an hnena awm reng turin an sawm a ni,’
(Inthawina).

Aphorism emaw Aphoristic style hian a ken tel pawimawh
tak leh langsar tak dang pakhat leh chu ‘epigram’ hi a ni. Epigram
chu \awngkam inkawkalh angreng tak, mi thin ti\hawng zawnga
sawina, mahse thudik pai lawi si (paradoxical statement) hi a ni
ber. William Wordsworth-an ‘The Child is father of the Man’ a tih
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ang kha a ni awm e. Zairema hian ‘epigram’ anga ngaih theih tur
thil hi a essay-ah te hian zeh zauh a ching a, chu chu a danglamna a
ni. ‘Tawrhna’ tih essay a ziakah hian, ‘Pathian chu min hmangaihtu
a ni a, kan \hatna tur hi a duhzawng a ni tih kan hriat chian poh
veleh he thu hian kan rilru a kap buai dawn a ni,’ a ti mauh mai, a
dik viau si lo maw?. ‘Sakhua leh culture’ essay-ah pawh hian,
‘Mizo zingah zu in thiam ka la hmu lo, damdawiah hmang nia
insawite an awm a, an ngeih meuh lo a ni ang, a dam har em!’.
‘Tawrhna’ essay-ah pawh hian ‘Nunna a lo awm theihna tur hian
nun hloh hi a lo \ul reng a ni,’ a tih te pawh hi ‘paradoxical
statement’ \ha tak a ni.

‘Aphorism’ nihna belhchhah fotu chu ‘Rhetoric’ hi a ni.
Zairema hian a thil sawi tifiah tur hian  thu chheh dan hmang mi
hneh thei tak leh a thil sawi tifiah tura \awng hmang han chheh dan
pawh a thiam viau. Chutih rual chuan mi tam tak ‘rhetorical language’
anga \awngkam nem, thlum leh hnunhnang erawh chu a ni hran lo.
‘A hlawkna i duh avangin awm mai mai i tum chuan i awm mai mai
a ni der lovang - i rilru inthunun i tum avangin,’ (Mai mai fakna).
‘Nuho thla sarih vel tling tawh chinte, paho lah lai hnuaia kawnghren
hren \ul tawh hote dul inpho luah ka hmuh hi chuan pensak ka chak
kei a reh thei lo kan ti! leiah pensak ngam lo mah ila, vanah tal
chuan kan la ngam ang chu ka ti deuh,’ (Dul pen). ‘Kan \awng
hman hi kan rilru chhung thu kan sawi chhuahna a ni a, mahse rilru
chhunga thil thar dahtu a ni fo bawk’ (Sakhua leh culture).

A essay hrang hrang han thlir hian Zairema hi ‘Aphoristic
Essayist’ emaw ‘Aphorism Author’ emaw tia sawi hi a
inthlahrunawm loh hle. A thuziak kan han tarlan bak te pawh hi
midang ngaihdan sawhsawn thei khawpa thu innghahna nei, rin
dan leh pawm dan mumal puanchhuahna \ha tak tak vek a ni. A
essay mai bakah hian a lehkhabu ziak hrang hrang te hi thupui leh
thil har tak tak chaina, thufing leh thu hlu tak tak zirchianna a ni a.
A thu puanchhuah reng reng hian innghahna rinawm tak a nei zel
niin a lang.
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MIZO DEPARTMENT, MIZORAM UNIVERSITY

TAWRHPUINA

I lung-lairil kan dawnpui che a,
Ch<n lo hrail>ng chan te zawng nen.

Lungr<k duhaisam i ch^n ta mauh si,
R<n in sumtual a zau ta lua maw?

Pui-chhung ch<n nem tel lo chuan e,
Zan-tlai zing\ian chhun ni zawng hi

Lunglam vaia th>m velna hun mai,
Hnemtu reng nei hian i mawi si lo,

Chung Van Lal lian chauh lo chu e,
I tan hnemtu tak an awm nem maw!

Aw Khuanul>ng, i chawi lai hraite hi
Awmpuiin thamuan mawlh ang che.

***Prof. R.L. Thanmawia (Awardee of Padma Shri) nupui Pi
Lalengi Pachuau (1961-2017) chuan October 6, 2017 khan he
khawvel hi a lo chhuahsan ta a. Mizo Department chuan zanriah
kilpui meuhin a ralna hun December 18,2017 tlai khan a chenna
inah kan hmang a. Chumi \uma amah kan tuarpuizia lantirna atana
kan pek, thuziak phekah chuan a chunga chhamhla khi a chuang a
ni. Zanriah ei khamah Krismas hla sa-in darkar khat chuang hun
kan hman zuipui bawk a ni. Kha hun kha nghilh ni a awm lo vang.

- Prof. Laltluangliana  Khiangte, Head, Mizo Department, MZU,
         December  18, 2017  :  Aizawl
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Regular  Feature

Tell me your story :

HERO OF MIZO FOLKTALES : CHHURBURA-I

The most interesting and memorable personality in the world
of Mizo folklore would undoubtedly be Chhurbura. A reading and
study of Mizo tales would be incomplete and much less meaningful
if Chhurbura (‘Chhura’ in short) went unmentioned. There is a great
paradox in his character, which makes him all the more interesting
for the young and old. He may be considered, without doubt, as
the ‘silliest of all simpletons’ among the Mizo folk protagonists. Yet
on the other hand he could be considered as the cleverest of all.

All his actions and behaviour, on account of which he was
considered foolish, were in fact, all due to his abiding love and
affection for his elder brother named Nahaia, who happened to be
one of the laziest of men. A good number of the stories about Chhura
are in fact, related to his elder brother, Nahaia wherein Chhura
invariably came out the loser. In all the other adventures where
Nahaia was not a counterpart, he came out as the victor. Each
episode is rather short and crisp but it has a good moral to impart
to the reader.

      Chhura has often been represented as a man of immense
strength and stature, with an easy-going disposition. On a visit to a
certain village, he was offered crab stew, which he found very
delicious. He enquired as to what went into the preparation, recipe
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of the same in the hope that his wife would also prepare some
Aium for him.

One day, on his way home he forgot the name of the dish
and began searching in earnest for the same. Someone enquired as
to the object of his search. “Silly,” said Chhura; “If I knew, would
I be searching in this manner?”

The passer by decided to help him. After sometime the passer
by remarked that he smelt strongly of crab’s potted curry.

Then Chhura cried, “That’s it! That’s what I was searching for!
Now I remember its name….yes, I like that crab’s potted
curry….how sweet its name as well…crab’s potted curry.”

As a traveller, Chhura came to a village whose inhabitants were
rather abnormal. They never passed any excreta. When the
inhabitants of this village saw Chhura answering the call of nature,
they were greatly surprised and asked him how fe would do it.

Chhura replied, “While I was a small baby, my mother made
a small incision in my buttock with a hot iron so that I could pass
stool easily.”

The inhabitants of the village requested Chhura to perform
similar operations on their children. Chhura readily agreed to their
proposal. Instructing them that they should open the incisions only
on the third day, he left the village.

The villagers duly obeyed Chhura’s instructions. On the
morning of the third day, they found that all the children, except
one, had died because of the operation. Even the lone survivor
could hardly move his hands and every mother claimed him as her
own and he died in the melee.

The villagers were very angry with Chhura and so they set out
to pursue Chhura. Seeing them, Chhura hid inside a hollow log and
his pursuers sat down upon it to rest, oblivious of his presence.
They had given up hope of catching him and were about to return.
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One man declared that if the log were Chhura’s head, he would
break it into pieces without showing any mercy.

Hearing this, Chhura was frightened and he shouted out from
his hiding place, “Please do not cut me.” He was then dragged out
and taken to their village.

Then, Chhura said on the way, “There are so many of you; and
each of you wants to have a hold on me. But you cannot do so for
want of room. Now I will sit here to take rest for some time, why
don’t you start holding me by my knee? Then each of you can
have a grip.” As they began to do so, Chhura broke loose from the
grip and ran towards the river.

Then they all started chasing him with war cries. As they were
about to catch up with him he climbed a tall tree. They waited for
him at the foot of the tree. When they continued to wait, Chhura
was desperately wondering how he could escape from them. After
some time he came up with an idea, “I will fly towards the west,”
he declared.

So their leader detailed one section to the west.

“I will fly towards the east,” he declared. So, the leader detailed
a section to the east.

“I will fly towards the north,” he declared again. So the leader
detailed another section to the north.

At last, he found only one or two at the foot of the tree. “Dear
friends, now you are so few you will not be able to fell this big tree,
so I will help you,” he said and they agreed.

He dropped down from the tree and ran southwards as swiftly
as he could. Soon they caught up with him by the bank of a river,
plotting of ways on how to put an end to him. Some proposed they
kill him outright while others proposed a slow death for him.
They bound him with ropes and put him inside a big basket, and
hung it underneath a big log-bridge over a turbulent river.

Now, Chhura had no more hope of escape, and had to resign
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himself to waiting for a slow death in the big basket. Fortunately
for him, however, one day a Pawi (one of the Mizo tribes) traveller
was passing along the wooden bridge. Chhura shouted out to him
saying,

“Pawi-a, please come and help me out of this predicament, if not I
shall kill you with this knife.” He showed a small blunt knife from
his cage.

The Pawi was really afraid of him when he showed him the
steel weapon. He came and let him out of the basket. Then Chhura
said to him, “Would you like to see how pleasant it is to be in that
basket?”

The Pawi sportingly replied in the affirmative, and Chhura put
him inside the cage suspended in exactly the same way as his enemies
had done over the bridge and left him to die. He then cut the
main string of the basket and it fell into the turbulent river.

The Pawi happened to be a very rich merchant. Chhura took
all his merchandise and returned to the village .The villagers were
greatly surprised and they asked him how he had escaped in the
first place and then came by all those valuable goods.

Chhura replied, “After you had left me, I tied a cooking pot
round my waist and dived into the water. I found the bottom full of
wealth and I collected the best of them. The river-bed is still full of
valuable goods. Go quickly and you too can become rich.”

All the men of the village accordingly proceeded to the river
and did as advised by Chhura. As a result, all of them perished.
When they did not return, their wives enquired of Chhura who told
them that the wealth they had collected from the riverbed must be
so heavy that they were delayed.

Immediately, therefore, the wives went out to meet their
husbands. As soon as they left the village, Chhura extinguished the
fire in all the houses.
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After a long time, they returned deeply grieved at the loss of
their husbands. When they wanted to cook food, they found that
there was no fire in any of the houses, and they had to ask for
Chhura’s assistance.

In return, Chhura sold fire at the various prices he demanded.
Thus, Chhura became a very lucky man and he even became the
village chief, marrying the most beautiful ladies of the day.

One day, while travelling in a certain village Chhura heard a
young man whistling a melodious tune. Chhura was captivated, for
he had never before heard any one whistling in that manner.
Approaching the young man Chhura asked him how much he would
charge to teach him the art of whistling.

Realising the absurdity of the situation, the young man readily
agreed to sell the tune for three gongs. After learning the art of
whistling from the young man, Chhura was really delighted. He
whistled all the while lest he forget the tune.

After a few days he had to return home. He continued
whistling as he proceeded to his village. On the way he passed
through a very slippery spot and he fell down suddenly and stopped
whistling. He stood up quickly and it was a while before he realised
that he had stopped whistling!!

Chhura tried to recall the tune in vain. He even retraced his
steps in the hope of finding the tune that he so cherished!! Soon
there was a Pawi traveller, who asked him “What is it that you
seek?”

Chhura replied in a high tone, “If I knew that, I would not be
wasting my time.”The Pawi really wanted to help him and yet he
did not know how. They once again, began looking about the
surroundings but to no avail.

After a long search, the Pawi became tired and sat under a
bush to take rest. He began whistling to himself, and when Chhura
heard him whistling he declared, “That’s the very tune, why are
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you stealing it from me? Give it back at once!!” and saying this he
pulled off the Pawi traveller’s tongue.

On a sunny day,  Chhura caught a very pretty fly in the
countryside. He was delighted, for its wings were like the colours
of the rainbow. He said to himself contentedly, “I’ll sell this fly and
become a rich man.”

So he started along the path leading to Mawngping village. There
Chhura shouted aloud, “Hey folks, come and see this pretty fly.
This is the most beautiful fly that ever lived on earth.  And who will
buy my pretty fly, pretty fly?”

Some men asked, “Where is it? Show it to us. We would like
to see it first.”

However, Chhura replied, “O you, foolish people, how can you
see the fly before you buy it. If I show it to you now it will fly
away.”

Then they said, “Where is it?”

“It’s in my hand,” he replied.

“But how can we buy it without seeing it?” they continued.

“Alright,” said he, but “if it escapes from my hand when I open it,
you must pay me.”

They remained silent. “I’ll show it to you but you’ll have to pay
me if it flies off,” said he, and then opened his hand and showed
them the fly. But it spread its wings and flew away while all the
villagers looked at it open-mouthed.

Chhura then stared at them accusingly as if demanding the price
of the pretty fly. So the villagers promised to throw a grand feast in
his honour to make up for the loss.

It is also said that Chhura played an important role in the creation
of the earth. He shaped the world by heating and hitting the solid
earth with his big stone club, levelling parts of it and in the process
he created hills, mountains, plains and valleys. Even accounts of
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his demise are many.

One version says that he died due to an accident while some
others suggest that he died as a rich and powerful chief. Another
version says he died while playing an interesting family game called
‘Nghengtawlah-Saiawnah.’

Legend goes that he was so absorbed in this game, that he
totally forgot to eat anything for a long time and he succumbed to
the fatigue and exhaustion. All these versions, however, denoted
that Chhura was a prominent household member of the village at
the time of his death.

    According to another tale Chhura was still alive in the 14th
century A.D. It was reported that he lived in the eastern part of
Mizoram and monuments have been erected in his honour and
these can be observed to this day.

 (Chhurbura-2 will follow in the next issue of Mizo Studies. The
whole story is, in fact adapted from HUNDRED MIZO
TRADITIONAL TALES, unpublished manuscripts collected and
documented by Dr. Laltluangliana Khiangte )
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MIZO STUDIES: LITERARY NEWS / REPORT

Department Freshers’ Social: Every year, Mizo
Department had held formal Fresher Social and Parting Social with
the presence of it’s Faculty Members. This year, Freshers’ Social
had been held on 18th, August, 2017 at Guest House, Mizoram
University to welcome the lovely new students to the Department
and Mizoram University as well. The programme was started at
10:30 am. It was split up into two sessions; the first session was
more formal. Prof. Laltluangliana Khiangte, Head of the Department
delivered welcome speech. He asked all the students to be aware
of their privilege to get an admission amongst many applicants, and
to know their main purpose in joining the Department. To
accomplish their master degree course as good as possible and to
try to cope with the rules and regulations of the Department is the
duty and must be the priority of the students.

Book Release: A book written by K. Rohmingliana, III
Semester student was released on 19th August, 2017 at MZP
Conference Hall, Aizawl. It is entitled Suangtuah Hlimthla, a
collection of short stories and articles. Mr. Lalzarzova, Guest Faculty
of the Department previewd the book. He said, “This Suangtuah
Hlimthla is built up with love, and herein lies a quest for answer;
so, the maker of this book is none other than love itself.” The book
has 200 pages and is priced 200/-. Apart from this book, the
author have published some other books beforehand.
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Cleaning Programme: Cleaning the Department and its
surrounding area in accordance with Swachh Bharat is one of the
regular events of the Department. On 1st September, the
Department held cleaning progamme in the afternoon. Students
and Staffs weeded out crab grass from the surrounding areas and
cleaned the building to provide a salubrious environment to the
University. It will be held as often as possible in future.

Teachers’ Day Observed: Teachers’ Day was observed
again this year by the students at Dean’s Conference Hall, School
of Education and Humanities. Unfortunately, it had to be preponed
on 4th September due to some inconvenience. The programme
was started at 1:00 pm under the chairmanship of Vanlalduata,
Class Representative of III Semester. It was replete with interesting
items from the students. As being Head of the Department, Prof.
Laltluangliana Khiangte gave a very good lecture for the students.
He thanked the students for observing the day saying how nice it
felt to be a teacher. He also told them to be sincere in their studies
and to have a clear focus on their future plan. Mere study is not a
real study. He wants them to be successful in life. He further said
that to be a successful person, one must be diligent, reliable and
honest. As one of the sayings goes ‘a student’s religion is his study’,
Professor said that the prior duty of a student is to be faithful and
loyal to his studies.

After having delivered a good lecture, Professor cut a special
cake prepared by the students. All faculty members were gifted
with Teachers’ Day Special gift. Besides the speech of Professor,
Assistant Professors of the Department- Mr. Lalsangzuala, Mr. K.
Lalnunhlima, and Dr. Ruth Lalremruati gave a short yet worth-
remembering speeches. Among their speech, this quotation is worth
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taking into account which was spoken by Dr. Ruth Lalremruati:
“Teaching is the one profession that creates all other professions”-
unknown author.

REPORT ON NATIONAL SEMINAR ON MIZO PROSE WRITINGS

The Department of Mizo, Mizoram University organized a
Two-Day National Seminar On Prose Writings To Commemorate
The Birth Centenary of Rev. Dr. Zairema, Padma Shri C. Rokhuma
& Mr. R. Zuala in collaboration with AITLF (All India Tribal
Literary Forum) & Ramnika Foundation, Headquarters, New Delhi
from 25th – 26th of September, 2017 at Aizawl.

The Department of Mizo, Mizoram University had consistently
organized various seminars, consultation, refresher course and
related literary programmes right from the beginning to uphold and
enhance Mizo literature in different fields or areas. One of the
important programmes the department has organized was a seminar
on Mizo writers who have rendered great contributions to Mizo
literature through their works. The department had often organized
such literary programmes on particular authors or poets to have a
deeper study on their works and contributions. Last year, in the
month of November, the birth centenary celebration of one of the
most popular novelists Lalzuithanga was organized so successfully.

This year marked the Birth Centenary of three distinguished
Mizo Prose Writers, namely – Rev. Dr. Zairema (1917-2008),
Mr. R. Zuala (1917 – 1990) and Padma Shri C. Rokhuma (1917
– 2016). The Department, acknowledging the rich contributions
made by them, therefore decided to conduct a Two-Day National
Seminar on Mizo Prose Writings to commemorate the Birth
Centenary of these three prose writers. The department is looking
forward to acknowledge the contribution of selected writers who
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made tremendous achievement in the field of language and literature.
The same kind of National or International Seminar will be organized
if and when the birth centenary of those distinguished scholar-writers
is to be celebrated in a grand manner.

The first day, that is, the Inaugural and Commemoration of
the Birth Centenary Function was conducted on 25th September,
2017 at Synod Conference Centre, Aizawl. The Inaugural Session
started at 10 A.M.  Ms. Lalhlimpuii, who took over the session as
Compere, welcomed all the guests and explained the purpose of
the programme, and handed over the session to the Chairman,
Prof. Laltluangliana Khiangte, Vice President of All India Tribal
Literary Forum and Head of the Department. Prof. Laltluangliana
Khiangte gave a keynote address to the programme and the constant
activities of the Department for the betterment of Mizo Literature
with thought-provoking words. He encouraged and challenged
invited relatives of the prose writers to value and pay more heed to
the works of their fathers and grandfathers.

The Chief Guest to this session, Mr. Lalsawta, Honourable
Finance Minister, released the book entitled Za-Thum prepared
by Prof. Laltluangliana Khiangte, which contained the works of
the said three prose writers and abstracts of the 13 research papers;
and blessed the seminar to start its proceedings. In his benedictory
address he spoke about the increasing importance of literature. He
appreciated the activities of the Department. There was felicitation
of the three deceased prose writers- Zairema, R. Zuala and C.
Rokhuma given to their families. The felicitation was handed over
to them by Prof. R. Thangvunga, Dr. Lalzama and Mrs.
Boihchhingpuii. Ms. Maya Lalthanpuii, daughter of Zairema, Mr.
C. Manliana, son of C. Rokhuma and Mr. C. Hmingthanzuala, son
of R. Zuala gave short speeches and thanked the Department for
appreciating and organizing such a great opportunity for their
fathers. The session was enlightened with an inaugural song
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performed by Mizo Department Choir and a beautiful song from
Selected Singers of the said Department. After Ms. Lalhlimpuii
proposed vote of thanks, the session ended with a handsome
refreshment prepared for the occasion.

The second session started at 1:00 PM which was moderated
by Prof. R. Thangvunga. In this session, Dr. Zoramdinthara, Asst.
Professor, Mizo Deptt., PUC; Ms. Enid H. Lalrammuani, Asst.
Professor, Mizo Deptt., PUC; and Lalzarzova, Research Scholar,
Mizo Deptt., MZU read their papers - C. Rokhuma as a Story-
teller, Zairema as an Essayist, Literary Works of R. Zuala. The
third session followed up the previous session after a short break
and was moderated by Mr. Lalsangzuala, Asst. Professor, Mizo
Deptt., MZU. Ms. Lalnunpuii, Asst. Professor, Gov’t. Hnahthial
College; Mr. H. Laldinmawia, Asst. Professor, Mizo Deptt., PUC;
Mr. Lalrotluanga, Research Scholar, MZU; and Mr. F.
Lalzuithanga, Asst. Professor, St. Xavier College read their papers
- A Cirtical Study of R. Zuala’s ‘Rauthlaleng’, Zairema as an
Aphoristic Essayist, C. Rokhuma as Prose Writer, An Analysis of
Selected Stories of R. Zuala. With this, Day 1 of the Seminar ended.

The second day of the Seminar was conducted at Seminar
Hall of Pachhunga University College, Aizawl on 26th September,
2017. Prof. Lalhmasai Chuaungo, Dean, School of Education &
Humanities, MZU moderated the first session; and the paper readers
were - Ms. Gospel Lalramzauhvi, Research Scholar, MZU:
Zairema as a Folklorist; Dr. Ruth Lalremruati, Asst. Professor.
MZU: C. Rokhuma as a Social Activist; and Mr. Lalrammuana,
Research Scholar, MZU: R. Zuala as a Novelist. The next session
was moderated by Dr. Ruth Lalremruati, Asst. Professor of the
Department. In this session, Mr. Lalnunpuia Renthlei, Research
Scholar, MZU; Mr. Laltlanmawia, Guest Teacher, Govt.
Hrangbana College; and Prof. Laltluangliana Khiangte, Mizo Deptt.,
MZU read their papers - Zairema as a Translator, Construction of
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R. Zuala’s ‘Rauthlaleng’, C. Rokhuma as a Man of Letters
respectively.

The Sixth session started at 1:30 PM. It was named Interaction
with Guest of Honours (Former Teacher/Tutor/Lecturer) which
was chaired by Prof. Laltluangliana Khiangte. The session started
with Chairman’s address on the origin and development of Mizo
Subject with effect from the year 1961 till date. The Guests of
Honour were Dr. L.N. Tluanga, Padma Shri Lalthangfala Sailo
and Mr. Zasanga, Rtd., IPS, who are the pioneers in teaching Mizo
subject at the College level. The first two teachers were from the
Union Christian College, Barapani and the third one was from the
Pachhunga Memorial College, Aizawl. This session was followed
up with the last session of this national seminar which was MILLTA
Business Session & Closing of 26th September, 2017.

The Seminar was graced by dignitaries, academicians and
scholars of literature who have expertise in the field. Around 250
audiences gathered together each day. It was a successful seminar
replete with interesting research topics, discussions, and interaction
with honourable former teachers/lecturers of Mizo subject. During
these two days, different books written by different authors were
sold with a liberal discount.
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M.PHIL DEGREE AWARDED BY MZY DURING
October to December, 2017

1 . Mr. H. Zorinsanga, Department of Economics
Politics of Religion: A Case Study of the Presbyterian
Church of India in Aizawl City since 1972
Supervisor : Prof. J. Doungel

2 . Ms. C. Lalremtluangi, Department of Social Work
Lifestyle and hypertension Among Women in Lunglei,
Mizoram
Supervisor : Dr. H. Elizabeth

3 . Ms. Vanlalchhanhimi, Department of Education
Awareness and Attitude of College Teachers in Mizoram
on Rashtriya Uchchatar Shiksha Abhiyan
Supervisor : Dr. Loknath Mishra

4 . Ms. Laldinsangi Renthlei, Department of Education
Emotional Intelligence and Academic Achievement of
College Students in Aizawl City with Reference to their
Gender and Stream of Study
Supervisor : Dr. Wweta Dvivedi

5 . Ms. Angie V.L. Nunhlimi, Department of Education
Early Childhood Care and Education in Anganwadi
Centres of Aizawl City: A Critical Study
Supervisor : Dr. Krishna Kant Tripathi

6 . Ms. Vanlallawmkimi, Department of Education
Support Services Provided in Special Education Centres
in Aizawl: A Critical Study
Supervisor : Dr. Krishna Kant Tripathi
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7 . Ms. C. Laldingngheti, Department of Social Work
Work Family Balance and Quality of Life Among Working
Women in Health Care Sector in Lawngtlai and Saiha
Tows, Mizoram
Supervisor : Dr. H. Elizabeth

8 . Mr. Zothankima, Department of Education
Awareness of Pre-Service and In-Service Teacher
Trainees of DIET, Aizawl About RTE Act, 2009
Supervisor : Dr. Sweta Dvivedi

9 . Mr. C. Lalthlengliana, Department of History &
Ethnography
Transport Network in Mizoram from Colonial Times to
1987
Supervisor : Dr. K.P. Singh

10. Mr. Oliver Lalthlengliana, Department of Library
& Information Science
Bibliometric Study of Publications in Conference Procee-
dings of CALIBER Conventions during 2008-2015
Supervisor : Dr. Akhandanand Shukla

11. Mr. Lalrotluanga, Department of Mizo
An Analytical Study of ‘Serkawn Concert’ with Reference
to the Contribution of Liandala, Chhuana and Lalmama
Supervisor : Prof. Laltluangliana Khiangte

12. Mr. F. Lalzuithanga, Department of Mizo
A Study of the Contributions of Zikpuii Pa, J.F. Laldailova
and Siamkima Khawlhring to Mizo Literary Criticism
Supervisor : Prof. Laltluangliana Khiangte
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PH.D  DEGREE AWARDED BY MZY DURING
October to December, 2017

1 . Mr. Soibam Lanabir Singh,  Department of
Forestry
Comparative Studies on Carbon Stock and Effectiveness
of Carbon Sequestration Potential of Traditional Home-
gardens and Shifting Cultivation Fallow in Aizawl District
of Mizoram
Supervisor : Prof. U.K. Sahoo

2 . Mr. Chinmoy Rajkonwar,  Department of Geology
Palaeoenvironmental Significance of the Ichnofossil A
semblages of Bhuban Formatio (Lower to Middle Mi
ocene) of Aizawl, Mizoram
Supervisor : Prof. R.P. Tiwari

3 . Ms. Ksh. Krishna Devi, Department of Library &
Information Science
Web Content Analysis of Indian Institutes of Technology
(IITs) and National Institutes of Technology (NITs)
Libraries’ Website: An Evaluation
Supervisor : Dr. M.K. Verma

4 . Mr. Lalrintluanga Sailo, Department of Physics
Study of the Spin-Orbit Interactions and Electronic
Properties of Nitride Semiconductors
Supervisor : Prof. Zaithanzauva Pachuau/Dr.
Lal\hakimi Zadeng

5 . Mr. Lalrinthara Pachuau, Department of Physics
Study of the Cell Tower Radiation and Its Health Hazard
in Aizawl, Kolasib and Serchhip
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Districts of Mizoram
Supervisor : Prof. Zaithanzauva Pachuau

6 . Mr. S. Sarathbabu, Department of Biotechnology
Characterization and Cytotoxic Activity of Pierisin from
White Cabbage Butterfly (Pieris canidial.)
Supervisor : Prof. N. Senthil Kumar

7 . Mr. H. Lalrinliana, Department of Education
Traning of Elementary School Teachers in Mizoram in the
Context of Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan: An Evaluative Study
Supervisor : Prof. B.B. Mishra

8 . Ms. Lalbiakzuali, Department of Psychology
Personality, Resilience, and Acculturation as Related to
General Wellbeing in Non-Mizo Adults in Mizoram
Supervisor : Prof. C. Lalfamkima Varte

9 . Ms. Josephine Lalrindiki, Department of
Management
Attitudinal and Behavioral Study of Online Consumers in
Mizoram: A Case Study of Aizawl
Supervisor : Dr. A.K. Singh

10. Mr. Andrew Lungtiawia Fanai, Department of
Physics
Structural and Spectroscopic Studies of Lanthanide Ions
Doped with Nano-Structured Materials for Photonic
Applications
Supervisor : Prof. Suman Rai

11. Mr. Lalfakzuala, Department of Public
Administration
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Autonomous District Councils in Mizoram: A Comparative
Study of LADC & MADC
Supervisor : Prof. Lalneihzovi

12. Mr. Vanlalvanga Ralte, Department of Public
Administration
Electoral Administration in Mizoram : A Study of
Legislative Assembly Elections, 2008
Supervisor : Prof. Lalrintluanga


